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THE THIRD-CHROMOSOME GROUP OF MUTANT
CHARACTERS OF DROSOPHILA

MELANOGASTER.

By C. B. Bridges and T. H. Morgan.

I. INTRODUCTION.

Since the work on DrosopJiila began in 1910, about 400 mutants have been

found. The sex-linked characters, i. e., those due to genes in the first-

chromosome, that were known to us in 1914, have been described in our paper,

"Sex-linked Inheritance in Drosophila" (Carnegie Publication ISTo. 237,

1916). The characters whose genes are in the "second-chromosome," that

were known to us in 1915, have been described in our paper,
" The Second-

chromosome Group of Mutant Characters" (Part II, Carnegie Publication

No. 278, 1919). Many other mutant characters in these two groups are now

known to us, some of which have been described, but a greater number have

been used in experiments dealing with special problems without having been

described. It is our intention to publish details concerning these at some

future time. The third group is here considered. In table 1, each of the

third-chromosome mutants treated in this paper is listed in order of discovery,

together with its symbol, its locus, and certain facts as to its origin and

characteristics.

The mutants are dealt with in their chronological order, because each new

mutant was first located with reference to the other characters then known.

The information required to understand the successive experiments will, then,

have been already furnished in the preceding sections. More accurate deter-

minations of location in the case of several mutants have been made by using

mutants that were discovered later, so that a certain amount of referring

forward is unavoidable.

As a general rule, each mutant is treated as follows:

(1) The date of its discovery, and the circumstances under which it arose,

are given, i. e., whether it api^eared singly or in numbers, whether from a pair
or in mass culture, etc. This information bears on the problem as to wh^n,
in the germ-track, the mutation occurred.

(2) A description of the character is given, its symbol, its range of fluctua-

tion, and its availability for work, which last depends mainly on the certainty
and ease of its separation from the wild-type. In many instances more than

one part of the body is affected, and these different characteristics are also

mentioned because they too are a part of the effect of the gene and are useful

in identifying the mutant, in distinguishing it from its allelomorphs, and
also from other mutants whose main effects involve the same part. Other

characteristics, more obviously physiological, are also spoken of \vhen they
are known.

1



THE THIRD-CHROMOSOME GROUP

Table 1.—Chronologically arranged list of third-chromosome mutants.

Mutant gene. Affects mainly— See

page
Symbol. Locus.

Date
found.

Found by-

With Thorax-pattern .

Olive-iii Body-color.
Beaded
Pink

Superwith

Lethal-iiia .

Ebony
Maroon
Lethal-iiib .

White-ocelli .

Kidney

Wing-margin. . .

Eye-color

Thorax-pattern.

Life.

Body-color. .

Eye-color. . . .

Life

Ocellar-color .

Eye-shape .

Band
\
Thorax-pattern .

Peach
Truncate-Int.-iii .

Sepia
Cm
Rough
Deformed
White-head

Sooty
Dwarf
Spread
Lethal-iiic

Lethal-iiid

Beaded-Int.-iii . .

Spineless. ,

Cream-iii .

Port
Giant-iii. .

Eye-color
Wing-shape
Eye-color
I Il-crossing-over .

Eye-texture
Eye-shape
Head-pattern. . . .

Body-color
Body-size
Wing-posture ^.. .

Life A.
Life

Wing-margin

Safranin .

Dichsete .

Tilt

Bithorax.

Smudge. .

Ski-iii...

Dilute.. .

Curled...

Bristle-size .

Eye-color. .

Eye-color. .

Body-size. .

Eye-color
Wings, bristles

Wing-posture
Body-segmentation .

Eye-texture

Wing-curvature . . . .

Eye-color
Wing-curvature. . . .

^
Two-bristles i Bristle-number.

Black-leg I Leg-color
Extra-scutellars-iii .

Hairless

Pink'

Lethal-iiie

Extended
Lethal-iJif

Scutellar-bristles .

Bristles, hairs. . .

Eye-color
Life

Wing-posture. . .

Life

Vortex-iii ! Thorax.

31
36
37
44
35

50

50
53
64
66
72
79

82
85
86
89
93
93
99
99
101

105
107

107

108

109
112

125

120

126
127

134
137

146
149
151

153

155
158
1.58

161

164
165
165
168

163

ol-iii

Bd
P

liiia

e

ma
liiib

wo
k
bn

pP
T-iii

se

Cm
ro

Df

e"*

dw
sd

line

Imd

ss

cr-m

gt-iii

D
tt

bx
sm

si-iii

cu

2b

H
P'

line

DE
liiif

vo-iii

P±

93.8
48.0

83±

70.7
50.7

P±7
76.2
64.0
72.0

48.0

26.0
75 ±
91.1
47.5

70.7
51.0
65±
P +

p±33
P—

58.5
36.5

64.0

40.4
40.2
58.7
15±
46.5

46.0

58.3

P±
59±
69.5
48.0
40.7
40.4
39.1
40.4±

1910.

Jan. —
Mar. —
May —
Julv —
Nov. —
1911.

Dec. —
1912.

Feb. 15
Mar. 13
Mar. —
June 21

June 26

July —
1913.

Jan. 24

Apr. —
May 10

June —
June —
July

—
Aug. —
Oct. 20
Nov. 12

Nov. —
Nov. —
Dec. —
Dec. —
1914.

Jan. 4

Feb. 27
Mar. —
Sept. 28
1915.

Jan. 15

July 3

Aug. 29

Sept. 22
Nov. 5

Dec. 1

Dec. 9

Dec. 15

1916.

P^eb. 22
Feb. 23
Feb. —
Mar. 4

Mar. 21

May —
June 11

June 30

Aug. 7

Morgan.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Muller.

Wallace.

Bridges.

Morgan.
Bridges.
Do.

Morgan.

Bridges.
Muller.

Wallace.

Sturtevant.

Muller.
E. Cattell.

Morgan.
Sturtevant.

Bridges.
Dexter.

Dexter.
Liff.

Muller.

Bridges.
Do.

Morgan.
Bridges.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Clausen.

Bridges.

Morgan.

Bridges.
Do.

Payne.
Bridges.
Do.

Sturtevant.

Do.
Do.

Bridges.
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Table 1.—Chronologically arranged list of Ihird-chromosome

mutants—Continued .

Mutant gene.

Cluboid
D-extras. . . .

Ascute
Scarlet

Intensifiei-S.

Benign-iii. . .

Affects mainly-
See

page
Symbol.

Pink<

Ebony'. . .

Divergent .

Chip

Wings
Bristles of D .

Scutellum . . .

Eye-color. . . .

Star-eye
Tumor

Eye-color
Body-color
Wing-posture . . .

Ill-crossing-over.

Ebony^ i Body-color
Pale.

Semi-forked .

Glass

Rotated. . . .

Mahogany. .

Compressed .

Delta

Hair>-

Minute
Roughoid
Cp-dilapidator.
Lethal iii-g. . .

Port-b

Warped
Cardinal
Claret
ClIIM
Bithorax-b . . . .

Translocation of

chromosomes .

Intensifier of f . .

Eye-color and
texture

Abdomen
Eye-color
Eye-shape
Venation
Extra hairs . . . .

eve-

Bristles

Eye-texture
Cp-modifier
Life

Eye-color
Wing
Eye-color
Eye-color
Ill-crossing-over .

Body-segments. .

Roof-c Wing-posture .

Dwarf-b i Body-size. . . .

Minute-diii.

Rough^ ....

Delta-b
Dark
Minute-f . . .

Minute-g . . .

Varnished. .

Pointed-wing.
Shrunken . . . .

Lethal-iiih. . .

Minute-h. . . .

Stripe. . . .

Crumpled .

Lethal-iiri.

Bristle-size .

Eye-texture.
Venation. . .

Eye-color. . .

Bristle-size .

Bristle-size .

Eye-texture .

Venation . . .

Body-size. . .

Life

Bristle-size .

Thorax-pattern .

Wings
Life

169

132

170
172
175

179

ISl

ISl

182

183
184

184

187

188

190
191

193

197
202

206
212
213
214
214
215
217
219
220
225

228
228
231
235
235
235
236
236
237

238
241
242
244

244
247
249

Locus.

as

St

i-s

be-iii

e'

dv
Chip

gl

my
cp
A
h

M
ru

ling

D±2S
ro±
43.5
43.8
10 ±
25 ±

48.0
70.7
24 ±
P-
70.7

90 rh

wp
cd
ca

ClIIM
bx-b

dw-b
Mdiii
ro^

A-b
dk
Mf
Mg
vr

Pw
wz
llllh

Mh

sr

cm
liiii

63.1

49.5
48.5
66.2
26.5

101.0
0.0
68.5
h±12

52.0
75.7
100.7

P +
59.5

se —
12 ±
95±
91.1

105±
106.2
44.0

94.1
47.8
D-18

62.0
93.0
63zh'

Date
found.

Sept. 15

Sept.
—

Oct. 21

Nov. IS

Nov. 18

Nov. —
1917.

Jan. 7

Feb. 8

June 13

July —
Sept. 27

Oct. 16

1918.

Feb. —

Feb. —
July 28
Nov. 13

Nov. 27
Nov. 30
Dec. 11

1919.

Feb. 8

Feb. 14

Mar. 8

Mar. 20

Sept. 11

Nov. 15

Nov. 24
Dec. 12

Dec. 26
Dec. 27
1920.

Jan. 1

Feb. 5

Feb. 25
Mar. —
Aug. 13

Sept.
—

Sept. 9

Sept. 27
Oct. 22
1921.

Mar. 29
June —
Nov. 28
Dec. 20
1922.

Feb. 6

Mar. 2

July 5

Found by-

Bridges.
Sturtevant.

Bridges.
Richards.

Bridges.
Stark.

Richards.

Sturtevant.

Bridges.

Payne.
Sturtevant.

Bridges.

Lancefield.

Muller.

Bridges.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Mohr.

Bridges.
Sturtevant.

Bridges.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Johnson.

Bridges.
Do.
Do.

Bridges.
Do.
Do.

Muller.

Bridges.
Clausen.

Bridges.
Do.
Mohr.

Bridges.
Do.

Reed.
Do.

Bridges.
Do.
Do.
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Table 2.—Mean standard recomhination per cents, Chromosome-IIL
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Table 2.—Mean standard recombination per cents, Chromosome-III-

Continued.
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Taiu.ic 2.—Mean standard recomhinaiwn per cents, Chromosome-III-
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OF MUTANT CHAKACTERS i

(3) It is stated whether the character is dominant, recessive, or inter-

mediate.

(4) The evidence is given for referring the mutant to a particular linkage

group, or to more than one group in case of multiple gene mutants.

(5) The linkage experiments, on the basis of which the locus within the

chromosome has Ijeen determined, are also reported.

(6) When a mutant has been found more than once the circumstances of

its rediscovery are given.

(7) If any allelomorphs are known they are described and their character-

istics contrasted with the first-discovered gene.

(8) Any other peculiarities, such as specific interaction with other mutant

characters, intensification efllects, mimicry, and masking efi^ect on other char-

acters are reported.

(9) The "evaluation" of the character is given, i. e., a consideration of

the mutant from the standpoint of its usefulness, taking into account many
of the points mentioned above.

NOMENCLATURE AND SYMBOLS.

In the main we have used the same system of symbols as in the preceding
studies. When a new mutant is found, it is given a name that hits oft' its

most striking departure from the wild-type; for example, peach (eye-color),

ebony (body-color), spread (wings), curled (wings), spineless, hairy, etc.

Many of the mutants differ strikingly in more than one characteristic from

the wild-type. In such cases the mutant is usually named for the most strik-

ing of its peculiarities; for example, "Delta" was named on account of the

delta-like expansion where the longitudinal veins join the marginal vein,

although the same mutant is characterized by small, rough eyes, by a bristle

modification, and by several other slight differences.

When the development of a mutant character is dependent upon more
than one gene, the genes involved receive the same name, such as

"
olive," and

one (or both) of the genes is further designated by the addition of Roman
numerals for its chromosome, as olive-ii, olive-iii; vortex-ii, vortex-iii;

Ski-ii, ski-iii; and giant-iii, giant-ii.

In cases where mutants look alike (so called mimics) we have named the one

found later the same as the one first found but with a distinguishing letter,

thus, safranin (iii), safranin-b (ii) ;
roof (i), roof-b (ii), roof-c (iii) ;

dwarf, dwarf-b; bithorax (iii), bithorax-b (iii). A mixed procedure was
. used in naming the creams

;
for example

—
cream, cream-a, cream-b, cream-c ;

but also cream-ii and cream-iii, the Roman numerals in this case designating
chromosome but not interdependence.

^. In the case of a lethal mutant, we usually have no other way of character-

;jh^izing
it than that the gene kills, how or when not being known in most cases.

I In naming the lethal we have generally followed a numeral system, such as

1-1, 1-2, 1-7, etc., for those in the X-chromosome in the order of discovery; and
for those in the II- and Ill-chromosomes liia, liib, liic, and liiia, liiib,

line, etc.

There is a mutant type showing small bristles that frequently appears

(Minute). It is dominant. Its hatching is delayed. It is lethal when liomo-

2

r

I



8 THE THIRD-CHROMOSOME GROUP

zygous. After we became aware of this kind of mutant, about 35 wore picked

up during the first year. They were numbered in the order of their appear-

ance, thus, Minute (JI), Minutc-2 (M2), Minute-3 (M3), etc. It was soon

found that a majority of these
" Minutes"' were identical, and were due to the

absence of a IV'-chromosome. These were renamed " Diminished." The

rest were found to be members of the II- or Ill-linkage groups, and were

distinguished as a, b, c, in the order of their occurrence. Thus, Minute-2

became ]\Iinute-b (ii), SIinute-18 (ill) became Minute-f, and Minute-23

(hi) became Minute-g. In one case, where the appearance of a Minute de-

pended on the presence of two genes, one in the second and one in the third

linkage-group, the genes were called Minute-d-ii and Minute-d-iii.

In cases of multiple allelomorphs, two systems have been followed: The
earlier plan was to give each allelomorph a descriptive name, such as pink
and peach, ebony and sooty; but in cases where distinguishing names are

more difficult to apply, or where there are too many allelomorphs to find names

for, we have resorted to numbering; thus, a third allelomorph of pink was

called pink^ and a fourth, pink*. Likewise the third allelomorph or ebony
was called ebony' (which was a lethal), and the fourth, ebony*, etc. In the

case of the sex-linked mutant cut, which has appeared as often as 14 times,

the number given to the mutant (ct", ct', ct^') applies to the order of appear-

ance. Some of the cuts have probably been due to the reoccurrence of the

first cut (or at least to a mutant change indistinguishable from it) ;
but in

general an attempt will be made to give numbers only to those allelomorphs

that are distinguishable.
In order to distinguish dominant mutants from recessive mutants, we capi-

talize the first letter of the name of the dominant and use these initial capitals

for the symbols, as Dichaete (D), Star (S), Bar (B).
In general, the symbol of any mutant is the initial letter of the name, which

is a small letter for a recessive; thus, p= j)ink, and a capital letter for a domi-

nant; thus, D= Dichajte. Since we have several mutants beginning with

the same letter (such as spineless and sepia) it is often necessary to use the

first letter and another letter that suggests the name of the mutant; thus,

6S= spineless, bx=bithorax, etc. Formerly the second letter was written as

a subletter; thus, b,, but this caused so much trouble to the printer and to the

proof-reader that we now write the second letter on the same line as the

first (bx).
The wild-type fly, not showing any mutant character, is designated by+ ,

which is to be read
"

wild-type
"

or
"
normal," and also

"
standard

" when
the wild-tj-pe is unknown. The symbol is also used to designate the wild-type

allelomorph of any mut^mt character. Thus, (p= pink) and the wild-type

eye-color, red, is indicated by + ;
i. e., + stands here for the allelomorph of

pink. The symbol — stands for a Dichaste fly that has come from a cross

of dominant Dichjete to recessive pink, i. e., it has Dichrete (D) and the wild-

type allelomorph of pink ( -|- ) in one chromosome, and in the other the wild-

type allelomorph of Dichaete { + ) and the recessive pink gene (p). In case

the use of -f for the wild-type gene or character is 'hot specific enough for the

purpose in mind, an exponent can be added to designate the particular wild-

type; thus, -f-
P= the wild-type allelomorph of pink or the not-pink character,
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an(l + ''^ = the wild-type allelomorpli of Dichsete or the not-Dichaote character.

An alternative scheme sometimes used in this laboratory is to precede the sign

for the mntant by =4= (not-eqnal-to) to designate the wild-type allelomorph
or character; thus, =4=D is read

"
not-Dichaete," or the wild-type allelomorph

of Dicha'te, and H= P is read "
not-pink."

We no longer prime the symbols used in connection with the dominant

mutants
; thus, H, not H', is the symbol for Hairless.

In the case of multiple allelomorphs we make use of exponents. The initial

letter of the first member of the series (such as w for wliite, p for pink, e for

ebony) is used throughout the series, and to this an exponent is added to

indicate the particular allelomorph (thus, w^= eosin, pP= peach, e^= sooty).

Where the multiple allelomorphs are numbered rather than named, a number
is used as the exponent ; thus, p^ and p*, e^ and e*.

The symbol for the mutant stands equally for the character, the gene, or

the locus. The context tells which is intended.

In the case of Drosophila, where the wild-type is known, we give, as stated,

a special name to each mutant type, whether it is dominant or recessive; but

in forms where the wild-type is unknown (or not certainly known) the same

system can be followed. In such a case we may usually take the less common
form as the mutant

; and, if it is a recessive, use its initial small letter as the

symbol of the mutant allelomorph.

When a fly shows two or more mutant characters that are from difl^erent

linkage groups, we ilnd it convenient in practice to write first those of group I,

then those of group II, then those of group III, etc.; thus, eosin Star Dichnete.

When the mutant characters are in the same group, the names are written in

the order of their position with respect to the zero (or left end of the map) ;

thus, eosin vermilion forked, and roughoid hairy scarlet spineless.

EELATIOX BETWEEJ^ EECOMBI^tATION AND CBOSSIXG-OVER.

When linked genes enter a cross certain individuals in the second genera-

tion may show new combinations of the characters that entered from the

different parents. Thus, if Dichaete is crossed to pink, and the Fi female is

back-crossed to a pink male, most of the flies are of the two original types,

Dichfete or pink ; but a small number of the offspring are both Dichajte and

pink or neither (i. e., wild-type). These two latter classes are called
" recom-

bination classes
" and the

"
percentage of recombination

"
may be found by

dividing the sum of the recombination classes by the total number, and multi-

plying this decimal fraction by 100. (Example: Pi mating, Dichtete X pink ;

B. C. mating, FiD $Xp(j'; B. C. offspring: original combinations, D = 347,

p= 339; recombinations, Dp = 25, -f ==29; sum of recombinations= 54; total

individuals= 740; percentage of recombination= ^
— =7.3.) The use of

the term " recombination " in this technical sense is a shortening of the full

term " recombination of linked characters."

When three (or more) mutant characters are involved in a linkage experi-

ment, the percentage of recombination is calculated separately for two loci

at a time, as though no other characters were present. In a back-cross experi-

ment where three loci are followed, such as that of Dichaete Hairless X claret
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(table 170, p. 219), eight classes are expected. Two of these, D H and ca, are

the ori<,MnaI combinations (0 recombination). Two others, D ea and H, are

recombinations that result from crossing-over between the loci for Dichaste and

Hairless (recombinations for crossing-over section No. 1). Two other

"parallel" classes, D H ca and-f, are simple recombinations for crossing-over

section Xo. 2. Finally, the two parallel classes D and H ca are
" double recom-

binations
"

representing crossing-over in both sections simultaneously

(1-2 double recombinations).
Two characters show linkage if their genes are carried by the same pair of

chromosomes. We may suppose that chromosomes are like strings of beads,

or chains, and that the genes correspond to beads, or to links. The two chromo-

somes of a pair come to lie side by side with allelomorphie genes at the same

levels. Crossing-over is the breaking across at a given level (between genes)
of the two chains, and the union of the parts in an interchanged relation. The

section of one honiologue lying to the left of the breaking-point becomes joined

to the section of the other homologue lying to the right of the breaking point.

If such a crossing-over should occur between the levels occupied by the

genes D-ichjete and pink, then individuals showing recombination of these

characters would result. If the locus of pink is close to that of Dichsete, then

only rarely will such a crossing-over point fall between them, and the per-

centage of recombination individuals will be low. If the locus of a third

mutant, viz.. Hairless, lies farther along the chromosome than does pink, the

number of crossings-over between D and H should be greater than that be-

tween D and p, for the D-H crossing-over includes all the D-p and also

whatever occurs between p and H. We may make a map of the locations of

the genes along the chromosome, using as our unit a length of chromosome

such that there is one case of crossing-over per average hundred gametes.
If we map two loci at 15 units distance from each other, that means that each

100 gametes include 15 cases in which crossing-over had occurred between

the levels occupied by these two loci. Some gametes may represent 2 or 3

or more cases of crossing-over, so that the number of cases of crossing-over

may exceed the number of gametes. Thus (see fig. 1) there are 106.2 cases

of crossing-over between roughoid and Minute-g i>cr 100 gametes. But if

two crossings-over occur in the section between two given loci, the one neutral-

izes the other, and no recombination is apparent. That is, whenever two loci

are so far apart that some double crossing-over takes place between them,
twice that amount of crossing-over fails to be represented by recombination.

The map-distance (total number of cases of crossing-over per 100 gametes) is

only equal to the percentage of recombination when the loci are so close together

that the number of cases of double crossing-over between them is negligibly

small. The practical equivalence of recombination with crossing-over holds

for distances under 5 units in the middle of the third chromosome, and for

distances up to 15 units in some other regions. With distances greater than

these, the number of cases of crossing-over that do not give rise to recombina-

tion becomes increasingly greater. The percentage of recombination has not

been observed to rise beyond 50, although the number of cases of crossing-over

may rise above 106. We can demonstrate that such double crossing-over is

occurring, and find out how much is occurring, by following other loci situated

between the two in question. Thus, a back-cross in which the additional loci
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scarlet pink spineless and glass between Dichgete and Hairless are used will tell

how many cases of crossing-over would be iinrepresented if only Dicligete and

Hairless had been followed. This is found to be 3.4 per 100 gametes (see fig. 1) .

Dichsete and Hairless give a standard recombination per cent of 25.7, and

accordingly the map-distance between Dichsete and Hairless is 25.7 + 3.4= 29.1.

By studying a large range and variety of experiments in which intermediate

points were followed, we can find what map-distance corresponds to each

recombination per cent and vice ver.?a. In figure 1 each curve represents by
its height above a given point the number of cases per 100 gametes hj which

recombination is less than map-distance. These curves are different for dif-

ferent regions of the chromosome. The curve originating at hairy cuts the

ordinate at Dichsete at a height of 0.5 unit, the ordinate at spineless at 4.8

units, at rough at 19.4 units, etc. Likewise, the ordinate at rough cuts the

curve originating at spineless at a height of 1.5 units, that originating at

pink at a height of 4.8 units, that from Dichaete at 9.2 units, etc.

In the curves of figure 2 this same relation is expressed differently. The
curve originating at a given point shows by the height of the ordinate at each

other point the standard percentage of recombination. Thus, hairy gives 19.8

per cent of recombination with pink, 27.2 with spineless, 34.3 with ebony, and

45.3 with rough, while the corresponding map distances are 21.5, 32.0, 44.2, and

64.9 respectively, as shown by the height at which the straight line having its

origin at hairy cuts these same ordinates.

The application of the knowledge of the correspondence between recom-

bination and map-distance to the construction of maps will be considered in

more detail in another section.

METHODS FOE DETEEMmiNG TO WHICH LINKAGE GEOUP A
MUTANT BELONGS.

As the number of mutants increased it was found that some of them did not

show independent assortment (MendeFs second law), but were "linked" to

other characters. In time the four linkage groups of Drosophila emerged.
A mutant is a member of the first group if it shows sex-linked inheritance

and shows linkage to previously known members of this group. A mutant is

a member of the second group if it shows linkage to black or to some other

mutant already known to be linked to black.. Similarly, a mutant that shows

\ linkage to pink is a member of group III.

Owing to the fact that there is no crossing-over in the male, it is easy to

determine to which group an autosomal mutant belongs. Eor example, if a

new not-sex-linked recessive comes up, it will be found to give in Fa a 2 : 1 : 1 :

ratio with any other recessive of the group in which it lies. Thus, the new-

mutant spineless crossed to pink gave in F2, 2 wild-type : I pink : 1 spineless :

pink spineless, a ratio which showed that spineless is linked to pink. On the

other hand, when spineless was crossed to a mutant in the second group,

namely, black, there was found in Fo the ratio 9 wild-type : 3 black : 3 spine-
less : 1 black spineless

—in other words, a ratio indicating free assortment,
which means that spineless does not belong to linkage group II.

A more advantageous method, that is now more generally used, consists in

crossing a new recessive mutant to a fly that has both the Il-chromosome
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dominant Star and the Ill-chromosome dominant Dichnete. The Fj Star

Dichaetc male is then crossed to a female of the new mutant (or to a wild-t}^e

Fi female that is heterozygous for the mutant). If the new mutant is in the

Ill-chromosome, none of the Dicha?tes that occur in the back-cross offspring

will show the new character, while, on the other hand, half (or a quarter) of

the Star flies will show it. If the new mutant is in the Il-chromosome, none

of the Star flies will show the new character, while half (or a quarter) of the

Dicha?te flies will show it.

METHODS FOR FINDING THE POSITION OF THE LOCUS OF A
MUTANT WITHIN A CHROMOSOME.

The advantage of the above procedure is that when the linkage group has

thus been found, one can proceed at once with the tests of the location of the

new gene within its linkage group. For instance, after such a spineless by
Star Dich^ete male back-cross test, Dichwte females heterozygous for spineless

are mated to spineless males (female back-cross). The progeny will show

that there is about 16 per cent of recombination for Dicha?te and spineless.

The Star can be easily eliminated from the further experiments, because it is

dominant and can be seen whenever present.

One other detennination is required before the locus of spineless can be

known to be to the right or to the left of Dichaete
; its relation to some other

knovm locus in this chromosome must be determined. The dominant Hairless

is generally used in such cases. If the new recessive is crossed to the double

dominant Dichaete Hairless, and the Fj Dichaete Hairless female is crossed

to a male of the new mutant stock, the progeny show the recombination per-

centage of the new mutant and Hairless, giving the other determination

required; and also, since this is a three-point back-cross, the relative position
of the new gene is shown by the double recombination classes, which are the

smallest of the classes produced.
The tests for the location of the new recessive mutant hairy illustrates the

tests already described and some further methods. Thus, a hairy x Star

Dicha'te male back-cross test had showed that hairy is in the third chromosome

(see table 146, p. 203). A female back-cross test, viz., hairy by Dichfete (see

table 147), showed that there is about 16 per cent of recombination for hairy
and Dichaete. The locus of hairy was thus shown to lie about 16 units to the

left or to the right of that of Dichaete. A three-point back-cross of hairy to

Dieha^e Hairless (see table 148) gave 30 per cent of recombination for hairy
and Hairless, showing that hairy is to the left of Dichaete, for Dichajte with

Hairless gave only 22 per cent recombination. The order of the genes, hairy
Dichaete Hairless, was shown also by the fact that the smallest classes (double
recombinations) were hairy Dichaete and Hairless. The locus of hairy was
thus roughly placed at 16 units to the left of Dichaete, or near sepia.

The next point was to find out on which side of sepia hairy lies. A com-

parison of the hairy Dichaete with the sepia Dichaete recombination per cents

should show which is farthest removed from Dichaete; but in this case the

values were so similar that the abnormally large variation within each made
either order possible. In puch a case, it is necessary to secure the double
recessive sepia hairy (or hairy sepia) and use this in a three-point cross with
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some other mutant, preferal)lv Dieha-te. An attempt to got this douhle reces-

sive failed, althougli carried out on a large scale, wliich was a strong indication

that the loci are very close together.

Another method had to be resorted to in order to find out the relative posi-

tion of hairy witli respect to sepia. This is the method of parallel back-crosses,

the purpose of which is to determine the distances of hairy and of sepia from

a common locus (here Dicha^te) under conditions as nearly identical as possi-

ble. The method is as follows: hairy Dichgete is first crossed to sepia; some

of the Fi females (A) are back-crossed to hairy; others (their sisters) are

bred to sepia (B). From lot A we get a recombination per cent for hairy
and Dichgete, and from lot B for sepia and Dicha^te. These two values are

comparable, since the constitutions of the two lots of mothers are the same.

This holds even if crossing-over modifiers were present in the parental stocks,

provided enough Fi females are used in A and B. Such parallel back-crosses

gave a value of 13.5 for sepia Dichgete (table 150), and for hairv^ Dichsete a

value of 12.5 (table 149). It follows that the more probable order of the

genes is sepia, hairy, Dichfete. But when dealing with differences as small as

these, very large numbers of individuals would be necessary to establish the

relation. In the present case this probable order of sepia hairy was made the

basis of an attempt to secure a sepia hairy double recessive. Thus, some of

the (back-cross) sepia Dicha?te individuals from B (table 150) should have

resulted from crossing-over between sepia and hairy. One of the Ill-chromo-
somes in such a fly is sepia hairy Dichate (and its mate sepia). Two such

flies mated together should give sepia hairy Dichtete offspring. But if sepia
and hairy are very near together, there is a very small chance for any par-
ticular sepia Dichfete fly to be of the above constitution, and less still that

any two mated should both be right, so that only from very large numbers of

such matings would the double recessive be obtained. An improvement of

the method is as follows : Some recombination sepia Dichtete flies are crossed

to hairy. If any of the offspring are hairy, these have come from a sepia hairy
Dichate cross-over chromosome. Further matings of these hairy offspring
will give sepia hairy stock. The actual experiment gave this result, which

proved that the order sepia hairy is correct. If the parallel back-crosses had
indicated that the order of the loci is hairy sepia Dichfete, then to secure the

double recessive for the back-crossing, the hairy not-Dichaeaete from A
(table 149) would be mated to sepia, and if any sepia offspring were produced

they must have originated by crossing-over between hairy and sepia and would

give a hairy sepia stock after inbreeding.

Having obtained sepia hairy (the double recessive), one is in a position to

determine the distance between sepia and hairy by a direct back-cross. Thus,

sepia hairy was mated to Dichai^te and the Fi females were back-crossed by
sepia hairy (table 151). The recombination classes due to crossing-over be-

tween sepia and hairy were sepia Dichaete and hairy, which together consti-

tuted 0.5 per cent of the offspring. This corresponds to half a unit of distance

between the loci.

In the preceding experiment the mating might better have been made sepia
Dichate X hair}', since this is the best of the four possible ways in which these

three genas can enter the back-cross. The recombination classes of the off-

spring that result from the above back-cross are more equally viable than when
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the Pi genes enter in any other combination. Practically all the flies should

have one or two mutant characters and almost none have all tliree or lack all

three. To secure tlie maximum evenness in viability, in a three-point back-

cross, the genes for the two mutants farthest apart enter from one parent and

for the one lying between from the other parent. When more than three loci

are involved, the mutant genes should lie alternately ; thus, as shown in the

diagram ^^^^
—-—

, the seven genes alternate between the two members of* h st ss

the same pair of chromosomes.

Having first obtained approximately the position of the new mutant locus

with respect to two known loci in its group, preferably with respect to some

two whose positions are among those best known, and, secondly, having found

the position of the new gene with respect to the best known of the mutants in

its immediate neighborhood, we proceed, thirdly, to find its relation to less

accurately placed genes in the same neighborhood.
In order to do this, double recessives must first be obtained, and in this

process the serial order will be discovered. The double recessives are then

used in connection with some other well-established locus in a three-point

back-cross. The results furnish evidence as to the relative distances between

the points involved.

Wlien several genes are near together, as in the neighborhood of pink, the

finding of the serial order and of the relative distances involves many such

experiments. This determination is so laborious that, as a rule, it is carried

out to completion only in the case of the most useful mutants.

RELATIVE USEFULNESS OF MUTANTS IN CROSSING-OVEE
STUDIES.

The mutants that are most used as a basis of reference are those: (1) most

easily and surely separable from the wild-type, (2) not markedly inferior to

the wild-tj'pe in viability or in fertility and productivity, (3) which do not

interfere with the classification of other reliable mutants (4) whose position in

the chromosome is most accurately known with reference to each other, and (5)
which occnpy strategic points, namely, the ends of the chromosomes, the mid-

dle, and other points evenly distributed along the chromosome, just near

enough together so that double crossing-over is negligible, but not so near

together that single crossing-over is too infrequent. Mutants that fulfill these

qualifications are mutants of the first rank. Failure in some of these require-
ments (such as being too close to some other first-rank mutant) relegates
them to the second rank, etc., down to the poorer mutants that are almost

worthless (see fig. 3).

SOME CONSIDERATIONS UPON THE RELATIVE VALUE OF
CROSSING-OVER DATA.

It is necessary to explain fully the methods by Avhich accurate and com-

parable data are obtained, because experience has shown that the significance
of the facts has not been grasped; and data from different sources have been

used by several writers who have attempted to point out seeming contradic-

tions in our conclusions or to bolster up new views that are untenable when all

the evidence is taken into consideration.
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The only crossing-over data known to be strictly homogeneous are those

derived from a given single pair, and from their progeny for only a very
short period of egg-laying at a constant temperature. TJie time-limitation

follows from the fact that tlie freedom of crossing-over is known to change
with the age of the female. The amount of this change is different for differ-

ent chromosomes and for different parts of the same chromosome. It is

nearly negligible for the X-chromosome, and for long sections of the second

and of the third. The change is particularly great for the mid-region of the

second-chromosome (about purple) and of the third (about pink). But ex-

periments have shown that there is enough uniformity from female to female

in the course of this age-change so that if some standard period of egg-laying
is adopted the different lots of data are workably uniform even for sensitive

regions. The usual period of egg-laying allowed is 10 days, which is the

average time from the mating of a pair to the emergence of their first offspring
if the temperature is constant at 21° to 25°. If the temperature is varying,
or is constantly higher or lower than this, it is probable that the period from

mating of parents to emergence of offspring will give a more nearly constant

condition than would a ten-day period. Most of the work of late years has

conformed to the mating-to-emergence standard.

The temperature-limitation is just as important as the age, for the same re-

gions thai are particularly sensitive to change with age are also particularly

susceptible to change with temperature. A temperature of 21° to 25° has

been adopted as standard.
-'" Besides the variations in crossing-over due to tliese, and probably to other

environmental factors, which can be made nearly constant or random, it is

known that there are a large number of mutant conditions that decrease or,

more rarely, increase the amount of crossing-over for particular regions, for

a whole chromosome, or for all the chromosomes. Some of these variations

are very striking, and all data influenced by them differ characteristically
from standard data, and can be separated out and made the bases of distinct

systems of crossing-over with specific maps. Others of these variations are

slight in extent or are rather widespread, and thus the selection of standard

data is difficult and uncertain.

There are several considerations in planning experiments that aid in the

judgment as to what data are homogeneous or standard. The region in the

third chromosome that is observed to be most variable is that from sepia to

spineless or sometimes to ebony. Of this region the most sensitive section

seems to be that between scarlet and pink.

To be comparable, then, data must be uniform with respect to this linkage

region. Experiments should be planned so as to include a means of observing

how much crossing-over is occurring in at least part of this sensitive region.

The use of Dichsete, pink, and spineless in connection with the other loci used

is perhaps the most practical check. The simultaneous use of haiiy, Dichsete,

scarlet, pink, spineless and ebony is the best check at our disposal at present.

Of these the most easily dispensed with is ebony, the next scarlet, and the

next hairy. The more loci followed, the surer is the analysis of the data.

A second consideration is that the section covered by an experiment should

have a first-rank locus at each end. An experiment should span a section

that is well known and be anchored at the ends to thoroughly established loci.
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A two-point experiment of which one point is an unknown ties on at only one

end. In such a case there is no means of determining to what system of

linkage the value obtained belong?
—whether it is a standard value or one

modified. A three-point experiment of which one point is the unknown and

two are first-rank loci gives a means of judging whether the crossing-over is

standard or not. The two knowns should not be more than 30 units apart and

should be in the same region with the unknown. The most favorable type of

experiment flanks the unknown on each side by the closest first-rank mutant,

and if these two do not furnish a check over the sensitive region, such a check

should be added by use of one or more additional loci in that region.

Unless stocks have been especially made homozygous, and tested as to their

constitution, they are liable not to be homogeneous for crossing-over. This

situation is best met by using exclusively pairs for the Pi matings, and then

using enough cultures in the next generation from the pair selected to make

heterogeneity readily detectable. The most frequent case of heterogeneity

would be that in which one parent was heterozygous for a modifier. Eight
back-cross culturs from the Fi daughters of a Pi pair should give representa-

tives of both systems and a check upon homogeneity.
The larger the number of individuals in an experiment the surer it is that

the recombination per cents are characteristic of the crossing-over system

underlying them, and the safer the judgment that this system is the standard

or a modified system. But it is not advisable to go on indefinitely accumulating
data in a particular experiment, for the closeness of approach to the under-

lying ratios is not in direct proportion to the increase in numbers. Ordinarily,

the eight cultures that are enough to show whether the data belong to one

system are enough to show Avhat this system is. It is better to settle a point

by several relatively small and independent experiments than by a single large
one. A single experiment can demonstrate that a particular situation exists,

but the generality of that system can only be established by finding it else-

where.

SUCCESSIVE MAPS OF A GIVEN CHROMOSOME.
The map of a chromosome grows in completeness and accuracy step by step

with the discovery of mutants and the accumulation of crossing-over data.

Each stage forms the basis for the planning of new experiments, which in

turn enable a new map to be calculated. The serial order of the loci is the

most important information represented by the map. The location of a new
mutant within the series of those already mapped is made by the methods

already given (p. 14ff). The distances between loci are also represented, but

this type of information is by no means so unquestionable as is the serial

order. The serial order can be established absolutely, except in those cases

where the loci of recessives are so close together that double recessives axe

too difficult to obtain. The accuracy of map-distances depends upon the

quantity and homogeneity of the data. As new data accumulate it becomes

advisable occasionally to discard the old map completely, as far as dis-

tances are concerned, and to calculate a new map, considering all the data

simultaneously.
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LISTING THE DATA.

The first step is to make a collection, the items of which are separate

crossing-over experiments. When all the data to be considered have thus been

listed, the whole is examined as to homogeneity. Certain experiments are

known from their pedigree and their characteristics to involve Cm or some
other striking and recognized crossing-over modification. These experiments
are separated out, and all those of a given system considered together in con-

structing a map that corresponds to that system. The bulk of the data re-

mains, and is now carefully examined for the character of the heterogeneity
that may be still present. The first test applied is that of similarity of given
recombination per cents.

EXAMINATION OF VARIABILITY.

The data of each experiment are calculated as to the recombination per
cents for each two loci followed in it. Thus a two-point experiment (A, B)
gives a single A-B recombination per cent of a particular value. Each three-

point experiment (A, B, C) gives 3 recombination per cents—A-B, iY-C, and

B-C; each four-point experiment (A, B, C, D) gives 6 recombinations—
A-B, A-C, A-D, B-C, B-D, C-D

;
each five-point gives 10, and so on. The

recombinations for a given two loci (C, D) are observed in one or more two-

point experiments, and perhaps in a dozen different multilocal experiments.
These different sets of data are now assembled. All the C-D data are listed

together for comparison. A curve is made of the distributions of the values.

The curve is examined to see if it is bimodal or has an unusually wide range.
Values that are strikingly outlying are examined as to pedigree and as to the

values given by the other recombinations in that same experiment. Also, the

number of individuals in each experiment is considered. Two experiments
that involve many individuals may be significantly different with a rather small

absolute difference, while two small experiments may differ widely without

belonging to different systems. A calculation of the standard error (VNpq)
can be easily made and it helps in this judgment. As stated previously, the

data for the third chromosome showed considerable significant variability in

the mid-region (h to ss) and little in the end-regions.
The next step is to consider how many systems are necessary to handle the

above data adequately. The different experiments can be arranged in order

of diagnostic value with considerable accuracy. The main factors in this

weighting are: (1) the number of loci followed; (2) the closeness with which
the variable region is checked; (3) the number of individuals involved;

(4) the character of the mutants used in the experiment, i. e., whether invia-

ble, subject to slight errors in classification, etc.; (5) the conditions under
which an experiment was made and by whom. The judgment as to the number
of systems needed must be based primarily upon only the most significant

experiments; and the remaining experiments, several times as numerous, are

then examined as to pedigree and characteristics and seen to be in conformity
with one or another of the systems. In both steps the chi square (x") test of

homogeneity is of assistance.

It is to be remembered that in general slight mutations are much more

frequent than larger ones, and likewise with crossing-over it is to be supposed
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that most of the variability can be weeded out by the elimination of the few

systems with the largest departures from standard. It is not ordinarily desir-

able to try to sift the data further than this, for the uncertainty of judgment
becomes greater the slighter the difference, and what is needed is a kind of com-

posite picture of the standard, together with the slight plus and minus devia-

tions that are liable to be met with in ordinar}- experiments.

SEPAEATION^ OF DATA INTO SYSTEMS.

It seems probable that the standard and three other systems are sufficient

for the residual third-chromosome data, that is, the data remaining after the

identifiable crossing-over variations, such as Cm, have been taken out. Plot-

ting the values given by Dicha?te and Hairless, and by other loci spanning this

region, results in a bimodal curve witli the cleft at about 26 per cent recom-

bination. The larger values seem to depend on a high pink spineless and spine-
less ebony recombination per cent, i. e., to high crossing-over to the right of

the midpoint. Another system is characterized by a low Dichffite scarlet value

(about 1.4 instead of 3.4), and, in general, by low crossing-over to the loft of

the mid-point.

There are also a few experiments, in which hairy is involved, with consid-

erably heightened crossing-over, especially to the left of the midpoint. It must

not be forgotten that most of these experiments were not devised in such a

way that the analysis is dependable. It seems quite prol)able that the experi-

ments isolated into the three groups above are all modifications; but that they

belong together in just three systems is not so certain, while it is certain that

the remainder of the data, about three-fourths of the experiments, although

accepted as
"
standard,^' is still heterogeneous.

STANDAED DATA.

We may now proceed to calculate the
''
standard

"
map, starting from the

" standard
"'

experiments above, each of which has been calculated for its

recombination per cents.

PEIMARY AND SECONDARY DATA.

All the data bearing on the recombination for each two loci are collected,

and are listed as
"
primary

"
or as

"
secondar}'

"
data. Secondary data are

data upon the recombination for two loci when another locus situated between

them is followed in the same experiment. Thus, in the four-point experiment
A B C D, A-B, B-C, and C-D are primary recombinations, while A-C, A-D,
and B-D are secondary. Sometimes data are used as primary when an inter-

vening locus is followed, but this is usually in case the mutant of the inter-

vening locus is not strictly classifiable. Thus, the recessive kidney overlaps the

wild-tvpe, and not all the flies that are genetically kidney can be separated out.

Accordingly, the data from a spineless kidney sooty back-cross (table 36,

p. 76) would be treated as follows: All the individuals would be used in

calculating a ss-e^ value, and these data would be classed as primary, and would

be used in the calculation of the primary bases of the map. The ss-k and

k-e^ values would be calculated from the kidney flies only, and these data
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would not be used in calculating the primary distances of the map, but only

in placing the one locus k between ss and e^ at a point whose distances from

ss and from e^ are proportional to the two values ss-k and k-e'.

The division into primary and secondary data is to avoid the use of the same

data twice in calculating the length of a section. Thus, if one had two experi-

ments, each with 1,000 individuals, viz., the three-point experiment ABC, and

the two-point experiment A C, from which to calculate a map, one should

calculate the A-C distances from the A-C primary data weighted at 1,000,

and from the A-B plus B-C primary data weighted also at i,000. To use

in addition the A-C data from the three-point experiment would be to use a

given set of individuals twice, once as A-B plus A-C data, and again as A-C.

That is, the data on the A-C distance from the three-point experiment would

be weighted twice as heavily as the two-point A-C data. This distinction

applies only in calculating map-distances, and secondary data are on an equal

footing with primary in calculating recombination per cents, especially for

the loci farthest apart,

STBIMARY OF STAXDARD EECOMBIXATIOX DATA.

The different sets of data listed together as primary data for the recombina-

tion per cent of a given two loci are then combined by addition, so that the

total recombinations and the total number of individuals are known. From
these totals a mean recombination per cent is found which has a weight equal

to the total number of individuals of all the separate experiments. Similar

calculations are made for the secondary data by itself and for all data, i. e.,

for the combined primary and secondary data. In table 2 are listed the mean
recombination per cents for the various loci upon which there are standard"

data.

CONVEESION OF RECOMBIXATIOX PER CENTS INTO
CROSS-OVER VALUES.

Before using these standard recombination per cents in constructing a map,

they must be converted into equivalent cross-over values by a correction equal

to the number of cases of crossing-over per 100 that are not represented by

recombination individuals. The amount of this correction is found by study-

ing those cases in which intermediate points have been followed, that is, in all

the standard experiments in which three or more points are followed.

LISTING AND SUMMARIZING OF DOUBLE RECOMBINATION
DATA.

The first step in detennining the amount of this correction is to calculate

the amount observed in each experiment for the various loci. The method

can be illustrated by an example. In table 149 are given the results of an

experiment in which the five loci se, D, ss, e, and ro were followed. Only the

multiple recombination classes and the total number of individuals (1881)

need be considered. There are two parallel classes resulting from simul-

taneous crossing-over in the se-D and in the D-ss sections. These are the
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se D ss e^ ru aud the -f- individuals. Their sum (1!J) is the 1-2 double recombi-

nation class. The multiple recombination classes of table 149 are thus:

1-2
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new line-map. But we may use the new recombination data and the old curves

and obtain a half new map ;
and we may use the old map and the new recom-

bination data and obtain a half new set of correction curves. Of the two—
the old line-map and the old set of correction curves—the line-map is based

upon more extensive data and upon data not subject to so great variation

because of dealing with excessively small percentages. Since the old maps
offer a more secure foundation for half new curves than do the old curves for

a half new map, the half new curves are the first to l^e recalculated. From
the half new map and the half new curves and the new recombination per

cents and new double cross-over data three-quarters new maps and curves can

be made, and so on until the approximation to a new map and a new set of

curves is satisfactorily close.

Let us therefore return to the calculation of mean corrections for given in-

tervals, a step in the calculation of half new curves, and show how this is done

by means of an example
—that of the Dichate Hairless interval. We find

listed an experiment of 645 individuals in which the intervening point is Delta

and in which twice the number of observed doubles is 6 or 0.9 per cent of the

total number of individuals. The old set of correction cui-ves indicate that

the loci A and H are so close together that there is no double cTossing-over

between them, but that between D and A there is double crossing-over equiva-

lent to a difference of 2.4 between recombination per cent and cross-over

value. The D A H experiment can not detect all the double crossing-over

that occurs between D and H. The amount 0.9 actually observed is a mini-

mum, and must be increased by a presumptive 2.4 to give a value (3.3) that

would be found if all the doubles were detectable. Since only the 0.9 correc-

tion was supplied by the D A H experiment, while the rest was inferred from

other experiments, if the above data are to be combined with data from other

experiments in which all of the correction is detectable, they must not be given

a weight equal to that of an experiment in which all the correction is self-

supplied. Eoughly, nine thirty-thirds of the correction was self-supplied, so

that the weight given this experiment is roughly 25 per cent that of an ideal

experiment. Since there were G45 flies in the experiment, the value 3.3 has

a relative importance equivalent to an ideal experiment of some 160 indi-

viduals. Another experiment listed is I) p H, in which there were 1,974

individuals with 1.6 as the self-supplied correction. But the old curves indi-

cate that within the approximately D-p interval 0.5 per cent of undetected

crossing-over was occurring, while in the p-H interval 1.2 was omitted. The

total correction is thus 1.6 4- 0.3 -f 1-2 or 3.1, of which 1.6 or roughly 50 per

cent was self-supplied. This experiment is, then, about twice as valuable as

the previous one, and is weighted at some 50 per cent of its 1,974 individuals

or at 890. Another experiment listed is D p ss H, with 2.5 of self-supplied

and only 0.6 of inferred correction. The total value of 3.1 is thus to be

weighted at about 80 per cent of its face value, or at 190 instead of 243 indi-

viduals. The other experiments on the D H interval are likewise corrected

and weighted. Then each corrected correction is multiplied by its weight, and

the sum of these products is divided by the sum of the weights to give a mean

correction. Mean corrections are similarly calculated for each of the other

intervals for which data are available, and the different mean corrections are

listed together, each with its weight.

3
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From the list of mean corrections and their weights, the set of half new
curves of correction are to be constructed. The mean corrections are relisted

according to the locus at the left end of the interval; for cxainplo, all the data

in which rouglioid is to be the point of origin of a curve are assembled. The
various items within each set are then arranged in sequencer-according to the

distance from the point of origin of the terminal locus for each interval, thus :

ru-D, ru-p, ru-H, ru-e. The two terminal loci H and e are only 1.2 units

apart, so that the ru-H and the ru-e data are expected to be very similar.

The ru-H mean correction is 24.2 with a weight of 780. The ru-e mean cor-

rection is 29.7, with a weight of 1,800. By reference to the set of old curves

it is seen that a line tangent to the curve at a point midway between these two

adjacent loci has a rise of 90 imits for each 100 units of progression. That is,

the ru-e is convertible into ru-H data by subtracting 90 per cent of 1.2, viz., 1.1,

from the observed ru-e data. The ru-e value of 29.7 becomes a ru-H value

of 28.6, and is combined with the original ru-H value of 24.2 to give an aggre-

gate mean correction of 27.3 with a weight of 2,580. There is a series of inter-

vals originating at sepia and another series originating at hairy. Since these

two points of origin are known to be very close together (0.5 apart), the two

series can be combined into one series that has its origin at hairy, by converting
each sepia interval into a corresponding hairy one, according to the slope of the

curve at the terminal point. Similarly, the three series originating at ss,

at bx, and at bx-b can be combined to give an aggregate series with origin at ss.

And then the ss-H and the ss-e value within this aggregate series may be

combined to give a single value for a ss-H inteiTal. By this means scattered

data are collected, so that their characteristics are more apparent.
Each condensed series of aggregate-mean-corrections is now plotted as a

series of ordinates at the terminal loci, and the reliability of each such plotted

point is indicated by its weight. Each of the curves can now be somewhat

smoothed along its length by comparison of successive points with their

weights, and especially by comparison of like regions for the different curva«.

Thus, the course of the curve originating at scarlet is well determined as far as

ebony, beyond which no data are available. But the curve originating at

Dichsete, just to the left of scarlet, and the cun^e originating at pink, just to

the right of scarlet, are both well established for the region beyond ebony.
The curve for scarlet is accordingly drawn to lie between these curves in a

ratio determined by that observed where all three are reliable.

APPLICATION OF COPIJECTIONS TO EECO:\rBII\rATION"
PER CENTS.

One is now in possession of half new curves of correction, similar to (but
not identical with) those of figure 1. With these curves and the new tables

of recombination per cents (table 2) a line-map can be constructed that is

somewhat better than half new. Each of the primary mean recombination

per cents of table 2 is converted into the corresponding cross-over value by its

individual correction, which can be read off directly from the half new curves.

CALCULATION" OF THE LOCATIONS OF THE GENES.
The locus in the third chromosome that appears in the greatest volume and

variety of data is Dichaete, so that Dichsete is the primary base of reference,
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or anchorage, of the map. The second locus in point of importance is Hajxless,

together with its alternate ebony, for the data concerning these two loci are

convertible, the one into the other, by knowledge of the distance between and

of the slopes of the correction curves. The third locus in point of importance
as a base of reference is claret, with its alternate Minute. The first positions

to be calculated are, then, those immediately referable to D, to H, and to ca.

The procedure can be illustrated by following the calculation of the loci about

Hairless. The first locus to be calculated is that of ebony, which is to the right

by a distance that is directly observed as 1.3 units, in experiments aggregating

3,993 individuals.

The next locus to be calculated is that of band. The data are a direct H-bn
value of 3.4 with a weight of 2,370, and a A-bn value of 6.8 based on 28 indi-

viduals. But to locate band with reference to Delta, the locus of Delta must

be known, and conversely, to locate Delta by use of all the data the locus of

band must be known. This dii!iculty is met by u.sing half the weight of the

A-bn data in locating bn and half in locating A. The old map gives a position
for A at 3.3 units to the left of H, which would indicate a locus for bn 3.5 to

the right of H. Weighted at 140 and combined with the direct H-bn data

gives a provisional location at 2.5 to the right of H. The location of A is cal-

culated from a direct observation of 3.9 to the left of H with a weight of 4,469,

a A-e value of 4.4 convertible to a A-H value of 3.3 with a weight of 861,

a A-bn value of 6.8 convertible to a A-H value of 4.4 (assuming the provi-

sional locus of 3.5 for bn) weighted at half of 381 or 140, and finally from a

similar use of haK the weight of a A-wo value of 10.3 based on 310 and a

provisional locus of wo at 6.8 to the right of H. The combination of the above

data gives a provisional location for Delta at 3.3 units to the left of Hairless.

Similarly, a provisional or half new location is calculated for white-ocelli.

The locations of three of the five loci considered are mutually interdependent
to the extent to which data having inferred locations are used in each. These

loci can now be recalculated, using the half new locations instead of the old,

where inferences are needed. The new data are not greatly different from the

old, so that this second approximation gives locations that are acceptable.

This whole group of five interrelated loci is then used as a base in calculating

the position of all the loci from the gap to the left of spineless to the gap to

the right of white-ocelli. A similar block of interrelated loci is centered about

Dichagte, and a third about claret. The rather isolated locus roughoid, to the

extreme left, is tied on to the Dicha?te group by reference to sepia, to hairy

and to Dichffite, whose positions within the Dichgete group are known. The

claret group is tied to the Hairless group by all the values that span the gap
between white-ocelli and rough. Of these the most important is ebony-rough,

though white-ocelli-rough has also a very large weight. Lastly, the D and the

H groups are tied together by all the primary data in which one locus is

located in the group about Dichste and the other locus is in the group about

Hairless. Of these, the most important are p-ss, D-ss, si-ss, p-H, p-e, D-H,
and D-e, though there are very many others of lesser weights. This com-

pletes the calculation of the skeleton of the half new map.

Starting with the half new map and the new table of corrections, the whole

procedure of calculating mean corrections for each interval and subsequently

combining these into curves is gone through with again. With these three-
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quarters new curves and the new table of recombination data, a three-quarters
new skeleton map is constructed. Similarly, one more approximation is made

throughout, wliich gives the curves and line-map of figure 1.

However, the curves of figure 1 have been checked, and altered somewhat,

by comparison with the directly observed percentages of recombination listed

as the total for primary and secondary data in table 2. This checking was

especially useful for the values in the upper and in the right halves of the

field of curves, that
i.':,

where long distances are involved.

The greatest usefulness of the curves of correction of figure 1, aside from

their necessity in constructing the line-map, is that by means of them any
observed recombination per cent can be easily translated into terms of map-
distance, or conversely, any given map-distance can be converted into an

expectation for recombination.

It should be noted especially that the curves originating at the various loci

are specifically and rather widely different from one another. This becomes

strikingly apparent from a comparison of ordinates at equal distances from

the origins of, for example, the p and the ss curves, or the ru and the D curves.

But these differences are themselves in an orderly system, wliich is connected

with the regional differentiation of the chromosome. The length of section,

measured in units of map-distance, within which a double cross-over may
occur, is shortest in the region about pink and longest in the region near

white-ocelli, and has a characteristic value for each region of the chromosome,

except that~the values are probably symmetrical about a point lying near warped.

Accordingly, all the curves having their origins to the left of pink make
decided rises as they pass this mid-region, those originating near-by at the

left have rises early in their course, while those originating further to the

left rise progressively later in their courses. To attempt to express by a single

curve or formula the relation between map-distance and recombination would

only obscure the real situation, and the result would be as meaningless as a

map based upon all crossing-over data, irrespective of known modifiers of

crossing-over. At present the most satisfactory representation of the rela-

tionship between recombination and map-distance is one that gives for each

particular chromosome and for each section of that chromosome the observed

relationship. From such careful, detailed, region-by-region studies a more

general statement and formulation should in time emerge.
The recombination per cents corresponding to particular map-distance can

be put into the form of curves (fig. 2), so that the relation between any given
recombination per cent and cross-over value can be read off directly. The
base-line of figure 2 is the new line-map, with the first-class mutants repre-
sented with greater conspieuousness than the second-class.

The 45° lin&s from the different loci enable one to read off directly the

cross-over value for any two loci, instead of obtaining it by subtraction. The
difference l^etween the slanting line and the curved line originating at the

same locus can be read off directly as the correction identical witli that of

figure 1. These various features make the type of map shown in figure 2 the

most generally useful of any so far devised.

A third form of map that is very useful in planning experiments is the

evaluation map given in figure 3. The loci are divided into four classes, first,

second, and third, and, in the fourth column, those no longer extant. The
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Fig. 3.—Line-map and evaluation map of chromosome-III. The loci

nearest the left margin are those most useful. Those farther to the right are

progressively less useful. Those in the fourth class are no longer extant.
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order from right to left is that of increasing importance for experimental
work. The locations for the first and most of the second class loci have been

calculated as part of the skeleton map of fisrure 2. The locations for the third

and fourtli class loci have been made later by interpolation according to tlie

method described in connection with kidney on page 20.

GEXERAL DISCUSSION" OF MAPS.

There has been some misconception as to the purpose for which the maps
are made. They are based upon all data in which no obvious or large crossing-
over variations are present, and are a sort of composite picture of the most

frequent types of result. They furnish a basis for prediction as to the most

probable values that an untried experiment will give. Special cases have been

met Avith in our work where different cTossing-over frequencies were present,
due either to environmental differences in age, or in temperature, or to the

presence of genes that modify crossing-over in a particular way. Sturtevant

(1919) has described an extreme case of this sort in wliich nearly all crossing-
over in the second-chromosome was suppressed. Similar examples for the

third-chromosome have been met with, and are described in the present com-
munication. Several in the X-chromosome are also known to us, and Detlefsen

has recently found another case of the same kind. One of our own cases, like

that of Detlefsen, appears to have a polygenic basis, and in both cases selec-

tion shifted the recombination per cents in the direction of selection. The
results are in accord with the effect of selection in polygenic cases in general.
There is nothing in any of these results to indicate that selection has acted

in any other way than by isolation and combination of modifying genes. In

none of these cases is the order of the mapped loci changed. Even in cases

where practically all crossing-over is suppressed, the chromosomes involved,

when set free from their modifying genes, give the standard amount of

crossing-over. In his two papers, especially in the first one, Detlefsen seemed

to imply that changes in crossing-over frequencies, such as those he found,
affected the character of our conclusions, but in fact, there was nothing new
in principle in his results which we had not already obtained, nor did they
affect the value of the maps for the pui-pose for which they were made.

At present the Ill-chromosome map is 106 units long. In the most recent

maps the X-chromosome has a length of 70 units, the II of 107, the III of 106

units, and the IV of 1 unit. These lengths are in approximately the same

proportion as the lengths of the oogonial chromosomes in metaphase plates.

If the length of the X chromosome is taken as unity, the lengths are propor-

tionally 1.0:1.7:1.5:0.1. Similarly, if the map of the X chromosome is

taken as unity, the lengths of the maps of the chromosomes are in the propor-
tion 1.0:1.5:1.5:0.1. This rather close coincidence in proportion means

that a unit of map-distance corresponds on the average to approximately the

same length of chroma?omcs in each of the four chromosomes. But, as will

presently be shown, a unit of map-distance may correspond to quite different

lengths of chromosome within the same chromosome.

The number of recorded mutant loci in the different linkage groups are also

roughly proportional to the lengths of the chromosomes. Because sex-linked

mutations show themselves immediately in males they are more likely to be
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discovered than are non-sex-linked mutations, even if they occur witli the

same frequency. The relatively greater number of recorded sex-linked

mutants is probably to be explained in this way. For autosomal mutants the

likelihood of discovery is the same for all the chromosomes, and the number of

II, III, and of IV-chromosome mutants are observed to be roughly in propor-
tion to the length of the actual chromosomes. This means that, on an average,
sections of chromo.some of equal length are equally likely to give mutations.

An examination of the map of chromosome III shows that the mutant loci

are not evenly distributed throughout the length of the chromosome, but that

in the neighborhood of pink there is a cluster of mutated loci. It may appear,
then, either that mutations in the Ill-chromosome are not of equal frequency
for various sections of equal lengths, or that the region near pink represents
a relatively long section in which there is relatively little crossing-over. Other

independent evidence, as will be shown later, makes the latter alternative more

probable.

Conversely, a map-region in which there are few mutant loci probably

represents a chromosome region in which crossing-over is relatively frequent,
so that the map-distances between the loci are relatively greater than the

corresponding distances in the chromosome; i. e., a unit of map-distance for

such a region corresponds to a relatively short length of chromosome. In the

map of chromosome III there are two such regions with relatively few mutant

loci, namely, one to the left of sepia and the other to the right of white-ocelli.

These, as stated above, probably correspond to regions of the chromosome in

which crossing-over is relatively frequent.

The Ill-chromosome is bent at its middle as it lies in the metaphase plate;

and, as it moves towards the pole of the mitotic figure, the spindle fiber is also

seen to be attached to tliis mid-point. If the map of the third chromosome

represents approximately all of the length of the Ill-chromosome, its mid-

point, at 53, should correspond roughly to the mid-point of the actual chromo-

some, i. e., the mid-point of the third chromosome corresponds to some point
between pink and spineless.

Also, if mutation is as likely to occur in one half of the Ill-chromosome as

in the other half, then the median locus of the map should correspond roughly
to the mid-point of the actual chromosome. The median locus is that of warped,
which is mapped at 52, between pink and spineless.

In the Il-chromosome, the mid-point, as determined by the middle of

the map, and by the median of the mapped loci, is at purple. Purple has been

found to be a critical point in the action of cross-over modifiers. For example,
the factor CiiL suppresses nearly all crossing-over to the left of purple and

leaves crossing-over to the right of purple unaffected, while, conversely the

modifier, CiiR eliminates most of the crossing-over to the right of purple, but

is without effect on crossing-over to the left of purple. It appears, then, that

cross-over modifiers probably furnish an independent means of determining
the mid-point of the chromosome. In the Ill-chromosome the cross-over

modifier known as Cm eliminates nearly all crossing-over throughout a sec-

tion extending from a point a few units to the right of pink to the right end.

Tliis determination of the mid-point agrees with that indicated by the other

two methods.
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It has been observed that the region about purple and also that about pink
are most susceptible to changes in crossing-over due to abnormally high or low

temperature.
These same two regions are the ones most affected by age-difference.

Crossing-over is high in the first output of eggs and gradually decreases as the

fly gets older and rises again in still older flies.

The regions about purple and about pink differ from the other regions in

still another respect, namely, in that tlie average length of the sections in-

cluded between double cross-overs in these regions is shortest. Stated in

another way, coincidence is highest in these regions.

The question may be asked : Is there anything known in regard to the

middle region of these two chromosomes that will account for the above

peculiarities? If these chromosomes are loops at the time of synapsis, as in

the well-known bouquet stage, and if synapsis begins at the ends of the loops
and proceeds towards the mid-point, the distribution of crossing-over might
be expected to be symmetrical with respect to the ends. The same result

would follow if s}Tiapsis and crossing-over were initiated at the tip of the loop
and traveled toward the ends. Since the two limbs are equally long, the mid-

point of the chromosome would be the center of symmetry of the chromosome.

Points equally distant from the mid-point (or from the ends) should have the

same characteristic behavior with respect to crossing-over. Crossing-over

might well be different at different levels; the levels at which crossing-over is

relatively most frequent would appear on the map as regions where mutant

loci are relatively infrequent, as pointed out above.

The X-chromosome differs from the II- and Ill-chromosomes in being a

straight rod. The spindle fiber is attached at one end and not at the middle

as in the II- and Ill-chromosomes. It might be compared with one of the

limbs of a bent chromosome. Actually, there is a massing of mutant loci at

the left end, and there is a space relatively free of mutant loci about two-fifths

the distance from the right end. The left end is also more susceptible to cross-

over variations. These relations may be comparable with those in the other

two chromosomes, if, in the female, the two X's are not disposed in the form of

loops, and if synapsis and crossing-over begin at one end only.



II. GENERAL ACCOUNT OF MUTANTS.

WITH; SUPERWITH.
(Figure 4.)

ORIGIN OF WITH.

The first work done with Drosophila in the Columbia Laboratories was the

attempt made by ^Vlorgan during the fall and winter of 1909-10 to produce

mutations through treatment with different chemicals, varying food conditions,

and finally by physical agents such as radium. These attempts produced no

definite result (see section on Beaded, p. 37) ;
but as a side issue, Morgan

undertook a selection experiment to obtain a stock all the members of which

should have a dark trident-pattern on the thorax.

Fig. 4.—The grades of pigmentation of the trident pattern of
" with

"
flies.

When the series of treatments was begun in the early fall of 1909 it was

observed that the trident-pattern on the thorax of some of the wild stocks that

were being used varied both in the intensity of the pigment and in the extent

to which the pattern was spread over the thorax and scutellum. The degree of

pigmentation and the extent of the pattern seemed to vary together.

It is probable that the only real variation was in the amount of pigmenta-

tion, and that the pattern was the same throughout, but was not discernible,

31
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except to the extent that pigment was developed. In a small proportion of

the flies the pigmentation was so faint that all traces of the trideut-pattem

disappeared. These flies were called "without" (without tridont-patteiii),
and ai'e represented by grade i of figure 4. Eoughly, a third of the flies had a

barely discernible flush of pigment on the scutellum (grade II, fig. 4), Slightly
fewer than a third had an easily seen scutellar sootiness, and the pentagonal
area was quite sharply defined (grade iii) . Flies of these last two grades (ii and

III) constituted the bulk of the flies of all wild stocks examined, but in addi-

tion tliere were present smaller proportions of flies with still darker pattern,

Uimiely, grades iv, v, and vi. Grade iv is characterized by the presence of

three faint prongs at the anterior angles of the pentagon and a pair of side

prongs flanking this trident-pattern. Grades v and vi represented stronger
and darker lines throughout. The darkest flies observed in stocks of wild flies

were like those represented by grade vi, which, however, occurred as only
a small percentage of the flies.

THE TRIDENT-PATTERN OF WILD STOCKS.

At various times careful examination has been made of several different wild

stocks and the number of flies of each grade determined. These stocks proved to

be all quite similar, and the distribution observed (October 1911) in two

Table 3.—The grades of
"
with

"
in tvild stock.

Oct. 12, 1911.
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distribution. A census taken of this new " with " mutant population (October

1911) revealed the condition shown in table 4 and by graj)h b of figure 5. The

n in IV V VI
GRADE CENTERS

Fig. 5.—Frequency distribution of the grades of
" with "

occurring in

parental wild stock (a), parental "with "
stock (b), the Fi hj'brids (c), and

the Fa population (d). Cui-ve e gives an Fj expectation calculated by com-

bining the parental cm-ve a with the parental cun'e b and with twice the

hybrid curve c.

most numerous class in the
"
\ni\\

"
stock was vii. which was not represented

at all among the wild flies.

Table -i.— TJie grades of
"
with

"
in cultures of various

"
with

"
stocl's.

Oct. 12, 1911.
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as dark as grade vii. A comparison of the Fi distribution with that of each

parent (see fig. 5) shows that, as judged by the means, modes and in the

overhip, the Fi population resembles the wild parent more closely than the
" with "

parent.

Table 5.—The grades of "with "
in F^ from Falmouth x" with."

Nov. 6, 1911.
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lated by taking for each grade the sum of its percentage frequency, as wild-type

parent, as
"
with

"
parent and twice its frequency of occurrence among the Fi

offspring (table 7). This result should be reduced to the basis of 100 by divid-

Table 7.—The distrihution of
"

u-Uli
"

in Fn expected from ihe

observed Pi and F^ disirihulions.
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This stock was lost before tests were carried out, but we can judge from its

sudden manner of origin and subsequent stability that a second mutation had

occurred. Whether this second mutation (supe^-^vith) was a modifier of
"
with

"
or an allelomorph of

" with " was not determined.

CHROMOSOME CARRYING "WITH."

It was evident that
"
with " would not be useful in linkage experiments on

account of the inability to make a complete separation between the
" with " and

the heterozygous
" with "

types. Accordingly, no further work was done

with the mutation, except to determine in which chromosome its gene is

situated. This was done (December 1913) by means of the F2 of the cross of

pink by
" with ", which produced no pinks that were surely

" with " and no sure
" withs "

that were pink. This result was a consequence of the fact of no

crossing-over in the male and proved that the locus of
" with "

is in the

third chromosome.

LOCUS OF " WITH."

The recessive mutant " band "
arose in

" with "
stock, and the F2 of the

crosses of the double form ("with" band) to maroon and to pink furnished

other evidence that
" with "

is in the third chromosome (see p. 79) . It was also

observed that the double recessives, maroon band and pink band, obtained by

crossing-over, were of a different type of band than the original, and this

difference was of such a nature that it could be readily explained by assuming
that the

" with "
character had been lost by the crossing-over. This means that

the
" with " locus is to the left of that of band, and either to the left of pink

or not far to the right of pink.

EVALUATION OF " WITH."

Because of the increase in the number of our stocks of mutations to unwieldy

proportions, the stock of "with" was discarded in June 1914, along with

several others which were judged to be of little further value. The stock of
"
super-with

" was lost through sterility or inviabihty.

OLIVE-III.

Selections for dark trident-pattern, parallel to those which gave rise to

the stocks of
"
with,"

"
without," and "

speck," resulted in a stock called

"olive" (April 1910). The "olive" stock was found to be pure for a char-

acter called
"
speck,"

* which is a minute dense pigment-spot in the axil of

the wing.

During the fall and winter of 1912 a good deal of breeding work was carried

out to determine the relationship between "
speck

" and "
olive." and to find

to which chromosome group they belonged.
"
Speck olive

"
flies were out-

crossed to the second-chromosome recessive
"
black," and ] F2 cultures were

raised (tables 4 and 5, p. 131, Carnegie Publication No. 278). The Fg results

(Wild-type 619, speck 19, "olive" 479, speck "olive" 447, black 590, black

* An account of these selection experiments has already been given in Carnegie Publi-

cation No. 278, on pages 128 ff (speck), and 135 ff (olive-ii) ; also the preceding section

on " with " and "
super-with

"
gives further details.
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speck 0) showed that speck was a second-chromosome recessive, since the double

recessive bhick speck did not occur. Nearly all of the speck flies were '^

olive,"

which showed that there was present a second-chromosome recessive (olive-ii).

closely linked to speck. But also there were present as many flies (479) that

were simply
"
olive." The total number of

"
olives

" was thus far too large

to be explained by a single recessive gene for
"
olive." The ratios were in

accord with the assumption of two independent genes for olive, one in the

second chromosome and another in some other autosome.

Speck olive flies were also outcrossed to wild, and 15 Fy cultures were raised

(tables 2 and 3, p. 130, Carnegie Publication No. 278). The F2 results (Wild-

type 1,556, speck 66, "olive" 529, speck "olive" 706) showed that the ratio

of not-olive to olive 1,622 : 1,235, was almost exactly the 9 : 7 ratio expected

on the basis of the two independent recessives giving similar effects and not

markedly cumulative in effect.

The relation between speck and "
olive

" showed that one of these genes was

in the second chromosome. The other was known not to be sex-linked and

was assumed to be in the third chromosome. No tests of this were made, and

the stock was later discarded. The probability that the other olive gene was

in the third chromosome rather than the fourth is about 15 : 1.

BEADED (Bd).

(Figure 6, page 38; Figure 206, page 152.)

ORIGIN OF BEADED MUTANT.

During the fall and winter of 1909-10 Morgan subjected cultures of Droso-

phila to treatments by various acids, bases, salts, sugars, and different foods and

culture media in an effort to induce mutation. In these experiments no muta-

tions were found that had been induced by the chemical treatments or that had

arisen spontaneously. In May 1910 the effect of the rays from radium was

tried on a culture containing flies in all stages of development (Morgan, 1911).

Among the offspring, one male occurred whose wings showed a few shallow

marginal scallops which removed the marginal bristles, the marginal vein and

slight amounts of the blade of the wing. The appearance of the remainder of

the margin led to the name " Beaded "
for the character. Subsequent work

with radium gave no indication that the appearance of Beaded was due to the

use of radium.

STOCK OF BEADED.

This " Beaded " male was bred to several of his sisters and in the next

generation there were a few Beaded flies, mainly females. The Beaded flies

were bred together and produced a slightly higher proportion of Beaded off-

spring. Mass selections and non-virginity probably kept the proportions of

Beaded lower at first than it would otherwise have been.

SELECTION OF BEADED.

From the first the character Beaded has been one of the most variable

worked with. Often one wing would be entirely normal and the other present

but a single barely discernible scallop. In general, there was a medium high

correlation between the two wings, for rarely did a normal wing ocour with
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a liiglily J>f;a'J(!d iriab;. In thf; first ^cnorationji the extftnt of beafling seldom

Hiirpa.sHfffl that Khovv^n by figure fJb. Continued w;]eetion increased both

thr; prTf.entfige of iJeaderl flies and the extent to wbich the ehararrter was

Fig. 6.—Beaded wings, (a, b, c, d) Average Beaded of balanced stock,

(e, f) Slight Beadeds of Fi from outcrosses. (g, h) Extreme Beadeds of

selected stock.

developed in the; extreme individuals. Progress was apparently nearly con-

tinuous, the large amount of fluctuation in the character effectively concealing
all except large steps. The selection, too, was by means of mass cultures and

was not recorded each generation in terms of grades, etc. There were only two
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occasions when progress was quite plainly discontinuous. The first of these

was fairly early in the selection and resulted in a new line in which the Beadeds

were quite extreme in type and constituted about two-thirds of the population.
The second decided advance occurred (about December 1911) after nearly
two years of selection (some 50 generations) and resulted in a stock nearly

every individual of wliich was Beaded instead of only about two-thirds, and

most of these Beaded flies were of the extreme type.

THE LINKAGE METHOD OF THE ANALYSIS OF MULTIPLE-GENE CASES.

Tlie discovery of specific modifiers of mutant characters in Drowphila
and an increasing knowledge of the prevalence of modifiers and multiple-gene
cases in several forms led to the suggestion that the history of the Beaded stock

might be explained on that basis. By means of its linkage relations, cream-ii

had been proven to be due to the action of a specific gene which difEered not

at all in inheritance from other genes, but whose only observable effect was

the dilution of eosin eye-color. Muller had developed in theory this method

for the analysis by linkage of multiple-gene cases, and had showed by this

method that it should be possible to give a demonstration of the number and

qualities of all the genes involved in cases so complex that previous methods

could at best only indicate the probable condition.

DEXTERS ANALYSIS OF BEADED.

Dexter studied the case of Beaded, using the method of linkage extensively.

It was known that Beaded is a dominant, i. e., tliat the cross of Beaded to

unrelated flies such as those of a wild stock produced Beaded flies among the

progeny. The type of these Fi Beadeds was not as extreme as that of the • '

selected stocks used as parent; and the percentage was low, seldom reaching
50 per cent. Of about 60 such matings carried out by Dexter only 2 gave as

high as 50 per cent of Beaded in Fj, while the most frequent percentages were

about 15 and about 30.

AGE-FACTOR IN BEADED.

Dexter found that the last counts of a culture gave fewer Beaded flies '^

than the first counts, and that second broods probably gave higher percentages
than first broods. This would indicate a rhythmical change with age, some-

what similar to that known to hold for linkage (Bridges, 1915).

ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS IN BEADED.

That the great variation in percentages was also largely dependent on

environmental factors was suggested by tests that showed that in very wet

bottles there was a greater proportion of Beaded than in very dry bottles,

and that cultures in which the food was decidedly acid produced fewer Beaded
than others made alkahne.

THE BEADED GENE AND THE LETHAL EFFECT.

That the Beaded and non-Beaded Fi flies were of different genetic con-

stitution seemed clear from the different F2 results produced by different types

4
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of Fi mating. Beaded X Beaded gave from 50 to "JO per cent of Beaded off-

spring. Beaded X wild-type gave mainly 25 to 50 per cent Beaded offspring,

and wild-type X wild-type gave usually no Bcadeds, bnt occasionally 25 to 50

per cent of Beaded offspring. It seems certain that in these latter cases one of

the wild-type parents had been of the same gentic type as the Beaded flies and

represented a fluctuation of the Beaded character.

Another striking fact was that these Fi Beadeds, that could only be hetero-

zygous for the Beaded gene, gave almost as high percentages of Beaded as

did the Beadeds from the pure breeding-stock, when outcrossed to wild flies

in each case. This test was repeated for several generations with the same

result, namely, that the percentage of Beaded was about 25 in some lines,

but in other lines only about 5 per cent.

This behavior of Beaded led to tlie belief that the Beaded stock also was

heterozygous, and that a lethal gene was operating to keep it heterozygous.'
Dexter compared Beaded to the yellow mouse, where even' yellow mouse
is a heterozygous dominant. Dexter was then faced with the difficulty of

explaining a permanently heterozygous stock that bred true, for while a stock

of yellow mice never breeds true, a stock of Beaded had been obtained that

did. Dexter attempted an explanation by assuming that the heterozygosity
was in a lethal gene distinct from the dominant Beaded gene, and that the

pure-breeding stock was homozj'gous for Beaded but heterozygous for lethal.

Although Dexter's explanations came near to the actual case, they failed of

being complete, as we shall see later.

DEXTER'S ANALYSIS BY IMEANS OF LINKAG&-THE CHROMOSOME
INVOLVED.

The first step in the analysis of the constitution of the Beaded stock by means
of the linkage method was to determine which chromosomes carried mutant

genes contributing to the extent of the development of the character and the

proportion of flies showing the character. Dexter raised F2 cultures from
crosses of Beaded to various cliaracters whose genes were in the first-, second-

and third-chromosomes resjiectively.

LOCATION OF THE BEADED GENE.

It became apparent that the manifestation of Beaded was principally de-

pendent upon a gene or genes located in the third chromosome, since very

pronounced linkage was observed in the different crosses between Beaded and
the third-chromosome recessivos sepia, pink, maroon, and ebony. The third-

chromosome effect was found to be very largely due to a gene located quite
far from pink (40 per cent of recombination in such tests, table 2), and to be

in the region including ebony. This principal gene will be called simply the

Beaded gene.

BEADED-INTENSIFIER-III.

From the pink Beaded recombinations that occurred in the F2 of the cross

of pink ebony X Beaded a stock of pink Beaded was derived. When individuals

from this stock were out-crossed to white, to black, and to wild flies, there

were produced in Fi markedly fewer Beaded offspring than were given in

y
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like out-crosges of the parent Beaded stock. This fact is interpreted as due to

the absence from the pink Beaded stock of a dominant intensifier present in

the selected Beaded stock. That the fewness of the pinks in these Fi crosses

was not due to an inhibiting effect of pink is plain from the high percentages
of Fj Beadeds that had occurred in the crosses of Beaded pink ebony. The
locus of this intensifier of Beaded is to the left of Beaded, since it was

removed by crossing-over between pink and Beaded.

BEADED-IXTENSIFIER-II.

In the F2 of the crosses to the second-chromosome recessives black, purple,

curved, and arc, it became apparent that the production of the Beaded char-

acter was not independent of the second chromosome. Back-crosses showed

that a dominant intensifier of Beaded was present in the second chromosome
of the Beaded stock. The stock was not homozygous for the intensifier, since

in all these experiments there were two classes of results, one in wliich no

linkage was apparent and the other in which the linkage was of various degrees
of closeness. The locus of this second-chromosome intensifier is probably quite
near to the locus of black (and not, as Dexter supposed, near that of arc).

With arc there was freer crossing-over than with any of the other second-

chromosome recessives used, while with black there was very little, as shown

by the fact that the female back-crosses gave about the same distribution as

the male.

RELATION OF BEADED AND BLACK.

From the crosses with black another interesting feature emerged besides

the fact of close linkage between black and the dominant intensifier present
in the second chromosome of the Beaded stock. In all the Fi cultures of the

crosses between Beaded and black, the proportion of Beaded was surprisingly
low—lower in fact than in any other cultures except the crosses to the pink
Beaded which had lost an intensifier. The ^ame low percentage of Beaded

appeared also in the F2 and in the back-crosses from the crosses of Beaded

to black. Either black itself acts as a dominant inhibition of Beaded, or there

is a mutant dominant inhibitor in the black stocks. The analysis was not

carried far enouarh to enable us to distinofuish between these two views.O'

INTENSIFICATION OF BEADED BY VESTIGIAL. AND THE VESTIGIAL
ALLELOMORPH IN BEADED.

Dexter found that when Beaded was crossed to vestigial, strap, or antlered,

there was from 60 to 90 per cent of Beaded in Fi. These out-crosses were
the only ones in which the percentage of Beaded was consistently over 50

per cent. Dexter suggested, and Mullor has since proved, that Beaded is

like the yellow mouse in that no homozygous Beaded flies are able to survive.

For this reason not more than 50 per cent of the flies of an out-cross receive the

Beaded gene. That the vestigial, strap, and antlered stocks do not contain

Beaded on the scale demanded to explain these Fj percentages is apparent in

every other out-cross of these stocks; for such Fi flies as well as the Fo very

rarely show anything that would pass as Beaded. The peculiar feature of

the stocks vestigial, strap, and antlered is that they are mutant allelomorphs
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of a single multiple-allelomorph S3'stem. The high percentage of Beadeds

in Fi from the crosses of the above stocks to Beaded shows that the Beaded

stock contains still another allelomorph of that system, and that the surplus
" Beadeds " in the Fi cultures were not true Beadeds but were compounds
between this new allelomorph and the particular old member used. It is

probable that the Beaded stock was homozygous for this allelomorph.
That an allelomorph of vestigial could ^ive precisely this effect was shown

by Bridges in his work on "
nick," which is an allelomorph of the vestigial

system. Pure stock of nick is indistinguishable from a wild stock, but a

vestigial-nick compound varies in character from the wild-type through various

low grades of beadedness to the very extreme forms. Tliese nick compounds
are usually not to be distinguished from true Beaded ; except that the extreme

range resembles antlered rather more closely than Beaded. 50 per cent or

more of the nick compound are antlered-like and the remainder are wild-type.

NO SEX-LINKED MODIFIER.

Dexter found that there was no apparent linkage between Beaded and sex-

linked genes, and there was therefore no sex-linked Beaded gene or Beaded

modifier present in the Beaded stock.

PARTIAL SEX-LIMITATION OF BEADED.

Beaded had been found by Morgan to be partially sex-limited, i. e., in the ^

stocks and in most crosses a greater percentage of the females showed Beaded

than was the case in the males.

MATROCLINOUS EFFECT WITH BEADED.

Dexter discovered a very curious relation, that the sons of Beaded mothers

showed a much higher percentage of Beaded than the sons of Beaded fathers.

If this were general, as it seemed to be, it would indicate not a sex-linked

modifier of beaded, but a precocious action by the Beaded gene upon the cyto-

plasm of the egg. It may be that a critical stage for the determination of the

Beaded character occurs very early in the formation of the egg.

THE POSITION OF THE BEADED LOCUS AS DETERMINED BY
STURTEVANT.

Sturtevant found that the locus of Beaded is to the right of that of sooty

by a considerable interval.

MULLER'S ANALYSIS OF BEADED—A MORE ACCURATE DETERMINATION
OF THE LOCUS OF BEADED.

]\Iuller crossed (June 1915) Beaded from "pure
"
stock to flies carrying the

tliird-chromosome recessives sepia, spineless, sooty, and rough. Part of the

Fi flies were Beaded and part (the majority) were wild-type. The Beaded Fi

females when back-crossed to the multiple-recessive male gave the normal

amounts of recombination and sliowed that the locus of Beaded was very close

to that of rough at the extreme right end of tlie map as knoA^oi then. A certain

further back-cross (see p. 438, Muller, 1918) showed that the locus of the
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dominant Beaded gene was to the riglit of rough by about 2.7 units. In the

above experiment there were 4 rough Beaded recombinations in a total of 153

Beaded flies.

THE LETHAL EFFECT OF HOMOZYGOUS BEADED.

From the Bea.ded back-cross tests MuUer obtained a few flies, as the result

of crossing-over, that were both rough and Beaded. One of tliese flies was out-

crossed, and the Beaded Fi's were inbred. In Fa no rough eyes whatever

appeared, although one of the grandparents had been rough. The explanation
of this fact is that the F2 flies that were homozygous for rough were at the

same time homozygous for Beaded, and all liomozygous Beaded die. Other

experiments confirmed this view. The Beaded gene has, like the gene for the

yellow mouse, two efi^ects, a dominant somatic effect and a recessive lethal

effect. Beaded was not unique in this respect, for certain of the other dominants

of DrosophUa, notably Notch, Streak, and Star, had already been recognized
as having a recessive lethal effect.

^t)

THE PRESENCE OF CHI IX THE NON-BEADED THIRD CHROMOSOME.

The Beaded gene is present in only one of the two third chromosomes of

the Beaded stock flies. "When the non-Beaded Fi flies from the crass of

Beaded to the multiple recessives were back-crossed the results (see table on

p. 438, Muller, 1918) showed that there was present in the non-beaded chromo-

some of the stock a gene that cut down the crossing-over in the third chromo-

some in a characteristic Avay not distinguishable from the known linkage
variation Cm. Other tests showed that this variation gave in combination

with the original Cm recombination results similar to those of homozygous
Cm. The stock of the originally found Cm was descended from the original

Beaded stock, so that it is probable that it was the same linkage variation. Cm,
that was present in both. Cm is located near the locus of sooty and eliminated

(in heterozygous fomi) practically all crossing-over to the riglit of spineless.

THE BALANCING LETHAL—LETHAL-IIIA.

Some of the Fi non-beaded offspring were mated together to produce Fo

progeny. Analysis of the Fo, and more especially of the constitution of

certain recombinations that occurred in Fo, led to the conclusion that the

non-beaded, C-bearing third chromosome earned a recessive lethal gene which

was distinct from both the Beaded and Cm gene aiid whose locus was to the

right of Cm and to the left of Beaded. Certain later experiments showed

that the locus of this lethal was about halfway between ebony and sooty

or at 83.

PARALLEL BETWEEN BEADED STOCK AND (ENOTHERA.

The stock of Beaded apparently bred true, but yet upon out-crossing to

unrelated stocks two distinct types occurred in Fi comparable to the
" twin

hybrids'' of (Enothera. There are other features of Oenotheras that leave

no doubt of the existence of enforced heterozygosis. It is probable that many
of the balancing lethals of Oenothera are not zygotic lethals of the type just
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described, but are gametic lethals that kill either the egg or the pollen. A

gametic and a zygotic lethal can form a balancing pair.

ENFORCED HETEROZYGOSIS.

Tlie stock of Beaded continued to breed true for the reason that all homo-

zygous flies died, while the heterozygous type survived. The heterozygous

type showed the dominant Beaded character. The heterozygosity was enforced

from generation to generation by the presence of the two balancing lethals—
the Beaded gene in the one Ill-chromosome and the lethal-iiia in tlie other.

The presence of Cm in the lethal-bearing chromosome eliminated crossing-

over between the two lethals, so that no gamete free from one or the other

could arise by crossing-over.

SPURIOUS MUTATIONS.

It is to be noted that the Beaded stock is constantly heterozygous for three

genes Beaded, liiia and Cm. The presence of Cm prevents crossing-over

within a large region of the chromosome, so that whatever mutant genes were

situated within this region would likemse be maintained in the same condi-

tion from generation to generation. If the mutant gene were in the neighbor-

hood of spineless or to the left of spineless, then in a small proportion of cases

there would be crossing-over, and homozygous individuals would arise that

would simulate mutations. Thus, if the gene for pink were in the same

chromosome Avith Beaded, a pink liiia cross-over chromosome would occur

about once in 50 times. Such a cross-over gamete fertilizing a pink Beaded egg
would give a pink Beaded individual. The ratio would be 49 : 1 and not the

familiar Mendelian ratio of 3:1. and the result would indeed give the same

sort of effect seen in CEnoihera where certain definite
" mutations " recur each

generation in a small characteristic per cent of the progeny. In Drosophila

such ever-sporting strains can be arranged at will, so that the
" mutations "

will

occur in any required proportion. In Drosophila, also, double-reciprocal or

more complex hybrids may be arranged for, and many interesting and unusual

results obtained if desired.

PINK (p).

(Plate 1, Figure 3.)

ORIGIN OF PINK.

The first eye-color, and the character first clearly recognized as a sharp

"mutation," in Drosophila was "white," found in April 1910, by Morgan.
In June 1910, he found a second distinct eye-color mutant "

pink." A stock

of wild flies that had been set aside was found to contain many flies, both

females and males, having eyes of a dark pink color.

DESCRIPTION OF PINK.

When first hatched these flies have a transparent yellowish-pink color which

rapidly deepens to ruby. The characteristic color of pink (about day-old

flies) is a deep pink with a tinge of magenta. Pink flies more than a week

old have this purplish tone quite markedly developed. The old pink flies retain
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much of their translucency and, with the light
"
fleck

"
or no "

fleck
"

at all,

are always iu contrast to the more opaque red of the wild-type, with its dark

metallic fleck. Pink was found to be completely, easily, and rapidly separated
from the wild-type at any age.

INHERITANCE OF PINK.

The pink-eyed flies that were found in the wild stock were bred together and

produced only pink offspring. The fact that the pink stock bred true from the

first suggested that the mutant character w^as a recessive. Crosses of pink males

to wild females showed this to be true ;
in Fi all the flies were of the wild-type.

In the first F2 cultures (Morgan, 1911) considerably less than a quarter of

the flies were pink, but this was probably due to the poor methods of culture

then available. In the later work pink has hatched in about the expected

proportions.
CHROMOSOME OF PINK.

Among the F2 flies there was no limitation of this pink to the males, as

had been the case in the similar experiment with wliite (Morgan, 1910a).

Moreover, in the reciprocal cross (pink 5 X wild J'), no pink appeared among
the Fi males, as had been the case with white, and the F2 from this cross gave

the same ratio as the direct cross had given, instead of the 1 : 1 ratio that had

appeared among both females and males of the similar cross with white.

Morgan interpreted the peculiar method of inheritance of white to mean that

the gene for white-eyes was carried in the chromosome that determined sex

(Morgan, 1911). The very important conclusion followed that pink was

inherited in a manner difi'erent from that of white because the gene for pink
was in another chromosome from that carrying the gene for white (Morgan,

1911). Soon after this the recessive mutation black body-color was found,

and it also was found to be non-sex-linked
;
that is, its gene was in a chromo-

some difl'erent from the X chromosome. The next step was the discovery

(by Sturtevant, February, 1912) that these two mutations black and pink
were entirely independent of one another in inheritance, and therefore were

considered to be inherited through separate chromosomes. The chromosome

carrying the gene for black was thereupon called the
" second " chromosome

and that carrying pink the
"
third."

RELATION OF PINK TO WHITE.

With the discovery of pink two distinct eye-colors were on hand, and experi-

ments were started immediately to find the relation between them. In accord

with the view then current it was assumed that white was due to
"
the loss of the

color-producer," while pink was due to
"
the loss of a specific color-determiner."

The crosses between wliite and pink gave wild-type daughters and white sons,

which inbred gave in F2 3 wild-type : 1 pink : 4 white among both males and

females. No difference could be discerned between the simple whites and the

whites that were genetically pink (double recessives). Pink was referred to

as
"
hypostatic

"
to white. The more recent view is that the genes for white

and pink both belong in the general category of
"
dilutors

"
of eye-color and

that since white already dilutes the color to the physical limit no further

dilution by the pink gene is possible.
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RELATION OF PINK TO VERMILION.

A few montlis after the discovery of pink, Morgan found a third distinct eye-

color mutation, "vermilion," which was a sex-linked recessive like white.

Because of the prevalent belief in the
"
presence and absence " view of muta-

tion, an inordinate amount of importance was attached to the relation of

vermilion and pink, and enormous numbers of flies were raised in the various

crosses to test this relation. Vermilion was conceived as due to the loss of

another specific color-determiner; and since the cross of vermilion male to

pink female gave only wild-type offspring, it was considered proved that the

wild-type was due to the combined action of a pink gene brought in by the pink

fly and a vermilion gene brought in by the vermilion parent. The pink eye-

color was thus a "
disintegration product

" due to the loss of the vermilion

gene (vP), while vermilion was another disintegration product brought about

by the loss of the pink gene (Vp). In Fo from the cross of vermilion female

to pink male, the classes were 3 wild-type : 3 vermilion : 1 pink : 1
"
orange." In

r2 there occurred this new eye-color,
"
orange," which in appearance differed

from pink in just about the direction and degree that vermilion differed from

the red of the wild-type, or, stated conversely, the
"
orange

"
differed from

vermilion in the direction and extent that pink differs from the wild-type.
This "

orange
"
color was looked upon as the

" residium "
after the loss of both

the vermilion and pink genes. The color sho^vn was ascribed to the action of a

gene called the orange gene (^"pO), and it was considered that considerable

progress had been made in
"
the analysis, of the constitution

"
of the eye-color

of the wild fly. The culmination of this view was reached with the
"

loss of the

orange factor" in the production of the eosin eye-color mutation. It thus

became possible to speak of
"
pure

"
vermilion, the color produced by the

action of the vermilion gene in its absence of all other
"
determining

"
genes

(except the color
"
producer" thus : YpoC) . Likewise "

pure C "
flies (vpoC)

were the focus of a considerable amount of investigation and speculation.

Systems similar to this were established for body-colors, for wing-lengths,
and were on the point of being established for other characters when the

whole structure began to collapse. In the first place, it was found that eosin

was probably an allelomorph of white, and as this became more and more
certain the foundation of presence-and-absence became more and more insecure.

Moreover in rapid succession new eye-colors (purple, maroon, cream-a,

cream-ii, cream-iii, sepia, and others) appeared, and each fresh appearance

required that the entire edifice be rebuilt. The system finally became so

unwieldy that it had to be abandoned in toto. The present simple system,

capable of almost indefinite expansion, took its place.

VIABILITY OF PINK—LINKED LETHALS.

In the early work with pink (September 1910), it was observed that the

pinks were hatching in smaller proportion than the expected 25 per cent

(Morgan, 1911). It is now known that most, if not all, of that apparent

inviability was due to the undeveloped state of the culture methods. However,

in certain experiments there were sharp differences between the different F2

cultures that could not be explained on the ground of inviability effects of the

usual kind. At the suggestion of Morgan, a graduate student. Miss Moody,
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repeated these crosses, and found the same condition present (see Morgan,

1912). Later, Mr. Liff made extensive tests of the effects of various environ-

mental differences (Am. JSTat., 1915). He found that the proportion of pinks
could be reduced slightly by unfavorable conditions, but not enough to explain
the results of Morgan and of Moody. The many cultures raised by Liff were

remarkably free from significant deviations from the expected ratios. Five

cultures were found that gave similar deviations. By this time the hypothesis
of lethals had been developed, and the suggestion was made (by Muller) that

these aberrant ratios were to be explained by the presence of an autosomal lethal

linked to pink. It now appears that this was probably the true explanation,

though the experiments of Liff were not suitable to prove the point. A cal-

culation of tlie amount of exchange between pink and the lethal showed a

recombination per cent of 32.7. This would place the locus of the lethal at

about 85 or at about 10, depending on which side of pink the lethal is

situated. (See p. 107, for a fuller account of Lift''s lethal.) The aberrant

ratios found by Morgan and by Moody are also to be explained as the result

of a recessive lethal. Eoughly, a fourth of the F2 cultures gave aberrant ratios,

wliile the remaining three-fourths gave normal ratios, as would be expected if

the pink grandparent had been heterozygous for a lethal. A calculation of

the recombination of pink and this lethal gives a percentage of 7.0, which is

a maximum value, since all cultures under 30 flies were omitted from the cal-

culation. The locus of the Morgan-Moody lethal is thus at approximately 41

or 55, and it is certainly a different lethal from the one that was present later

in the cultures of Liff. (See p. 64 for a fuller account of lethal-iiib.)

In the later work upon pink there has been no trouble on account of in-

viability of pink flies.

DILUTION EFFECTS AND DOMINANCE RELATIONS.

Morgan and Bridges made a study of the dilution effects of pink eye-color

in conjunction with the other eye-colors (white, vermilion, and eosin) known

at that time (Morgan and Bridges, 1913) . Thus it was found that wliile white,

eosin, vermilion, and pink are all strictly recessive as far as the simple hetero-

zygote is concerned, yet for each of these genes it was possible to demonstrate a

positive diluting effect in the heterozygote by the addition of suitable further

dilution. While a fly of the constitution — can not be distinguished from the
p

o

pure wild, yet flies of the constitution - — or — are easily^ -^

w'' V p w V p
distinguishable from homozygous eosin vermilion (and also from homozygous

eosin vermilion pink). Likewise -— *- -was intermediate in color between
w® V p

homozygous eosin pink and homozygous eosin vermilion pink. The diluting

power of eosin was greater than that of vermilion or pink, and, as might be

expected, the diluting power of white was greatest of all. Thus, while hetero-

zygosity for eosin gave considerable dilution of vermilion pink, white gave a

beautiful and much more marked dilution of that same form. Indeed,

heterozygosity for white could be detected when merely vermilion was present

as a sensitizer
(

——-
slightly more translucent than

+
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PINK NON-MODIFICATION.

The next eye-color to arise after pink was purple, found by Bridges in

February 1912. Purple bore considerable resemblance to pink, and it was

thouo-ht worth Avhile to test their relation somewhat. Tlie Fi flics were all

wild-type, which shows that the two mutants are non-allemorphic. In F2 the

ratio approximated 9 wild-type to 7 of a pinkish character. The striking

feature of the Fg was that the double-recessive form purple pink coidd not

be distinguished, except vaguely, from the pinks. An alternative explanation,

that purple was in the same chromosome as pink (the third), and because

of close linkage no double recessive had really been formed, was shoA\Ti to be

inapplicable as soon as it was found that purple is in the second chromosome.

The indistinguishabihty of the double form from the lighter of the two pinks

made the two mutants unsuitable for use together in most experiments. For

this reason the curious
" non-modification

" was lost sight of until other muta-

tions of the "genus pink" (maroon, ruby, garnet, peach, etc.) had arisen,

and it seemed to be nearly universal that tliese various pinks are non-modifiers,

or disproportionately slight modifiers, of each other's effects. !More exact and

extensive tests of these relations are being carried out.

PINK AS THE FIRST BASE OF THE THIRD CHROMOSOME.

A large proportion of the early mutations of Drosophila were of various

types that do not give easily recognizable Mendelian results, since the ordinary

3 : 1 ratio is not obtained. Explanations for these apparently aberrant cases

are now on hand, but when such cases as Beaded, Truncate,
"
with," Abnormal-

abdomen, etc., Avere encountered early in the work, they tended to obscure the

whole situation. Even pink, altliough a sharp, clearly distinct mutant that

did not overlap the original type, at first gave aberrant ratios because of the

lethal present. Black was the first autosomal mutant that was recognized as

giving orthodox results in every particular, and it was thus natural that black

should be chosen as the basis of the second-chromosome. Then pink rose in

esteem as soon as it was found that some pink stocks were free from the

undesirable feature of poor production in crosses.

At this time black and pink were the most used and best known autosomal

mutations. Accordingly, when a searcli for linkage between autosomal mutsmts
of the type already known between certain sex-linked mutants (yellow, white,

vermilion, miniature, and rudimentary) was undertaken, black and pink were
the first tested. It was found that there was no linkage between these two
mutants (Sturtevant, February 1912), and it was therefore assumed that the

genes were carried by separate and distinct pairs of chromosome. Shortly after-

wards (March 4, 1912), Bridges found that the new mutant curved was linked

to black. Since this was the first autosomal linkage observed, the chromosome

carrying the gene for black was defined as the
" second chromosome " and the

chromosome carrying the gene for pink was defined as the
"
third chromosome."

The " first-chromosome
" was of course that already worked out, the sex-

determining or X-chromosomc. A conference was then held at which a general

systematic testing of the linkage relations of all the autosomal mutants thus far

on hand was planned. The first of these tests to mature was that of the relation
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between pink and'maroon (Bridf^es, April 30, 1912). But, unfortunately, the

result was indecisive because of the possi))ility of
"" non-modification "

of pink by
maroon. The F2 from the cross of pink by ebony gave the first indisputable
e\idence of third-chromosome linkage (Sturtevant, July 15, 1912). In June

1912, Bridges found kidney-eye and showed tliat it also was linked to pink

(July 23, 1912) . With little dilHculty Bridges secured the double recessive pink

kidnej', with which he carried out back-cross tests of the amount of recombina-

tion of pink and kidney (November 4, 1912). lie also made tests of the

crossing-over in the male, and concluded that between pink and kidney there

was a slight amount of crossing-over in the male. Subsequent tests showed

that the apparent recombinations Avere due on the one hand to a failure of

kidney to show in an occasional fly homozygous for it. and on tlie other to a

confusion between the
" seam "

in the eye due to kidney and a similar
" seam "

that occurs in a small proportion of normal flies.

Sturtevant was delayed many generations in his attempt to secure the pink

ebony double recessive because of the very close linkage between pink and

ebony. The back-cross tests (December 5, 1912) showed that there was

approximately 5 per cent of recombinations of pink and ebony as against

approximately 15 per cent for pink and kidney. It was naturally assumed

that kidney was farther away from pink than ebony ;
but that is not the case.

It has since been proved tliat the pink ebony was difficult to obtain, and gave
little recombination in the back-cross tests, because it carried a dominant

linkage variation (Cm). Sepia was discovered soon after kidney and its

locus was found to be to the left of that of pink.

Gradually there was built up around pink as a base a map which included

sepia, pink, spineless, kidney, spread, ebony (and its allemorph sooty), rough,

and beaded, in the above order of loci. Muller did a large part of this later

work incidental to building up the stocks for his progeny test for crossing-over

(Muller, 1916).
The discovery of the exceptionally valuable dominant mutant Dichaete

(Bridges, July 3, 1915) led to the entire recasting of the third-chromosome,

with Dichaete as the new base. The recombination data invohang pink are

considered in the various sections in which they are used to show the relation

of the loci of different mutations to that of the pink base.

THE LOCUS OF PIXK.

On the basis of the entire body of data, the locus of pink is 7.6 units to the

right of that of Dichrete, or referred to roughoid as the zero-point of the third

chromosome at 48.0.

ALLELOMORPHS OF PIXK.

On several occasions pink ha.s been found unexpectedly, but never under

circumstances that entirely ruled out the assumption that it was the original

pink present through contamination or by injection through the parent stock.

It is possible that one or two of these occasions represent a reoccurrence of

the pink mutation or the occurrence of a pink allelomorph so nearly identical

with pink that it was not distinguishable from pink.

In May 1913, Bridges found a yellowish pink eye-color that proved to be an

allelomorph of pink quite easily separable from pink and recessive to it. This
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mutation, called "peach" (see p. 82) proved more rapidly separable from the

^nld-type than is pink, aiid has consequently almost entirely supplanted pink
in experiments involving that locus, in much the same way that eosin has

supphmted white, and has been in turn supplanted by apricot.

In April 191G, Bridges found a second allelomorph of pink called
"
pink^

"

(see p. 164) that was also recessive to pink. Pink^ was of a brilliant pink

eye-color, exceptionally translucent and of a tone as light as that of peach,

but -n-ithout the yello^'ish tone of peach. Pink^ flies were further characterized

by weak legs and a paler body-color. Their relatively high inviability rendered

them nearly useless in experiments and finally led to their extinction.

In January 1917, Mildred Hoge Richards found a third recessive allelo-

morph of pink, namely "rose" (Biol. Bull., let., 1918). Eose (renamed

pink*) is practically identical in appearance with peach in young flies, but

does not become as dark witli increased age, as does peach. The peach-rose

compound is an intermediate.

EVALUATION OF PINK.

The character pink was used very extensively in the early experiments and

was on this account made the base of reference of the third chromosome. At

present pink has been replaced in use by the more rapidly classifiable allelo-

morph peach. Also, the base of reference of the third chromosome has shifted

to the locus of the dominant mutant Dichacte.

LETHAI^IIIA (WITH CIII AND OPPOSITE BEADED).
The selection for more extreme types of Beaded, carried out by ]\Iorgan

(see p. 37), resulted in a Beaded stock that apparently bred true to Beaded

(December 1911). The analysis by Dexter and especially by Muller (Novem-
ber 1915) showed that Beaded is a dominant that is lethal when homozj-gous,
and that the above stock bred true because of the presence of a balancing lethal

in the opposite chromosome. This recessive lethal, now called lethal-iiia,

was kept from escaping from this opposite chromosome by the fact that this

chromosome already carried Cm, which prevents practically all crossing-

over between the lethal and the Beaded loci. Muller secured lethal-iiia

free from Cm by the occurrence of a rare cross-over, and tests for the position

of the gene showed that its locus is midway between ebony and rough or about

83.0. This location is based on the fact that of 19 tested flies that were kno^vn

to be cross-overs between sooty and Beaded, 10 represented crossing-over be-

tween sooty and liiia, while 9 represented crossing-over between liiia and

Beaded (Muller, 1918, p. 448). The Cm liiia combination is still much used,

especially in balancing other lethal stocks, such as Hairless and Delta.

EBONY (e).*

(Plate 2, figure 3; plate 1, figures 7 and 8.)

ORIGIN OF EBONY.

In making up a fresh stock of the mutant balloon-wing, Miss E. M. Wallace

noticed that there were present a few flies with a very dark body-color

* See Science, June 27, 1913, for a preliminary account of the inheritance of ebony.
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(February 15, 1912). It was supposed that this character was the well-known
mutant black.

Balloon was one of the mutants assigned to Sturtcvant in tlie plan for clear-

ing up the linkage relations of the then known autosomal mutants. The

presence of
"
black

"
in the balloon stock furnished a double recessive with

which a back-cross test could be carried out immediately. A balloon
"
black

"

male was crossed to a wild and both Fo and back-cross cultures were raised.

The Fo ratio was 9:3:3:1 and the back-cross ratio was 1:1:1:1 (May 10,

1912). These results showed that balloon and "black" were not linked, and

were presumably in separate chromosomes. But during the first counts of the

above cultures it was recogTiized that the
"
black " was darker and more shiny

than normal black, and while very young was slightly more greenish in color.

The "
black

" was crossed to true black, and the Fi flies, though somewhat

darker than wild-type, were by no means as dark as either black or the new
"
black." Evidently the two characters were not even allelomorphic. The

new " black " was finally named ebony,

CHROMOSOME OF EBONY.

Sturtevant then crossed ebony to pink and to vestigial as representatives

of the third- and second-chromosomes. The Fo from vestigial by ebony gave

Table 9.—Pi, vestigial ^xelony <^ ; Fo, Pi+ ? and Pi-t-J".

July 15, 1912.
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crossing-over in the female might be. This was not known at the time; but

later Sturtevant mated Fa pink by Fo ebon)', a procedure that has become a

standard method for obtaining double recessives of linked autosomal char-

acters. It took several generations before pink ebony was obtained even by
this method (Xovember 21, 1912). The difficulty in obtaining the double

recessive was an indication that there was little crossing-over between pink
and ebony.

This was confirmed by the results of the back-cross test of heterozygous
females (table 11). The usual value for pink ebony recombination was shown

Table 11.—Pi, pinh ebony ^xtvild 2; B. C, Fi+2xp e J*.

Dec. 5, 1912.
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LOCUS OF EBONY.

The bulk of the data on tlie location of ebony has been obtained witli the

allelomorph sooty. In table 2 is givon a summary of the normal data bearing
on the common locus of all these allelomorphs, wliich is at 70.7.

EVALUATION OF EBONY.

Tlie character ebony is tiie darkest body-color in Drosophila melanogaster,
and is in striking contrast to tlie wild-type. Separations are therefore com-

plete and exceptionally easy. The viability of ebony seems much inferior to

that of the wild-type, which is in agreement with the large departure of the

character from the wild-type. The allelomorph sooty, tbat differs from tlie

wild-type much less, is normal in viability. Besides the ebony allelomorjihs,
there are no other body-color mutants in the third chromosome, so that no
useful characters are masked by this color. The presence of Cm, prevents tlie

use of ebony in determining normal recombination percentages. Tbe other

allelomorphs of ebony, especially sooty, so far surpass ebony in usefulness

that ebony itself has only been used in the early work of determining the

chromosome of autosomal mutants and in working out the effect of Cm.
The ebony locus has been one of the three or four most valuable loci known

in the third chromosome. It is situated in the "right" limb of the chromo-

some, about 12 units to the right of spineless and 20 units to the left of rough.
More recently the exceptionally valuable dominant mutant Hairless has ap-

peared in this same region, the locus of Hairless being only 1.2 units to the

left of ebony. These two loci are used interchangeably, in much the same

way as are forked and Bar in the X-ehromosome, and in calculating recom-

bination per cents the data can be converted from one type to the other through

knowledge of the distance between the loci.

MAROON (ma).-

(Plate 1, Figure 10.)

ORIGIN OF MAPtOON.

The eye-color imitation now called
" maroon " was first found by Bridges

(March 13, 1912) in a cultiire of a stock of wild flies that had been brought
from Kushla. Alabama, during the previous summer. Both females and males

were found, which indicated tbat the mutation was probably not sex-linked ;

for sex-linked characters are usually found as males only, or Avith the males

predominating. Sex-linked dominants could appear as readily in females

as in males; but the fact that pairs and mass cultures of the new color bred

true to the color and never threw red showed that the color was recessive.

RELATION OF MAROON TO PURPLE.

This eye-color was considered to be the same as
"
purple," which is a

second-chromosome eye-color that had been found only about a month before

(February 20, 1912). That it was not purple was proved when crosses (10

pair-matings) between purple and the new color were carried out, for the Fi
flies were in every case red. Tliis result is always obtained when two non-

allelomorphic recessive eye-colors are crossed together, since each is dominated
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by its owu wild-type allelomorph brought in by the other parent. The fact

that two eye-colors almost identical in appearance were genetically inde-

pendent aroused considerable interest, since it was the first case in which

we had found that the same somatic effect was producible by each of two dis-

tinct genes. Such cases of
" mimics " have since been found to be frequent.

DESCRIPTION* OF MAROON.

The eye-color is fairly well described by its name "
maroon," since it is a

deep purplish pink like old red wine. Perhaps the names crimson or carmine

would have fitted as well. The color is slightly flocculent, and translucent rather

than transparent. Maroon resembles purple closely, but has been found to

difi'er from purple by having a less pronounced purple tone, by being more

flocculent, and by becoming darker with age, old maroons acquiring a sepia

color like that of old pinks. The difference between the maroon and wild-type
characters becomes progressively less with the age of the culture.

THE RELATION OF MAROON TO PINK—NON-MODIFICATION.
The fact that maroon was genetically distinct from purple led to its testing

with pink, which is another quite similar eye-color that had been found two

years previously (Morgan, 1911). Pink is lighter in color, more transparent,
and lacks all purplish tone, so that it should be separable from maroon in the

majority of cases, probably with more than 85 per cent of completeness. Crosses

Table 13.—P^, maroon 2 X pink ^; F^, i^i -f- ? X 2^i -^ d".

Apr. 30, 1912.
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CHROMOSOME OF MAROON.

To determine whether the apparent absence of pink maroons was real and due

to linkage, further tests of the linkage relations of maroon were made. Maroon

was crossed to arc, which is a second-chromosome recessive. The F2 gave

plenty of arc maroons, so that it was known that maroon was either in the

third-chromosome or else in the second-chromosome a long distance away from

the locus of ai'c (table 14).

Table 14.—Pi, arc ^Xmnroon ^; F., Fi+ $xPi-fc^.

July 13. 1912.
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the third cliromosome (Sturtevant, 1913). The F2 from the maroon by ebony

cross gave a 2:1:1:0 ratio, wliich is the result characteristic of no crossing-

over in the male (table 16). The F2 from the maroon by pink cross was thus

Table 16.—Pi, maroon ^xelony ^; F^, Pi+$xFi+ c^.

1

Nov. 21, 1912. -f
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LINKAGi: RELATIONS OF MAROOX TO DICH/ETE AND HAIRLi:SS IN

HETEROZYGOUS CIII.

Little more was done with maroon until the discovery and location of t\vo

excellent third-chromosome dominants "
Dieha?te

" and "Hairless" had made

possible direct back-cross tests bearing on the locus of maroon. The orig-inal

simple maroon stock had meanwhile been thrown away, and the only stock of

maroon kept was that containing dwarf. (For the origin of this stock see

p. 101). Accordingly, the maroon dwarf x Dich.Ttc Hairless back-cross gave

additional information as to the location of dwarf. The locus of Dichaete was

quite near the left end of the third-chromosome as then known, while that of

Hairless was near the middle. A maroon dwarf male was out-crossed to a

heterozygous female carrying both these dominants in the same third-chromo-

some, and the Fi Dicha^te Hairless females were tested by mating to maroon

dwarf males. The result was surprising, for instead of about 2o.O per cent of

recombination as expected for Dichaete and Hairless, only G.l per cent was

observed (table 18). Nearly all of this^ recombination (5.9) was due to

Table 18.—Pi, Dicliwte Hairless 2 X maroon dwarf (Cm) J*;

B. C, Fi D H 2x ma dtv ^.

July 15, 1917.
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The occurrence of two maroon not-dwarf Hairless individuals in the cross

of table 18 proved that tlie locus of dwarf is to the right of tliat of maroon,
and also that tlie locus of maroon is between Dichaete and Hairless (tliat is,

not to the right of Hairless). Because of the peculiar distribution of the

effects of Cm the locus of maroon could not, from these data, be determined

more closely than that it is somewhere between Hairless and a limiting point
about 5 units to the right of Dichaete.

LINKAGE RELATIONS OF DICH^TE MAROON AND DWARF IN
HOMOZYGOUS CHI.

A way out of this uncertainty was offered by testing the amount of recom-

bination in the presence of homozygous Cm, under which condition the

amount of crossing-over throughout the part of the chromosome from pink

Table 19.—Pi, maroon dwarf (Cm) (^xDichcete (Cm) $;
B. C, FyD^xmadw J*.

Sept. 24, 1917.
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normal linkage relations ol maroon. Cm is located somewhere to the right
of Hairless, so that crossing-over between maroon and dwarf gave maroon
Hairless gametes free from Cm. Since the father was homozygous for maroon,

dwarf, and Cm, the maroon Hairless zygote from such a cross-over gamete is

lieteroz3'gous for Cm. One of the two recombinations found was a male, and

this fact gave a good means of picking out in the next generation progeny
free from Cm. Tiius, because of no crossing-over in the male, only two kinds

of gametes are formed (ma H and ma dw Cm) and the offspring tliat show

Table 20.—DichceteX maroon Hairless; B. C, F^ D 11 $x/»^- //J*.

Oct. 17, 1917.
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for these two genes, and except for a few cross-overs, are of the parental con-

stitution (-—"*" 't) .

\+ ma H/
While waiting for the maroons to hatch, a few of the heterozygous females

were mated to maroon Hairless brothers. The results give among the Hairless

offspring a measure of the Dichaete maroon recombination (3.5) and among
the not-hairless flies a three-point back-cross distribution (table 20). When
tliese latter results are combined with those from the regular back-cross (table

21) there is a total of 977 flies of which 736 are original combinations, 34

simple recombinations for Dichaet^ and maroon, 196 simple recombinations

for maroon and Hairless, and 11 double recombinations, which are due to

crossing-over in both regions at once. The position of maroon as found from

the above data is about 4.2 miits to the right of Dichsete, and there was 21.2 per
cent of recombination for maroon and Hairless.

REAPPEAEAXCES OF MAROOX.

During the six months following the discovery of purple (March-August
1912), there were 13 recorded appearances of "purple" eye-colors. Of these

new "purples," the first (purple 1, March 13, 1912) proved to be not purple,
but a very closely similar eye-color which was renamed " maroon." The tests

carried out with the other
"
purples

" showed that purples 5, 6, and 13 were

Table 22.—Pi sped- "Color" {=maroon) ^xwiJd^;
B. C, Fx+ 9xsp ma (^.

Feb. 23, 1914.
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since it gave rise to the sex-linked mutation "facet" (Morgan and Bridges

1916, p. 76) . The F, from a cross of
"
color

"
to ebony gave a typical 2:1:1:0

ratio, which showed that
'' color" was in the third-chromosome (table 23).

Before attempting to find the locus of
"
color

"
by recombination tests, it

was decided to try direct crosses with existing third-chromosome eye-colors, this

being the method by which "
peach

" had been shown to be allelomorphic to

pink. Crosses of "color" to pink, to peach, and to sepia gave only ^v-ild-

type offspring, but crosses between "
color

" and maroon gave maroon-like off-

spring. A careful comparison of
"
color

" and maroon was then made, and it

was decided that there was no clear difference between them.
"
Color "

is there-

fore maroon or an allelomorph so similar as to be indistinguishable, unless

by special methods, which were not applied.

That there had been a reoccurrence of the maroon mutation is certain both

from the pedigree and from the fact that the new maroon was at the same time

Table 23.—Pi. "Color" ( = maroon) ^xehony ^^ ;

F2. Pi-f?xFi+ c^.

Feb. 17. 1914.
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pink recombination per cent was almost identical (namely, 5 it), and since

there was considerable variation from experiment to experiment in both these

Table 24.—Pi, maroonxDichcBte; B. C, F^ D $xwia J*.

Oct. 30, 1920.
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variations were concerned. Flies heterozygous for the three loci, Dichaete, pink,

and maroon, were secured by mating Dichste maroon flies (from table 21)
to pi]ik Hairless. Some of the Fi Dichaete Hairless flies were tested by back-

crossing to pink, giving a Dichaete pink recombination per cent, while others

were tested by back-crossing to maroon, giving a Dichaete maroon recombina-

tion per cent. These two per cents are comparable, for whatever linkage
variation is present in one lot, should also be present in the other sample of

sister flies, and tlie only disturbing difl'erences shouhl be those involved in

random sampling. The Dichaete pink recombination per cent is 5.8 (table 25)
and the Dichaete maroon per cent is 7.6 (table 26). Tlie fact that the Dichaete

maroon per cent is the larger indicates that the locus of maroon is to the right
of that of pink. The number of sisters tested was not enough to make the

indication certainty.

SYNTHESIS OF SCARLET DEFORMED PINK MAROON STOCK.

Wliile the previous experiment did not make certain that tlie locus of

maroon is to the right of that of pink, it made that order more probable than

Table 27.—Pi, scarlet Deformed pink x jnaroon ;

B. C, FiDf ^x ma ^.

Mar. 9, 1921.
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cause Cm allows some crossing-over; but, witli some watching, the stock has

maintained itself. Tlie emergence of the st Df p ma chromosome furnished

the final proof of the order of the loci pink and maroon. Among the 384

Deformed flies of table 27 there were 11 that were maroon, which corresponds
to 2.9 per cent of recombination. This datum, in combination with the in-

formation from the other crosses involving maroon, places the locus of maroon

at about 2.7 units to the right of pink, or at 50.7.

EVALUATION OF MAROON.

Maroon is satisfactory in all respects except that of ease of classification.

As the cultures become older the maroons that hatch are more and more dense

in pigmentation and correspondingly harder to distinguish with certainty

from the Avild-type. The addition of fresh food retards this changing-over as

is the case with Abnormal, but our present culture methods make such addition

a special task.* The locus of maroon is better than that of pink in one respect,

namely, that it is nearer to the locus of spineless, and covers that gap better;

but for general work pink is to be preferred.

LETHAI^III B—LETHAL WITH PINK.

In some of the early work with pink (September 1910) it was observed that

the pinks were hatching in smaller proportion than the expected 25 per cent

(Morgan, 1911). It is now known that most, if not all, of that apparent

non-viability was due to the uaideveloped state of the culture methods. How-

ever, in certain experiments there were sharp differences between the different

Fo cultures that could not be explained on the ground of uniform inviability

effect. Most of the early breeding was done by means of mass-cultures, and it

was thought that some error (such, for example, as non-virginity) had resulted

in an admixture of flies that could not be expected to produce the usual ratio.

For this reason Miss Moody repeated the crosses, paying strict attention to

all tlie details of culture methods. Miss Moody's cultures (raised in March

1912; published by Morgan, 1912), were raised from pair matings, but un-

fortunately in culture bottles of such small size that the output was reduced

to an average of about 35 flies per culture-bottle, while about 250 flies are now
obtained. About a quarter of tlie cultures (32 out of 131) gave no pinks at

all, while about a score of other cultures gave a very small proportion of pinks.

The remaining cultures gave about the expected ratio of red to pink.

An attempt was made to explain tlie aberrant ratios on the ground that

pink hatches later than the wild-type flies. Mr. Liff (iVm. Nat., 1915) made a

careful study of this possibility, and found that while there was a slight delay,

it was by no means enough to explain the results of Morgan and of Moody.

Among the cultures raised by Liff were five that were extreme departures
from expectation, though agreeing with each other. It was suggested by
Muller that the deficit in the pink could be explained by assuming that there

was an autosomal lethal linked to pink, and tliat the pinks that did appear
were therefore crossovers. Tlie work of Eawls (Biol. Bull., 1913), of Morgan

*It haa now been found that the difficulty of the separation of maroon from not-

maroon is overcome by making all flies homozygous vermilion.
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(Science, 1912) and others had shown the existence of sex-linked lethals, and
it was realized that non-sex-linked lethals were to be expected, though much
harder to detect or to demonstrate. The more recent work has furnished many
instances of snch autosomal lethals, and methods have been developed for

handhng them. (See p. 46 for a further account of Lift's lethal.)

The aberrant pink ratios found by Morgan and by Moody are to be explained
as the result of a recessive lethal. The results of Moody are well adapted to show
this point, since roughly a quarter of the cultures gave lethal ratios and the

remaining three-quarters gave normal ratios, as would be expected among the

F2 cultures in case the Pi pink was heterozygous for a lethal. Certain of the

F2 cultures in cases that gave no pinks must really have belonged among the

normal cultures, since it is to be expected that, with such low numbers of

offspring, no pinks should occur in a definite proportion of the cultures, accord-

ing to the laws of chance. For this reason only cultures producing 30 or more

Table 27a.—Classes of gametes and zygotes produced
hy mid-type flies heterozygous for pink and for a

lethal in the same homolog.
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Liff's lethal was not the same as that originally present in the cultures of

Morgan and of Moody.

WHITE-OCELLI (wo).

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF WHITE-OCELLI.

On the dorsal posterior part of the head of Drosophila there is a group of

three "simple eyes" or "ocelli" (plate 1, fig. 1). Each ocellus is about four

times the area of an ommatidium of the compound eye. The ocelli of wild

flies seem a dilute brownish-red color, about that of a weak coffee infusion.

The ocellus is transparent, and not dark in color, but there is a crescent-

shaped deposit of dense browmish-red pigment on the inner side of the two

posterior ocelli and on the posterior side of the anterior ocellus (plate 1, fig. 1) .

The apparent color of the ocellus thus changes with the angle at which it is

viewed. Looking directly into the ocellus, one sees only a pale transparent
"coffee" color; looking at the ocellus from the side, one sees a deeper coffee

color varying in intensity with the degree to which the pigment deposit is

seen through the ocellus. In mamy flies there is considerable dark or black

pigment deposited on the whole triangular area occupied by the ocelli and by
the associated group of bristles and hairs.

It had been observed that all the flies of the white-eyed stock had white

ocelli as well as white eyes. AU color is absent from the ocelli, and the

deposit of brownish-red pigment is entirely absent. The triangular area of

black pigment is more conspicuous by contrast. It was concluded that there

was probably a correspondence between the color of the ocelli and of the com-

pound eyes, so that the white ocelli of the white-eyed stock were only another

effect of the gene responsible for white eyes.

Soon after this it was found that the ocelli of the vermilion-eyed stock were

very pale in color—nearly as pale as those of white-eyed flies. A barely detect-

able tinge of yellow is present and a suggestion of the pigment deposit. All

vermilion stocks examined have this same type of ocellus, even those due to new
mutations of tlie vermilion locus. If, as is very probable, this dilution of

the ocelli color of vermilion-eyed flies is likewise an effect of the vermilion gene,
then it is disproportionately great in amount. The dilution of the ocelli color

in vermilion-eyed flies is much greater than one would expect from the degree
of dilution from red shown in the eye-color of vermilion flies.

WHITE-OCELLI IN THE BLACK STOCK.

That the color of the ocelli could vary independently of that of the eyes

became apparent when it was found by Bridges tliat many of the flies of the

stock of the mutation black body-color had white ocelli (June 21, 1912). A
count showed that 27 of the flies had white-ocelli to 20 that had the ordinary

coffee-colored ocelli. A careful comparison of the eye-colors of these two kinds

of flies was made, but no other difference could be detected; the eye-color of

both was the same as that of the wild fly. Some of the flies with white ocelli

were bred together, and at once a pure stock was obtained.
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A search was made among the other stocks, and it was found that nearly
all of them had ocelli of the wild-type color. It was found that dilute eye-

color characters vrcre accompanied by diluted ocellar color. Pink-eyed flies

had ocelli about as pale as those of vermilion
; however, maroon-eyt'd flies

have ocelli only very slightly paler than the wild-type. The ocellar dilution

of both pink and vermilion is thus disproportionately greater than tlie eye

dilution, while in the case of maroon the two ell'ects are of like degree. In the

case of purple eye-color, which is darker in color than the wild-type but more

translucent, the ocelli were slightly diluted. The ocelli of the very dark eye-

color
"
sepia

" seem to be about the color of the wild-type. The ocellar color

of the autosomal vermilion-like eye-colors (scarlet, cinnabar, cardinal) is also

white (plate 1, figs. 11 and 12),

WHITE-OCELLI IN THE SPINELESS STOCK.

The stock of the third-chromosome recessive
"
spineless

" was found by

Bridges to be pure for a white ocellar color (July 1914).

CHROMOSOME OF WHITE-OCELLI.

That the gene for the white-ocelli of the spineless stock was in the third

chromosome was inferred from the observation that in experiments in which

this stock of spineless had been used the white-ocelli character was not assorting

independently of the spineless. No counts were made, but it was apparent that

nearly all of the spineless flies had retained the white-ocelli, while a few were

certainly of the wild-type.

LOCUS OF WHITE-OCELLI OF THE SPINELESS STOCK.

That the locus of white-ocelli is in the region close to the spineless locus

was shown by the fact that in making up certain multiple stocks involving

spineless, cross-overs were obtained that were known to have been very close

to spineless (to the left), but these cross-overs did not remove white-ocelli

from its association with spineless.

The character white-ocelli was largely neglected from the time of its dis-

covery in the spineless stock until the third chromosome was fairly well mapped.
One of the reasons of this neglect was the fact that the most important char-

acter of the third . chromosome was pink, and the very pale ocelli of pink
excluded the use of these two characters in experiments in which complete

separations must be made. Furthermore, the examination of all flies during
this period was carried out by the aid of a hand lens only, and the separation
of white-ocelli from normal ocelli was difficult because of the minute size

of the region affected. The later work has been done with a binocular micro-

scope, with special attention to proper illumination and magnification, and

under these conditions the separation is complete and entirely accurate, though
still somewhat slow,

THE LINKAGE OF WHITE-OCELLI TO DICILETE AND HAIRLESS.

In determining the locus of spineless accurately, use was made of the

dominant characters Dichaete and Hairless, which had been recently found

and mapped in the third chromosome. The locus of Dichaete was near the left
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end of the map of the third chromosome as then known (about 12 units to

the right of sepia), while the locus of Hairless was somewhat to tlie right of

the middle (about 37 units to the right of sepia and 20 to the left of rougli).
Those loci were well spaced, so that a single experiment involving both

Dicha^te and Hairless would enable one to place a new mutant with fair accuracy
no matter where its locus in the third chromosome might be. In the case of

white-ocelli an even more accurate determination could be made, since there was
on hand a double-recessive stock, spineless white-ocelli. Spineless white-ocelli

males were crossed to females heterozygous for Dichaete and Hairless (culture

8782, September 9, 1918) giving DH 84, + 112, D 23, H 31, recombination per
cent 21.6. Back-cross tests of the Fx Dichfete- Hairless females were carried

out (table 28).

Table 28.—Pj, Dichcete Hairless 2 X spineless whiie-ocelli (^; B. C, Fx Bichcete

D H
Hairless

?(- ss wo
] X spineless white-ocelli J*.

Sept. 27, 1918.

8,793
8,841
8,842
8,843
8.845
8,848
8,849

Total .

1

(
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of double crossing-over, but the amount of this double crossing-over was very

problematical. It had been found for the second-chromosome that the amount
of double crossing-over varied according to tlie region, being very high for the

middle of the chromosome and very low for the ends. It was not therefore

permissible to assume that the correction for the ebony rough section was of

the same amount as that for some other region of the third chromosome that

gives the same amount of recombination.

The presence of white-ocelli in the ebony rough region gave an opportunity
to make a direct test of the amount of double crossing-over, and consequently
of the amount of correction required. A spineless white-ocelH male was
outcrossed to a Hairless rough female and the Fi Hairless females were back-

Table 29.—Pi, Hairless rough 2 X spineless white-ocelli J*; B. C, F^

Hairless 5
ss . wo
H ro j

X spineless white-ocelli rough J*.

Feb. 25, 1919.
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Standard back-cross tests involving the ebony rough interval have produced

28,790 flies, of which 5,775 or 20.0 per cent were recombinations. This mean
recombination per cent of 20.0 may be corrected fairly accurately by means

of the following equation :

1 -f- Vl - 2CR
^ -

C
where V = the map-distance or cross-over value, C = the coincidence, and
R = the recombination, all these values being used as decimal fractions rather

than as percentages. The value corrected according to this formula is approxi-

mately 20.1. The amomit of correction can be more directly obtained by

doubling the percentage of double recombination observed. Thus, one double

recombination in the total of 3,179 flies requires a correction of 0.063 per
cent, or somewhat less than one-tenth of a unit. The 20.0 thus becomes 20.1,

which is the same result as that obtained by the formula.

THE PERSISTENCE OF WHITE-OCELLI IN THE BLACK STOCK.

The fact that the white-ocelli of the spineless stock was linked to spineless

proved that the locus of white-ocelli is in the third chromosome. The spine-

less white-ocelli stock furnished a double recessive suitable for back-cross tests

of the position of white-ocelli. The stock of black white-ocelli that had been

isolated was thereupon discarded, since the two mutants black and white-ocelli

were kno\vn to be in different chromosome. However, the original stock of

black still carried white-ocelli in approximately half of the individuals. No
effort was made to eliminate the white-ocelli character from the black stock,

because white-ocelli did not interfere with the use or classification of any
second-chromosome mutant, aiid the viability of the white-ocelli flies seemed

in no way inferior to that of the not-white-ocellars.

In December 1918, Bridges found that the tliird chromosome recessive
"
sepia

" had appeared in the black stock as a result of a new mutation of

sepia (see p. 88). The sepia flies were also white-ocelli. This meant that the

sepia remutation had probably occurred in a chromosome that already carried

the white-ocelli mutation. A census of the flies of the black stock showed that

approximately half were wliite-ocelli. That is, the character white-ocelli had

persisted in undiminished frequency from June 1912 to May 1919.

During this period the black stock had been carried on in mass-culture.

Every two weeks a new culture was started by transferring, without selection,

enough flies to insure breeding (from a dozen to 200). In such mass cultures

overcrowding is extreme, and in spite of the great numbers of parents, not many
more offspring succeed in hatching than hatch from successful pair-cultures.

The competition grows keener vnth. the age of the culture, since the number of

larvae is continually increasing from the eggs laid each day, tlie quantity of

available food steadily diminishes, and the quality becomes progressively poorer.

The mass-culture method of breeding thus exercises a strong and continuous

selection against the perpetuation of the weaker or slower-hatching individuals

or types.

In several instances (for example, see ^\^liting, 1913) mixed stocks have

been started with equal numbers of different mutations, and this stock trans-

ferred without selection through several generations. Watch has been kept
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and in these cases there has been a progressive change in the composition of

tlie stock, rapid at first, until the numbers of one type were quite small, and
thereafter slower but in the same direction. Recessive characters of very low

viability may persist for many generations as a small proportion of the popula-
tion. Their existence is maintained by the intercrossing of the heterozygotes,

whereby the mutant gene escapes the adverse selection that the mutant char-

acter suffers. Certain of our mutations are so sensitive to larval overcrowding
that the ratios in mass-cultures and in pair-cultures seem to belong to different

systems of heredity. Thus, the character "
strap

"
approaches 1 in 4 in pair-

cultures of Fo, but may approximate 1 in 16 in sister mass-cultures.

The persistence of the white-ocelli character in undiminished proportion

through 175 generations of forced competition means that the mutant is under
no disadvantage. Such a mutant miglit easily survive in nature, and one

slightly advantageous might ultimately displace the original type. It is to

be noted that the character white-ocelli is one of slight extent, and in general
it is probable that the mutations that do not involve great character changes
are most likely to sui-vive competition.

THE IDENTITY OF LOCUS OF WHITE-OCELLI OF BLACK AND OF
SPINELESS STOCKS.

It had been assumed that the white-ocelli character that was present in the

spineless stock was the same as that present in the black stock. That they
were at least allelomorphic was proved by direct crosses between tlie two, for

the Fi flies possessed white-ocelli. No difference between these two characters

has been found that would suggest that they were allelomorphs rather than

identical.

An attempt has been made to trace the pedigrees of the two lines in which

the white-ocelli appeared. The black stock was the original stock isolated by

Morgan in November 1910, and which came from a cross between miniature

and wild. The miniature in turn came from the Beaded stock. The spineless
stock was derived from a single female found by Bridges in a stock with

broken abdominal bands. This stock had been isolated by Morgan some months

previously, but its origin is uncertain. "Wliile there was no connection traced

between the two stocks, black and spineless, it is still possible that the two

were related, and that a single mutation produced the white-ocelli character

present in each. On the other hand, there are many proved cases of remuta-

tions of certain characters, and it is as probable that the two were of distinct

mutational origin.*e>'

THE MODIFICATION OF EOSIN EYE-COLOR BY WHITE-OCELLI.

The examination of the various stocks of eye-color mutations showed that

there is a strong correlation between the eye-color and the ocellar color.

This direct effect of eye-color genes on ocellar color suggested that the reverse

relation might also hold, namely, that the white-ocelli gene might dilute the

eye-color. A careful examination of the eye-color of white-ocelli flies did

not bring to light any certain effect. The white-ocelli was then crossed to

vermilion, and the F2 vermilion white-ocelli flies were not distinguishable
from the simple vermilion flies. But in like Fo cultures from the cross of

6
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w-hite-CM?elli to eosin, a defuiite niodific-ation of the eosin character by the

white-ocelli gene was obsen'ed (taljle 30). In the case of the males, the

eye-color of the double form was lighter in intensity and less yellow in tone

than that of the eosin brothers. In the females, the change wa.s in the same

direction, but was less marked in degree. Probably 95 per cent of the

diluted males were separable from the simple eosin, while not more than 60

per cent of the females were thus separable. Eosin is known to be especially

subject to specific modification (see Jour. Exp. Zool., July 1919), and the

effects of the white-ocellar gene give a color intensity and pink tone and a

sexual difference practically identical with effects observed in the case of the

Table 30.—Pi, eosin 2 X white-ocelli ($ ; i^i +$xPi w" ^
{F2 not-w^ discarded).

Jan. 3, 1920.
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1. Kidney eye. 2. Spineless glass. 3. Spineless rough. 4. Gi.snt. o. Uw.\rf soot^.
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At that time the only mutant known to be in the third-chromosome was

pink, the third-chromosome having been arbitrarily defined as the chromosome

that carries the gene for pink. Maroon was thought to be in the third-chromo-

some, but the evidence was not regarded as conclusive. (See p. 54 of this

paper).
Some kidney-eyed males that did not show purple or vestigial (from B. 10)

were mated to pink females. Several pairs of the Fi wild-type flies were

mated, and in Fa the kidney character reappeared, in somewhat less than a

quarter of the progeny. There was much variation in the kidney character;

quite a few showed only a faint seam through the eye. In some of the F2

cultures, purple was present ^\ath pink, and in these cases the classification

was uncertain and the Fo results rather confusing. As nearly as could be

determined, however, there were no, or not more than a very small proportion

of, pink kidney flies in Fa (July 23, 1912). At that time it was not known

that in the male there is no crossing-over (see Carnegie Publication No. 278,

pp. 174r-176), and accordingly these results were interpreted as meaning that

the gene for kidney is in the third chromosome, closely linked to pink. This

happens to be the fact, but we now know that no evidence on the amount of

crossing-over is furnished by such Fa results.

Sturtevant, working at Kushla, Alabama, had only a few days before this

obtained a 2:1:1:0 ratio in the Fa from pink by ebony (July 15, 1912), so

that the third chromosome was thus shown to contain pink, maroon ( ?), ebony,
and kidney.

In order to secure a stock of the double recessive pink kidney with which to

conduct back-cross experiments, several matings were made between Fa pink
and Fa kidney flies. A small proportion of such flies come from crossover

gametes and give rise to flies showing both pink and kidney characters. In

order to eliminate purple from the stock, the Fa flies used in these matings
were taken from a culture that had not shown purple. One of the F3 cultures

gave pink kidney flies, and these were found to be free from purple.

A pink kidney male was out-crossed to a wild female, and both male and
female back-cross tests were carried out (November 4, 1912). In the male

test (culture C120, table 31) no recombinations occurred. In the female

test (cultures C57 and C121, table 32) both recombination classes were repre-
sented (p= 47, k= 37). The per cent of recombination was 14.2, figured on

the basis of the kidney flies only.

Shortly after this, Sturtevant carried out back-cross tests both of the male
and of the female in the case of pink ebony. He found the recombination per
cent for pink ebony to be about 2. Consequently, it was thought that the

locus of kidney was further from pink than was that of ebony (see Biol. Bull.,

1914, p. 204). This has turned out not to be the case; the pink ebony value

obtained was abnormally low because of the presence of a genetic crossover

variation (Cm).

PINK KIDNEY MALE BACK-CROSS TEST—NO CROSSING-OVER
IN THE MALE.

Tlie pink kidney and pink ebony male tests just referred to were the first

good evidence which showed that in the male there is no crossing-over in the
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third c-lironioj^onie. It was thought worth while to repeat on a hirger scale the

pink kidney male back-cross test. Accordingly nine further cultures of tliat

type were raised, and in all 771 flies were obtained, none of which involved

crossing-over (table 31). In culture III 14j 3, and in III 31, 2 flies were

Table 31.—Pi, pink kidney <^ x wild ?; B. CF^+^xp k $.

Nov. 4, 1912.
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(table 33), in which there were 46 kidney and 256 pink kidney flies. This

result gives a recombination per cent of 15.2.

Table 33.—Pi, pink kidney <^ x icild $; L\, Pi + $ xPi + d".

Dec. 9. 1912.
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The peach kidney recombination per cent was 12.0 and the kidney sooty
value 9.8.

DEALING WITH AN 0\Ti:RLAPPING CHARACTER.

Recently, Bridges carried out two other experiments in wliich the relation

of kidney to spineless and to ebony was carefully tested. In the first of these,

Table 35.—Pi, pink kidney c^X spineless $; B. C,

1

Oct. 29. 1918.
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included a vai'ying proportion of flies that were genetically kidney. Among
the kidney flies, some are pink kidney (original comhinations), and some are

spineless kidney (recombinations), etc.

The recombination percentages in the first experiment are : p-ss 13.2, ss-k

8.6, and p-k 18.5, and in the second, ss-k 7.2. k-e 5.7, and ss-e 11.1. The p-ss

and ss-e values are calculated from all tiie flies ol" the respective experiments,

since there is no error in the classification oi' these cliaracters. Tlie values

involving kidney are calculated from the kidney flies only.

LOCUS OF KIDNEY.

On the basis of all the recombination data involving kidney, the locus of

kidney is about 7 imits to the left of ebony and 5 units to tlie right of spine-

less, or 64 units to the right of roughoid.

DESCRIPTION OF THE KIDNEY CHARACTER.

The first kidney flies found (B 10) had eyes with a strong indentation

in the anterior ventral part of the eye (figs. 7fl, 7h, and 7c; plate 3, fig. 1).

Fig. 7.—Kidney eye. (a, b) Typical kidney eyes; note tuft of haii-s below

eye. (c) Kidney'' character reduced to a slight seam in the middle of

the eye.

Only about three-fourths of the area of tlie eye remained. It was soon noticed

that the two eyes were often quite different in the degree of the indentation,

and that there was great variation from fly to fly. In reduction, the eye varied

to only about a quarter of tlie normal area, the postero-dorsal region being

relatively unaffected.

The small bristles that are normally present on the cheek below the eye often

become congregated into a tuft below the indentation (figs. 7a, 7b). This

tuft is less often present in flies in which the eye is much reduced than in flies

of medium or of rather slight development of the indentation.

The lower part of the eye bordering the indentation, or in fact all of the

eye except the postero-dorsal portion, may be sunken to the extent that the

eye is in two distinct levels.

The variation in the opposite direction overlaps the normal. The slightest

trace of the kidney character is a tiny pit or seam in the middle of the eye

(fig. 7c, ahove) , This seam may run forward and join with a slight indentation

at the anterior margin. On opposite sides of this seam there is usually a lack

of correspondence in the rows of ommatidia.
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There is a curious relation between the degree of development of this char-

acter and the age of the culture. Among the first flies that hatch in the

culture all the kidney flies are easy to distinguish, and the separation is com-

plete. In from 4 to 6 days the grade of tlie character has become lower, so that

some of the kidneys remain undetected. In the later and last counts still

fewer flies show extreme indentations, and the proportion of flies in which the

kidney can not be detected may reach to 50 or more per cent. That the relative

abundance of kidney flies in the early counts is not to be explained by assuming
that kidney flies undergo development at a faster rate than normal and con-

sequently hatch earlier, is shown by the fact that in these early counts the

number of kidneys is not in excess of the number of not-kidneys, but is in the

expected equality ^nth it. The deficit of kidneys in the later counts is not

due to poorer viability of kidney. Since there is no distortion to the ratios

among the other linked characters present, such as pink and spineless. The

linkage relations and direct tests have shown that flies that are genetically

kidney may fail to show the kidney character.

Morgan had observed a similar variation in the case of abnormal abdomen

(J. E. Z., 1915), where all the flies
"
change over," in the course of the counts

from Abnormal to wild type. By adding fresh food, the changing over can be

prevented; the sensitive period is apparently during the early pupa stage, as

judged from the amount of time from the adding of fresh food to a change

in the ratio.

EVALUATION OF KIDNEY.

Kidney was one of the mutants that were found relatively early, and it,

therefore, is connected "with some of the pioneer work on autosomal linkage

and in the mapping of the third-chromosome ; but its importance has no longer

been maintained, because, in the first place, the character fluctuates greatly

in degree of development, and overlaps the wild-type increasingly as the cul-

tures become older, thus decreasing its value very greatly in spite of the

excellent viabiHty, fertility, and other good characteristics of the race. In

the second place, the locus of kidney is about halfway between those of two

mutants, spineless and ebony, that are excellent in every respect, and that

are so close together (about 12 units) that double crossing-over between them

is negligible. More recently there have been found in this same section of the

chromosome an excellent dominant, Delta, and two recessives, glass and stripe,

all of which are more useful than kidney.

Owing to these drawbacks to the usefulness of kidney, it does not seem worth

while to keep the mutant any longer; but since the character is in the seple

and peple multiples, and in other stocks that have been derived from them, it

will be difficult and laborious to rid our stocks of its presence.
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BAND (bn).

(Figure 8.)

ORIGIN OF BAND.

In selecting for darker types of the trident-pattern mutant "with" (see

p. 31), Morgan found (about July 1912) a few individuals in which the

prongs of the trident were much heavier than normal, and in which there was

a heavy dark band across the anterior part of

the thorax. These individuals were bred to-

gether and a pure-breeding stock was produced.

INHERITANCE OF BAND.

Crosses between " band " male and " with "

female were carried out on an extensive scale,

with the result that the Fi flies were usually

all
"
with," but in a few cases in which the

"with" had been heterozygous for band, half

the flies were band and half were "
with."

The same results were obtained in crosses of

band female to
" with "

male. Evidently the

band character is recessive and not sex-linked.

The band character, as found, was thus a double-

mutant type, produced by the semidominant gene
"
with," and the recessive

gene band.

There was considerable variation in the intensity of the band character,

and much of this was genetic, since selection soon established a "
faint-band

"

and " broad-band "
stock.

Fig. 8.—Band thorax-pattern.

CHROMOSOME OF BAND.

Band was crossed by Bridges to maroon, and in F2 there were no maroon
band (or maroon "with") flies. A similar cross of band to pink produced
no pink band (or pink "with") F2 individuals (table 37). These crosses

proved that band and " with " were third chromosomal.

Table 37.—Pi, pinJc J* x hand $; Fo, F^ +2xF^ + (^.

Jan. 9, 1913.
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A maroon band female back-cross test was carried out, and this gave 20.8

per cent of recombination for maroon and band (table 17).
The pink band stock was crossed by Muller to the pink kidney stock and

a pink kidney band stock occurred. A back-cross was made (table 38) that

showed that the locus of band is to the right of kidney by about 8 units, or

very close to the locus of ebony. This position agreed wdth the previously
found maroon band recombination per cent of about 21.

Table 3S.—Pink kidney hand, $ B. C.
( By Dr. H. J. MuUer,

April, 1915).12
1
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fication by
"
with "

in the original stock. In the "witl)
" band stock the prongs

of the trident were well developed and the space between the side prongs was,
in the more extreme individuals, completely lilled in, so that there was present
a broad black band extending from the scutellum to the anterior end of the

thorax.

In the band of the })ink band stock tlui ni id-prong is broad and dark, but

the side prongs are relatively weak. The most conspicuous feature, and the
one most useful in classification, is the heavy dark band across the anterior

end of the thorax. Usually this transverse band is confined to the space
between the side prongs that reach forw-ard to the anterior margin of the

thorax, but often it extends beyond the trident prongs down on the sides of

the thorax. In the usual type of band the pattern resembles two tridents, one

directed anteriorly, the other posteriorly, that are fused point to })()iiit.

The pattern described above appears to be due to pigment deposited in the

hypodermis beneath the chitinous cuticle. The cuticle itself appears rather

thin and weak. The transverse suture on the thorax is much deeper than

normal and is underlaid with pigment. There is also often a median longi-

tudinal crease or slight depression at the anterior end of the mid-prong. The
thorax itself is slightly flattened, and there is a vacuolated appearance to the

muscular tissues within.

The changes in tJie interior of the thorax and also in the pattern are very
similar to the characteristic of the second-chromosome dominant character

streak (see p. 223, Carnegie Pub. No. 278). A histological examination has

been made of the interior of the thorax of these two forms, and it is apparent
that the musculature is deficient, the space normally occupied by muscles being

partly filled wdtli bubbles and with blood-sinuses.

There is a slight disarrangement of the bristles and hairs of the thorax as

follows: The distance between the rows of the microchste is increased in the

middle of the thorax, so that the rows diverge from the scutellum to this point
and converge from this point to the anterior margin of the thorax. The
individual hairs between the dorso-central bristles point medially instead of

posteriorly, and this is somewhat true of the dorso-central bristles themselves.

There is considerable fluctuation in all these characteristics, but the mutant
can nevertheless be distinguished from the wild-type with accuracy and Anth

fair ease.

PINK BAND X HAIRLESS; SOOTi" X HAIRLESS.

Incidental to making up a Hairless band stock for a closer determination

of the locus of band, two Hairless by pink band back-cross cultures were raised

(table 40). There was 2.8 per cent of recombination for Hairless and band.

Table 40.—P^, Hairless XpinJc hand; B. C, Fi TI ^Xp hn (^.

Oct. 27, 1920.
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Likewise, two cultures of Hairless X sooty back-cross were raised (table 41),

which gave only 0.5 as the percentage of recombination. If these data are

comparable, the locus of band is about 2A units to tlie right of that of sooty.

Table 41.—Pi, Hairless handx sooty; B. C, Fi H $xc» c?.

Nov. 20, 1920.
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black flies were secured. But in one of the F3 cultures Bridges found a few

flies with a yellowish pink or "peach" eye-color (January 24, 1913). Some
of the peach flies were bred together, iiud they produced a pure-breeding
stock of peach.

Table 43.—Pi, peach (^Xivild ?; F., Fi-FjxFi + J'.

March 1, 1913.
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ALLELOMORPHISM OF PEACH AND PINK

The results of the above two crosses were not unexpected, for it had already

been observed that in the original culture the peach character showed no

noticeable linkage to the second-chromosome characters black and dachs. On

the assumption that peach would be found in the tliird chromosome, it became

of interest to determine whether it was aJlelomorphic to pink, which it re-

sembled somewhat. Accordingly, peach males were crossed to pink females.

In Fi tlie flies were not wild-type, but were intermediates between pink and

peach, resembling peach rather than pink. Two Fa cultures were raised

(table 46), in which a fairly accurate separation of pure pink from all other

flies could be made. Pink occurred in about one-quarter of the individuals

only. A few pure peach flies were identified doubtfully. The Fa ratio was

found to be roughly 3 peach-like to 1 pink-like.

Since peach, so far as traceable, was independent of pink in origin, these

Fi and Fa results showed that peach is an allelomorpli of pink. In subse-

Table 46.—Py, peach (^xpink $; F2, F^ peach-like J* and $.
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LOCUS OF PEACH.

Peach was incorporated with other third-chromosome recessives into the

multiple recessive
"
peple." The recombinations percentages given by peach

do not seem to be different from those given by pink. All the data obtained by
using peach have been combined with the pink data in calculating the locus

of pink.

EVALUATION OF PEACH.

In viabiUty, fertility, and productivity peach is practically normal. Because

the speed and ease of separating peach from wild-type is slightly better than
in the like separation of pink from red, peach has been used more than pink
in experiments. But pink is perhaps to be preferred on the whole. The
fluctuations in the pink character are less than in peach. Also, pink is a

less extreme departure from the wild-type color than is peach, and would
therefore tend to interfere less vnth the use of other eye-colors. And it is

generally true that the more extreme the character the more pronounced are

the accompanying inviability effects. Peach itself has a yellowish tone, not

unlike, though less extreme than the
"
orange

"
of the important double- reces-

sive forms scarlet, peach, and peach cardinal. The substitution of pink for

peach would probably make these separations easier. The separation of pink
from wild-type is complete and perfectly accurate, and the speed of separation

increases with familiarity.

TEUNCATE-INTENSIFIEE-III.

In their experiments upon the inheritance of the character Truncate, Alten-

burg and Muller found (about April 1913) in the third chromosome a gene
that by itself produced no detectable somatic effects, but which was an intensi-

fier of the Truncate character.

The "
chief gene

"
for Truncate is in the second chromosome (locus about

9 to the right of Star, rather then 28, as reported by Bridges and Morgan,
or 12 as reported by Altenburg and Muller), and is a dominant, lethal when

homozygous. Certain Truncate stocks bred practically true, because of the

presence of a
"
balancing lethal

"
in the other member of the second-chromo-

some pair. The Truncate character produced by Tii is not very extreme, and

is detectable only in a very small proportion of the flies. But in chromo-

some I, probably in II, and certainly in III, there were genes that intensified

the character. These modifiers have arisen at different times, and the long

selection carried out by Morgan and later by Altenburg and Muller had

accumulated them and had produced a Truncate character that was an extreme

departure from the wild-type.
It is probable that there were several modifiers present in the third chromo-

some, since cross-overs in various regions gave sections that seemed to contain

an intensifier. These third-chromosome intensifiers, taken together, produced
some effect in heterozygous forms, but much more in homozygous forms.

Homozygous Tin was, therefore, not lethal, but it was found to be highly

infertile. A full account of this case has been published by Altenburg and

Muller in Genetics, January 1920, pages 1 to 59.
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SEPIA (se).

(Plate 1, Figure 2.)

ORIGIN AND INHERITANCE OF SEPIA.

In making up fresli cultures of the stocks, Miss E. M. Wallace found a

few flies that had an unknown very dark eye-color (May 10, 1913). These
"
sepia

"
flies were given to Bridges, who carried out the tests described below.

A sepia male was crossed to wild females. The sepia character was completely

recessive. From the Fi wild-type flies four Fa cultures were raised (table 47),

Table 47.—Pi, sepia ^ x ivild $; F^, Pi+ $ X Fi -l-c?.

June 2, 1913.
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LINKAGE OF SEPIA TO PEACH AND EBONY.

The efficiency of the multiple back-cross in furnishing strictly comparable

data, and in providing (in the smallness of the double recombination classes)

a sure index of the order of the genes had become appreciated. For this

reason it was decided to carry out at once a three-point back-cross with the

three genes sepia, peach, and ebony. Peach was chosen rather than pink
because it was thought that the double recessive sepia peach would be easier

Table 49.—Pi, peach ebony ,^x wild $; B. C, Fi + 2xp^ « c?-

Jan. 27, 1914.
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REAPPEARANCE OF SEPIA.

In locating the gene for the sex-linked mutant scute by means of a cross

of forked male to Bar female, Bridges noticed that about a quarter of the

flies of one culture (No. 4416, April 28, 1916) had "
sepia "-colored eyes.

This character was evidently a non-sex-linked recessive, and following the

recently established procedure for determining the chromosome of a new

mutant, a
"
sepia

" male was crossed to the double dominant Star Dichaete.

Also, a stock of "sepia" was made by mating together "sepia" males and

females. An Pi Star Dichaete male was back-crossed to a "sepia" female

from the new stock, and at the same time a female back-cross was started.

The male back-cross showed that "sepia" is in the third-chromosome. The
counts of the male back-cross were immediately discontinued, but in the

case of the female back-cross they were continued, disregarding the second-

chromosome character Star (table 51).

Table 51.—Pj,
"
sepia" ^x [S] D $; B. C, F^ [S] D 2 X" sepia" ^.

June 19, 1916.
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crossed to sepia, and tlie Fi flies were sepia. A careful comparison of the two

characters showed no difference.

In the present case there is no qnostion but tluit tlie sej)ia originated as

a new mutation. The pedigrees of Lobe and of the Star bUu;k stocks were

traced, and the stocks from which tliey came were examined. It was found

that sepia was present in the black stock. This black stock had been main-

tained by simple selection for several years, and still contained the third-

chromosome mutant white-ocelli (see p. 70). The se[)ia-like flies were ex-

Table 52.—Pa, sepia $ X Dichmte Hairless ^; B. C, Fi D ll^xse (^.

Dec. 26, 1918.
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cm IX EBONY.

In making pink ebony back-crosses (see p. 52), Sturtevant found that some

cultures gave 20 or more per cent of recombinations, while others gave only
1 or 2 per cent (Sturtevant, 1913). There was considerable variation, and it

was some time before it was recognized that the
"
high

" and the
" low "

cul-

tures were different. Sturtevant found that sooty, an allelomorph of ebony,

gave only high values (20 ±) with pink.

cm IN SPREAD.

Muller, in attempting to incorporate spread into a multiple stock of third-

chromosome mutants, found that flies heterozygous for spread gave the same
sort of abnormal linkage relations as those heterozygous for ebony (Muller,

1916). The mutant spread had been found by Dexter in crosses of vestigial

(Dexter, 1915), and vestigial had appeared in the same stock as had ebony,

viz., the Truncate. The presumption was that the similar abnormal behavior

of ebony and of spread was due to the same cause—the presence of an inherited

dominant modifier of crossing-over.

cm OPPOSITE BEADED.

In analyzing the constitution of a pure-breeding stock of Beaded, Muller

(1919) found that whenever the not-Beaded third-chromosome was present
as one of the third-chromosomes there was almost no crossing-over throughout
the region from pink to rough. There was crossing-over in the region to the

left of pink, and this crossing-over was normal in frequency, or even, higher.
Muller called this crossing-over suppressor Cm, for the reasons given in the

first paragraph of this section. The Beaded, the ebony, and the spread stock

had all been derived from the same parental stock, namely, Truncate, and it

therefore seemed probahle that the three cross-over suppressors were the same.

The fact that the pink sooty recombination per cent was reduced to about 1.5

in the presence of heterozygous Cm was in agreement with the
"
low "

pink

ebony values that had been found by Sturtevant.

Muller found, when pink ebony flies carrying the suppressor were mated

to flies carrying Cm from Beaded or from spread stocks, that crossing-over
in the female carrying both suppressors was at least as free as it was in the

absence of either. This fact proved a special relation between the suppressors,
and was taken as confirmation of the identity of the suppressors, the effect in

homozygous condition being different from that in heterozygous.

cm IN EOSIN.

In working with a "disproportionate dilution" of eosin, viz, cream-iil.

Bridges (1919) combined cream.-iii with ebony. The results obtained with

this stock were in the main the low values expected from the known presence
of Cm with the ebony. But some of tlie cultures showed high values, which

might mean the unexpected absence of Cm from the cream-m ebony chromo-

some or the unexpected presence of Cm in the other third-chromosome. The

high values in the first case would be simply
"
standard," but in the second

case they would correspond to those for homozygous Cm. A repetition of the

experiment gave the same two types of results, and the subsequent breeding
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tests agreed with the supposition that the unexpected high values were

due to homozygous Cm, and that the eosin stock was "impure'' for Cm.
Sturtevant tested flies from the eosin stock and showed that they actually
were heterozygous for a cross-over suppressor indistinguishable from Cm.
The connection of eosin to any other stock containing Cm was, so far as

known, at least very remote. It is possible that the Cm of eosin stock repre-
sents an independent mutation.

cm IX M.^ROOX DWARF.

In working with the maroon dwarf stock. Bridges found that there was

present a crass-over suppressor that strongly affected the region to the right of

pink, and that gave free crossing-over when mated with the known Cm. That

is, the cross-over suppressor in the maroon dwarf stock was allelomorphic to,

if not identical with, Cm. There is no known connection between the maroon
dwarf stock and the other stocks containing Cm. and, in this case also, the

Cm may have arisen through an independent mutation.

CROSSING-OVER IX HETEROZYGOUS CIII.

In table 53 is summarized the different sets of data bearing upon the fre-

quency of crossing-over in heterozygous Cm. The most characteristic recom-

bination per cents are : 6se= 0.2, ero= 0.0. From this it is seen that the greatest

suppression is in the region around ebony. Between this region and rough.

Table 53.—Summary of recombination data, heterozygous Cm.

Loci
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to the right, there is a very little crossing-over. Between this region and

spineless, to the left, there is also a little. It seems probable that in the region
to the left of spineless, crossing-over is very infrequent until a point about

a unit to the riglit of pink is reached. Then to the left of this point the crossing-
over is of normal frequency, or is even slightly higli. The point of sudden
transition from abnormally low to

"
standard "

probably corresponds to the

mid-point of the V-shaped chromosome.

THE LOCUS OF CHI.

The locus of Cm is in the region of its greatest effectiveness. Muller

found, by testing the rare cross-overs, that the locus of Cm is situated to the

right of kidney and to the left of liiia. The location at 75 has been chosen

arbitrarily as near the middle of the section containing Cm.

HOMOZYGOUS CIH.

The data bearing upon the effect of homozygous Cm upon crossing-over
is summarized in table 54. The significant feature is that in the homozygous

Table 54.—Summary of recombination data, homozygous Cm.

Loci

(alphabetical).
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EOUGH (ro).

In working with the mutant Truncate-wing, Muller found in the stock

(June 1913) a mutant with a "rough" eye, hke that of the mutant morula

(Altenburg and Muller, Genetics, January 1920, pp. 1-59). The ommatidia
are variable in size and shape, and are crowded together in irregular rows.

The "
rough

"
eye is slightly smaller and narrower than normal, and slightly

darker in color. The extent of roughening is very constant, and is so that

in no case is there any doubt of the classification. The separations can be

carried out very rapidly.
"
Eough

" was found to be recessive and not sex-linked. In crosses to

third-chromosome recessives, rough gave typical 2:1:1:0 ratios that showed
that its gene is in the third-chromosome. Muller combined rough with other

Fig. 9.—Rough eye. (a) top view; ih) side view; (c) enlarged view showing irregular

arrangement of facets and of eye-bristles; {d, e, /) corresponding views of wild-type.

third-chromosome recessives, e. g., sepia or peach and spineless kidney sooty.
In the course of this work it became apparent that the locus of rough is to the

right of these others by a considerable interval. Back-crosses showed that

there is about 20 per cent of recombination for sooty and rough. (Am. Nat.,

1916, p. 217). The sooty rough recombination per cent is among the most
constant known. The locus of rough as calculated from the total available

data (see table 2) is 20.4 units to the right of ebony, or 91.1 units to the right
'

of roughoid. Rough was for several years the "
farthest right

" workable

mutant in the third chromosome. On account of its favorable position, normal

viability, and its other excellent characteristics, rough is one of the most
valuable and most used mutants in this chromosome.

DEFORMED (Df).

While working at Cambridge, England, in July 1913, Miss Eleth Cattell

found a mutant similar in appearance to kidney. In extreme specimens the

eyes were very small and were set far back on the head, which had a triangular

shape in consequence. Miss Cattell found that the mutant was dominant.
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The stock did not breed true^ from which it is apparent that the homozygous
form is lethal, or perhaps sterile. By crosses to pink she found that the

locus of Deformed is in the third-chromosome.

Later, Muller made crosses with Deformed and doterniined its locus at

about 3 units to the left of pink (see Am. Nat., 1916, p. 217). He found,

however, that the character fluctuated greatly in amount of development, and

overlapped the nonnal even to a greater extent than kidney. This fact made

the mutant practically useless, except in very special Avork.

Muller used a Deformed pink spineless stock in crosses to Beaded (see

Genetics, September 1918, p. 433 ff.), from which crosses he obtained flies

carrying Df p ss in one chromosome and Cm and a lethal in the other. These

flies were bred together, and nearly all of the offspring were like the parents

(balanced lethal stock), but a few flies were pink spineless with very Deformed

Fig. 10.—Deformed eye. (a, b, c, and d) side and top views of typical

Deformed eyes, (e and /) front and top views of Deformed eyes of different

grade on the two sides.

eyes. Evidently then, homozygous Deformed is generally lethal, but occa-

sionally hatches as an extreme type with miich Deformed eye and head. These

liomozygous Deformed flies were pale in color, dwarfed, and very weak, and

had crumpled, flimsy wings. The males were completely sterile, and the

females also were usually sterile, but occasionally produced a few offspring in

crosses to not-deformed males. The crosses of homozygous Deformed males

and females were entirely without progeny (see Muller, Genetics, September

1918, p. 462).

DEFORMED X DICH^TE.

The data of Muller had made it seem probable that tlie locus of Deformed

is about half-way between those of the mutants Dicluete and pink. Since

these latter mutants are very excellent, there was not much need of a mutant

located close to either. This fact, and the great fluctuation in the Deformed

character, which overlapped the -wild-type, accounts for the neglect of the

mutant Deformed for about five years. With the accumulation of mutant

loci in the neighborhood of pink. Deformed was taken up again as a possible
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means of finding the order of these mutants. Tlie usefulness of Deformed in

this connection lies in its dominance, whoreljy quick, though not entirely re-

liable, determinations conld be made of relative percentages of recombination.

Before Deformed could be used in this connection its own relation to the

loci of Dich^te and of pink had to be determined more accurately. Ac-

cordingly a Dichffite X Deformed back-cross was carried out (table 55).

Table 55.—7^i, Dichcetex Deformed; B. C, Fi D Df ^xhairy <^.

Nov. 20, 1920. Df
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by a Dichaete Deformed X scarlet back-cross (table 57). The order of loci

was shown to be Dichaete, scarlet. Deformed. There was, as before, 9.4 per

cent of recombination for Dicliaete Deformed and the normal value 3.3 for

Dichaete scarlet (from all the flies). The scarlet Deformed recombination

percentage, 9.4, is surprisingly high.
An interesting feature of this experiment was the occurrence of a double

recombination, DstDf, No double recombinations had hitherto been met

Table 57.—Dichcete Deformed X scarlet; B. C, F^D Df^xst J*.

Dec. 17, 1920.
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The parent of one of the cultures was an Fi not-Deformed fly, as was

shown by the progeny (table 59). The recombination per cents are much

Table 59.—Pi, Dichcete pink x scarlet Deformed; B. C, Fx D 2X81 p (^.

Jan. 12, 1921.
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There were 317 Deformed flies, of which 2, or 0.6 per cent, were recombina-

tions for Deformed and pink.

DICH.ETE DEFORMED PINK X SCARLET.

A fourth experiment to determine more accurately the distance between the

loci for Deformed and pink was the back-cross of Dicha3te Deformed pink X
scarlet (table 62). There were no recombinations for Deformed and pink
in the 132 Deformed flies.

Table 62.—P^, Bichcete Deformed pink- x scarlet ; B. C, Fi D Df^xst p J*.

Feb. 23, 1921.
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been rather accurately determined as 0.5 units to the left (47.5), and De-
formed can serve as an alternate to pink in certain experiments. The special
value of Deformed lies in its dominance, and its disadvantage is the fact

that it overlaps the wild-type, so that only the Deformed flies can be used in

calculations, and these none too confidently.

WHITE-HEAD.
In working with the stock of the third-chromosome recessive band, Morgan

noticed (about August 1913) that many of the individuals had a silvery-white
area on the top of the head. The grayish color normally present was prac-
tically absent from the region just outside of the group of ocelli and extending
almost to the eye. Sometimes the character was restricted to a paler streak

parallel to the margin of each eye. The character fluctuated greatly in extent,
and for this reason almost no work was done with it. That its gene was in

the third-chromosome seemed probable from the manner in which the char-

acters white-head and band remained associated in crosses.

SOOTY (e"*).

(Plate 2, Figure 2.)

ORIGIN OF SOOTY.

In August 1913, Bar females from stock were mated by Sturtevant to

ebony males from stock, and the Fi Bar females were back-crossed to ebony
males. Five cultures of this series gave the results reported earlier (Sturte-

vant, 1915) on the independence of Bar and ebony. A sixth culture, WH 113,

containing 1 Fi Bar female and 3 pink ebony males from stock, produced 134

Bar, 2 wild-type, 97 Bar ebony, 9 ebony. The sex-ratio was nearly 1 : 1, and
the not-Bar offspring were 5 females, 3 males, 3 not recorded. The ratio of

231 Bar to 11 not-Bar, where equality was expected, led to tests of the off-

spring. Four Bar daughters were mated to males of different types. Three
of these females gave the results expected from females heterozygous for Bar
and for ebony, without any unusual ratios; and offspring of these females

behaved in a similar orthodox fashion. The fourth Bar daughter of WH 113

was mated, in culture 2, to two white-eyed males from stock. The mating

produced 86 Bar females, 74 Bar males, not-Bar. A number of these 160

flies were mated to each other and to various stocks. No further unusual

results were obtained, though the fact that some of the 160 proved to be

heterozygous for ebony indicates that contamination was not responsible for

the unusual results produced by WH 113 and 2. This curious case has never

been explained. It is described here because of the results produced by cul-

ture 27, which contained a Bar male from 2 and a wild-type female of a

stock collected at Harris, Minnesota, by Miss M. B. Stark. This culture

produced 155 flies with the wild-type body-color, and 54 dark-colored speci-

mens (tlie first "dark" were observed October 20, 1913). These dark flies

were found to be heterozygous for ebony (from the father) and for a new

allelomorph of ebony, called sooty. The Minnesota female was evidently

heterozygous for sooty. The mutation probably occurred
"
in nature," as this
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Minnesota stock came from fruit exposed outdoors and sliipped to New York

not earlier than September 20, 1913. The female used in culture 27 must

have emerged on or before September 30, for No. 27 was made up on that date.

She therefore came from an egg laid before the fruit was collected, or else

laid by a
" wild

" female a few days after it was collected.

DESCRIPTION OF SOOTY.

The mutant sooty is the least extreme of the ebony allelomorphs. The

trident-pattern on the thorax is sharp and about as dark as a well developed
"
with." The ground-color of the thorax and of the wings, legs, head, and

abdomen is dusky. There is a sooty band bordering each cell of the wing as

in black and ebony, but not as pronounced. The general color is also a little

slower to develop than in the case of ebony or black, so that separations in

very young flies are difficult. It is customary to return these young flies to

the culture-bottle unclassified. By the time the next count is made they will

have developed tlieir full color.

The ebony-sooty compound is nearly as dark as ebony. Ebony and sooty

are separable, but cultures containing the two primary' allelomorphs and

their compound are not classifiable.

CHROMOSOME AND LOCUS .OF SOOTY.

By establishing the fact that sooty is an allelomorph of ebony, Sturtevant

showed that the locus of sooty is in the third chromosome and in the position

occupied by ebony. Tliis position was thought to be to the right of pink by an

amount that was uncertain because of the extreme variation in the amount

of crossing-over.

Muller combined sooty with spineless and found that the locus of sooty

was about 12 units to the right of spineless. Sooty is free from Cm, and,

primarily for this reason, has been used in linkage experiments instead of

ebony.

EVALUATION OF SOOTY.

The viability of sooty is not noticeably different from that of wild flies, and

is better than that of the other and more extreme ebony allelomorphs. The

sooty character is distinct enough from the Anld-type so that separations are

certain, though not quite as rapid as desirable. There is another advantage
in this slight degree of the sooty character

;
in general, slight characters inter-

fere with the detections of other mutants affecting the same body regions or

characteristics, and with the subsequent use of such mutants, to a correspond-

ingly slight degree. The only other known third-chromosome body-color is

band, the locus of which is so close to tliat of ebony that the two would not

need to be used together.

The ebony locus has been one of the most valuable in the third chromosome.

Since the discovery of the excellent dominant Hairless, the locus of which is

only 1.2 units to tlie left of that of ebony, these two loci have been used inter-

changeably in experiments in which this region of the chromosome is to be

followed.
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DWARF (dw).

ORIGIN OF DWARF.
In order to determine the locus of tlie second-chromosome recessive

"
arc

"

by means of a back-cross, the double recessive arc speck was made up. Arc
was crossed to speck; Fi wild-type males and females were inbred; F2 arcs

were bred to F2 specks ; F3 cross-over speck flies were inbred, giving arc speck
doubles in F4. In one of the F3 mass-cultures (11-IO6) Bridges found 3 females
that were strikingly small and that had a purplish eye-color (November 12,

1913). These dwarf females were sterile, but their normal brothers and
sisters were bred together, and (in F4) other dwarfs were produced.

MAROON BY REMUTATION.
In some of the F4 cultures the purplish eye-color was present -^athout the

dwarf character. Tests of this eye-color showed that its locus was in the

third chromosome (table 16), and that it was, in fact, maroon that had reap-

peared by a fresh mutation (see p. 60) .

FEMALE-STERILITY OF DWARF.

Practically all of the dwarfs that appeared had maroon eyes. To rid the

stock of the second-chromosome recessives, arc and speck, some of the maroon
dwarf males were out-crossed to wild females, and after a few generations
of selection, a maroon dwarf stock was maintained by breeding maroon dwarf
males to wild-type heterozygous sisters. Many attempts were made to breed

from dwarf females, but all of these failed. Subsequently, extensive tests

were carried out by Miss Clara J. Lynch, and these tests showed that dwarf
females are invariably completely sterile, and in fact do not lay eggs. This

sterility holds for the dwarf females that overlap normal in size, so that it

is a specific effect of the dwarf gene.

CHROMOSOME OF DWARF—MAROON DWARF CROSSING-OVER.

The fact that practically all of the dwarf flies that appeared in the F3 and

F4 cultures referred to above were at the same time maroon-eyed, sliowed,

without further test, that the locus of dwarf is in the third-chromosome.

Table 64.—P^, maroon dwarf (^xwUd $; B. C,
F-i_+ '^Xma dw (^ {heterozygous Cm).

Nov. 4, 1914.
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Furthennore, the possession of the double recessive maroon dwarf made it

possible to carr}' out a back-cross at once, and thereby obtain one of the

two cross-over values that are necessary in order to determine the locus of a

mutation (table 6-1). Some little dilficulty was found in the classification of

dwarf, so that the results of table 64 are to be regarded as only approximately

correct; however, it is certain that there was very little crossing-over between

the loci of maroon and dwarf. Only 1.7 per cent of the back-cross flies were

recombinations.

THE USE OF DICHiETE AND HAIRLESS IN LOCATING DWARF.

The viability of dwarf, in the maroon dwarf back-cross, was not at all

good. The maroon dw^arf class was only about half as large as the wild-type

complementary class that is expected to be of the same size. Tlie eye-color

maroon is knowm to be of normal viability. Because of this heavy mortality

little work was done wdth the dwarf mutant until after the discovery of the

two excellent third-chromosome dominants Dichaite and Hairless. The locus

of Dichffite was quite near the left end of the third-chromosome as then known

(about 12 units to the right of sepia), wliile the locus of Hairless was not far

to the right of the supposed middle of the chromosome (about 11 units to

the right of spineless). By means of these two dominants, favorably placed

and separated by about 29 units (DH recombination per cent= 25.6), it w^as

possible to find the location of a new tliird-chromosome character wdth a

single back-cross test. For this purpose a stock had been made up in which

the two dominants were carried in the same member of the third-chromosome

pair. In order to determine the locus of dwarf by this method, a maroon

dwarf male was out-crossed to such a Dichaete Hairless female, and Fi Dichaete

Hairless females were back-crossed to maroon dwarf males. The presence of

the maroon was an additional advantage in placing both maroon and dwarf

in their relation to each other and to Dichaete and Hairless, the primary bases

of reference.

THE PRESENCE OF CHI IN THE MAROON DWARF CHROMOSOME.

The result of the above back-cross (table 18) was surprising, for instead

of the expected 25 per cent of recombination for Dichate tmd Hairless, only

6.1 per cent was observed. Nearly all of this recombination (5.9) was due to

crossing-over between Dichaete and maroon, with only a very little (0.2)

between maroon and dwarf, and none at all between dwarf and Hairless.

This situation was at once seen to be parallel to that described by Sturtevant

and by Muller for crossing-over in flies heterozygous for the cross-over varia-

tion Cm. It had been found that in heterozygous Cm there is only about 1

or 2 per cent of recombination for pink and ebony, and that most of this is

in the region immediately adjacent to pink. Normally the recombination per

cent for pink ebony is about 20. The Dichsete Hairless stock was known to be

free from Cm, and the variation must therefore have been introduced through
the maroon dwarf stock. The presence of a Cm in the maroon dwarf stock

was not demonstrated until much later, when a maroon dwarf male was crossed

to a spineless w^iite-ocelli female, and back-cross tests of the heterozygous
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females show^ed that there was no recombination for spineless and white-ocelli

instead of the 17.5 per cent that indicates normal crossing-over.
The occurrence of two maroon not-dwarf Hairless individuals in the cross

of table 18 proved that the locus of dwarf is to the right of that maroon,
which is itself between Dicha>te and Hairless and about 5 units to the right of

Dichaete. The length of the interval between maroon and dwarf could not

be determined from the data of the above cross, as Cm was present. As no

crossing-over was detected between the locus of dwarf and that of Hairless, and

as the locus of Cm is probably not far from that of Hairless, there was almost

no chance of obtaining dwarf flies free from Cm. In the absence of such flies

the normal crossing-over relations of dwarf could not be determined by direct

experiment,

LINKAGE RELATIONS OF DICH.ETE MAROON AND DWARF IN
HOMOZYGOUS GUI.

A way out of this difficulty was offered by testing the amount of crossing-

over in the presence of homozygous Cm, under which condition the amount
of crossing-over between pink and ebony is raised much above normal. A
maroon dwarf Cm male was outcrossed to a female carrying Dichaete and Cm
in the same chromosome. The Fi Dichaete females were then back-crossed by
maroon dwarf males (table 19).

In spite of the freer crossing-over due to homozygous Cm, no recombina-

tions for maroon and dwarf were observed among the 1,778 flies. This means

that the locus of dwarf is very close to that of maroon, probably within half

a unit to the right of maroon. There was 6.6 per cent of recombination for

Dichffite and maroon, which is practically the same as in the heterozygous
Cm experiment. It was known that the reduction of crossing-over due to

heterozygous Cm does not extend to the left of pink; it is therefore probable
that the rise due to homozygous Cm likewise does not extend to the left of

pink. As the locus of maroon is very close to that of pink, the Dichaete

maroon value should be practically the same in homozygous and in hetero-

zygous Cm, as was observed to be the case.

ORIGIN OF THE GUI OF THE MAROON DWARF STOCK.

There is no known connection between the maroon dwarf stock and any
other stock containing Cm, but it is probable that there is such a connection.

It seems likely that the Cm mutation occurred very early in tlie Drosophila
work, before the Beaded mutation (May 1910), and that the ebony mutation

took place in the chromosome carrying Cm. Further, this Cm chromosome

became distributed very widely by crosses of Beaded, of Truncate, and others

of the many mutations that arose in Beaded stock or in stocks descended from

it. Finally, the mutations maroon and dwarf arose successively in such a

Cm chromosome.

WEIGHT CURVES OF DWARF FLIES.

In working with the mutant " dwarf-b
"

(see p. 328) it was noticed that

the separation of dwarf-b from non-dwarf-b sibs became considerably easier

in the later counts of the cultures. This same condition was present, but to

8
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a less extent, in the cultures of dwarf and non-dwarf. Determinations of

the weights of flies, and of the way in which this weight changes with the

age of the culture, were made for both dwarfs and dwarf-b's. In the case

of dwarf, a maroon dwarf male was crossed to a spineless white-ocelli female

and the Fi wild-type females were back-crossed to maroon dwarf males. Since

the amount of recombination for maroon and dwarf is probably less than 1

Table 65.— iglits in milligrams of dwarfs (above) and wild-type sihs {below) ;

days are class centers.

Days
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The curves of average weights for tlie dwarfs and the non-dwarfs in relation

to age of the culture are given in figure 36, page 231. The initial weight of

the dwarf flies was 0.92 mg. as compared with 1.06 for the non-dwarf. Both

weights decreased continuously throughout the course of the cultures, the

relative difference heing nearly constant. The average weight of the non-

dwarfs was 0.8? mg., and of the dwarfs 0.66 mg. or 76 per cent of the normal

weight. It takes slightly more than half a million of the not-dwarf sibs to

weigh a pound, Avhile in the later counts it would require approximately
a million dwarfs to weigh a pound.
The weight of the not-dwarf sibs was considerably less than that of not-

dwarf-b sibs, and it is possible that this means that the dwarf gene is semi-

dominant.

EVALUATION OF DWARF.

The present usefulness of dwarf is largely in balancing stocks through
the presence of Cm combined with female sterility. The degree of overlap

with the wild-type is large enough, especially in the early counts of cultures,

to make the linkage data not very reliable.

SPEEAD (sd).

(Figure 11.)

ORIGIN OF SPREAD.

The mutant spread-wings was found by Dexter in November 1913 in the

F2 from the cross of Beaded (not of the pure-breeding stock) to vestigial.

Fig. 11.—Spread wing.s.

(See Am. Xat., Dec. 1914, p. 755, for Dexter's accoimt of spread.) Several

of the pairs of Fi wild-type flies produced spread among the F. flies, from

which it is apparent tiiat one of the Pi flies was heterozygous for the recessive
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gene for spread. None of the spread flies were Beaded. Spread flies were

mated together, and a pure-breeding stock free from Beaded was obtained

at once.

DESCRIPTION OF SPREAD.

The wings of the flies of the spread stock are held out at right angk's to

the body. The texture of the wings is slightly weaker than normal, and the

wings are liable to become bedraggled because of their thinness and position.
There is little variation in the angle of the wings to the body, and the spread
flies are tlius easily and completely separable from the wild-type. The viability

is good.

CHROMOSOME OF SPREAD.

Spread males were outcrossed by Dexter to females of the double mutant

type black pink. In Fa the spread reappeared in about a quarter of the in-

dividuals, none of the spread flies being at the same time pink. Tliis proved
that the gene for spread is in the third chromosome. ¥o pink males and

females were bred together, but no pink spread appeared in F3. Pink spread
flies were found later in the spread stock, showing that crossing-over had

occurred, but had not been detected.

PRESENCE OF CIII IN SPREAD.

Nothing was known of the location of spread within the third chromosome

when Muller began to get multiple stocks ready for his multiple heterozygote
tests in the spring of 1915. An unexpected difficulty was met with in that

there was found to be almost no crossing-over in the females heterozygous
for spread and for other tliird-chromosome mutants. Further analysis of this

situation, together with similar cases with ebony and with Beaded, led to the

hypothesis of a dominant cross-over variation due to a gene carried in tlie

third chromosome (see p. 89 for a full account of Cm).
The spread stock appeared to be homozygous for Cm. This fact throws

considerable light upon the origin of spread. The Beaded flies of the stock

from whicli the mating of Beaded to vestigial was started, carried the dominant

gene for Beaded in one member of the third-chromosome pair, and in the

other the cross-over variation Cm. The mutation to spread occurred in the

Cm-chromosome, some time previous to the above mating. It 's^all be remem-
bered that the pure-breeding stock of Beaded had also resulted from the

occurrence of the lethal mutation Ima in the Cm-chromosome of this same

Beaded stock (see p. 43). All flies homozygous for Ima die; likewise all flies

homozygous for the Beaded gene die
;
and the presence of Cm prevents cross-

ing-over between these two loci, so that the inbred Beaded stock does not give
Bd-

rise to any flies other than the parental type, viz : Cm Ima

LOCUS OF SPREAD, HETEROZYGOUS CIII.

Because of the presence of Cm in spread, it was not possible to find the

locus of spread in the third chromosome by direct tests. As in the parallel
case of dwarf, the locus was first found in relation to certain genes in the

presence of heterozygous Cm, A spread male was crossed bv Muller to a peple
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(pPsske'ro) female, and Fi females were back-crossed to peple males. For
the region to tlie right of pink (pink to rough) there was only a little over
1 per cent of recombination. One sooty rough fly appeared, and tests sliowed

that it carried neither spread nor Cm; that is, the loci of both these mutants
lie to the right of that of kidney (Am. Nat., 1916, p. 219). Kidney itself lies

about 7 units to the left of ebony.

LOCUS OF SPREAD, HOMOZYGOUS GUI.

The stock of pink ebony was known to be homozygous for Cm. Muller
then made crosses between this stock and the spread stock, by means of which
he determined that in homozygous Cm the locus of spread is roughly two-
thirds of the way from pink to ebony. The interval between pink and ebony
is normally 33.7, so that the locus of spread is about 7 units to the left of

that of ebony. But the test in heterozygous Cm showed that the locus of

spread is to the right of that of kidney (roughly 64), so that we are now
able to place spread very close to the right of kidney, at about 65 (Am. Nat.,

1916, p. 320).

EVALUATION OF SPREAD.

The stock of spread died out before the mutant had been used extensively.
A valuable means of investigating linkage conditions in the presence of homo-

zygous Cm was lost thereby.

LETHAI^IIIC (LETHAL IN PINK BEADED).
In analyzing the constitution of a stock that was apparently breeding true

foi the character Beaded, Dexter raised some Fa cultures from the cross of

Beaded x pink ebony Cm (see vol. 48, p. 737, Am. Nat., 1914). In F2
a few pink Beaded flies occurred as a result of crossing-over, and from these

Dexter secured a pink Beaded stock that bred as true to the Beaded char-

acter as had the original stock (November 1913). In the light of later knowl-

edge of Beaded, the fact of a homogeneous stock of Beaded means that in

the opposite third-chromosome there was a balancing lethal. This opposite
chromosome therefore carried pink ebony Cm and a new lethal situated to

the right of pink. In the formation of the gametes of the fly with Beaded
in one third-chromosome and Cm liiia in the other, the Beaded and the original
lethal (liiia) went into different gametes. When such a fly was out-crossed

to pink ebony Cm the Beaded offspring were entirely free from the original
lethal. These Beaded Fi flies carried Beaded in one chromosome and pink

ebony Cm in the homolog. Some of the Fi flies carried a new lethal in the

pink ebony Cm chromosome. Presumably the Pi pink ebony had been lietero-

zygous for the lethal, and it had been present undetected in the pink ebony
stock. The pink Beaded balanced stock was maintained by Dexter for a year
or more, and was used in several crosses.

LETHAL-IIID (LETHAL WITH PINK).

In the early work with pink, Morgan had found several cultures in which
the number of pink flies was far behind the expected 35 per cent. These

cultures were mainly mass-cultures, and it was thought that some mistake
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had been made in the mating, so that tlie cultures were of mixed parentage.
For this reason ]\Iiss Moody was asked to repeat the crosses, using pair-matings

throughout. The cultures raised by Miss Moody were of two kinds; about

a quarter produced only a small proportion of pinks, while the others gave
the normal 3: 1 ratio (Morgan, 1912).

An attempt was made to explain these new results on the ground that pink
hatches somewhat later than the wild-type flies, Mr. Liff (Liff, 1915) made
a careful study of this phase of the problem, and found that while it was

indeed true that pink hatched later than wild-type and that this difference

might be emphasized by excessive wetness or excessive dryness of cultural

conditions, yet the amount of this delay is totally inadequate to explain the

results of Morgan and Moody. The many cultures raised by Liff were remark-

ably free from aberrant ratios. Only five cultures were encountered that

appeared to be significantly different from the usual result. By this time the

hypothesis of lethal genes had been developed (Rawls, 1913, Morgan, 1912),

and it was suggested (by Muller) that these few aberrant ratios of Liff's were

due to a recessive autosomal lethal linked to pink. It now appears that this

is the true explanation, though the experiments of Liff were not suitable to

prove the jDoint. The recent work of Muller, Bridges, and Sturtevant has

furnished many instances of such autosomal lethals and has developed methods

of handling them.

Four of the aberrant cultures of Liff (Liff, 1915, p. 118, cultures raised

about December 1913) had every appearance of being of the same type. To-

gether they gave a total of 2391 wild-type and 310 pink flies, from which

the per cent of recombination can be calculated as 32.7. It is not known
whether the locus of liiid is to the left or to the right of pink.

The other aberrant culture raised by Liff can not be explained on a simple
lethal basis. This back-cross culture (No. b, table xi, Liff, 1915) gave 10 pink
and 586 wild-type flies, which is a proportion of pink far below the minimum
value of 33.3 per cent that should obtain in cultures of the back-cross type.

For this case there are some 8 or 10 possible explanations (including duplica-

tion, specific modifications of pink to wild-type, partial and dependent domi-

nant lethals, etc.), but in the absence of data that would furnish tests no

detailed discussion would be worth while.

BEADED-INTENSIFIER-III.

In analyzing the constitution of Beaded, Dexter out-crossed Beaded to

various mutant stocks, and made counts of the percentage of Beaded that

occurred in Fi. This percentage was variable, but most of the cultures gave
between 15 and 30 per cent of Beaded. In Fo of the cross of pink ebony to

Beaded some pink Beaded flies occurred, and from these was made a stock

of pink Beaded. WTien pink Beaded flies of this stock were out-crossed

(about December 1913) to other stocks such as white, black, and wild, there

were produced in Fi markedly fewer Beadeds than had been given in like

out-crosses of the parent Beaded stock. This fact is interpreted as due to the

absence from the pink Beaded stock of a dominant intensifier present in the

selected Beaded stock, but removed by crossing-over between pink and Beaded.
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The locus of the intensifier is thus to the left of the point near pink at which
the effect of Cm ends.

SriXELESS (ss).

(Figure 12
; Plate 3, Figures 2 and 3.)

ORIGIN OF SPINELESS.

In working with cream-ii, Bridges had found a new type of ahdomen called

patched (see p. 241, Carnegie PubHcation No. 278). At the same time,

Morgan was working with a similar character called broken-bands. A stock

Fig. 12.—Spineless.

of broken-bands was given to Bridges for comparison of the two kinds of

abnormal abdomen. In the stock of broken-bands were found a few flies in

which all the large bristles, normally present on the head, thorax and abdomen,
were greatly reduced in size, being scarcely larger than the microchaete (jSTo.

68, January 3, 1914).
In this respect the new character resembled morula (see p. 230, Carnegie

Publication No. 278), which was the first mutant in which the bristles were
affected. The mutant morula is characterized also by the moruloid nature
of the eye

—a disarrangement and crowding of the facets. It was thought
that the new character

"
spineless

"
might be related to monila, perhaps a

"
fractionation product." At this same time

"
facet

" was found (see Carnegie
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Publication No. 237, p. 76) in ^vluch the eyes are moruloid but tlie bristles

nornnil. This highly suggestive situation lost its interest when it was found

that the genes of the three characters facet, morula, and spineless were in

different chromosomes, the first, second, and third, and that the crosses between

the mutants produced wild-type flies in Fi.

THE CHROMOSOME OF SPINELESS.

It had seemed probable that spineless was allelomorphic to morula and
tlierefore in the second chromosome, and accordingly spineless was crossed

to the second-chromosome recessive black. The Fi flies were wild-types,

showing that the spineless was recessive, as had been suspected from the

manner of its occurrence in the original broken-band culture. In F2 (table 66)

Table 66.—Pi, black ^ x spineless $; F2, F^-\-^xFx+ <^.

July 27, 1914.
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into the stock-room, and was used by Miillcr in making up the
"
peple

"

stock. Likewise a stock of sepia spineless was derived in F4 from the cross

of sepia by spineless, and this was used in making the "seple" stock.

Table 68.—P,, peach J* x spineless ?; F.,, 7*^ +? X F\ + (^.

Aug. 27. 1914.
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and with Dicha?te are among the most variable found for the third chromo-

some. The explanation of these differences seems to be that the region to the

right of and including spineless lies within one limb of the V-sluiped III-

chromosome, while the region including Dicha3te aiid pink lies within the

other limb. (For further consideration of this question of the mid-point, see

p. 28.) All crossing-over experiments in which this mid-])oint is bridged
seem to be especially variable in the amount of crossing-over. The mid-point
lies between pink and spineless, probably much nearer to pink, and this mid-

region is especially sensitive not only to effects by genetic factors, but also to

environmental factors, such as age and temperature. The lengtli of tlie interval

between pink and spineless is therefore uncertain. The most probable value

seems to be 10. o units.

The only other usable mutant in this region just to the right of the mid-

point is bitliorax, which is somewhat poor m viability and also in certainty
of identification.

The character spineless is exceptionally easy to classify, and the separation
from the wild-type is complete. There is almost no fluctuation in the amount
of the development of the bristles. In viability, fertility, and productivity,

spineless is normal. Spineless can be used with all other third-chromosome

characters (including hairy, Dichsete, and Hairless) except Minute.

CKEAM-III (criii).*

(Plate 1, Figures 4, 5, 7, and 8.)

ORIGIN OF CREAM-III.

In a culture that was part of an experiment on lethal 1 b (Carnegie Publica-

tion Xo. 237, p. 76), Miss E. M. Wallace found (February 27, 1914) a few

females which were much lighter in color than their white-eosin sisters. These

flies were given to Bridges, who carried out tlie following experiments :

INHERITANCE OF CREAM-III.

One of these females was out-crossed to an eosin male of pure stock (Jour.

Exp. Zool., July 1919, pp. 338 and 341). The Fi males (table 71) showed

Table .71.—Fi and Fo from ouicross of new cream

{cream iii) 5 fo eosin J*.

March 9, 1914.
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that this female had carried the sex-hnked characters yellow and white in one

X and eosin in the other, this being the condition expected from her parentage.
The " cream " was seen to be recessive (since all the Fi flies were standard

in color) and not sex-linked, as it did not appear in the sons of the cream
mother.

A mating was made between an Fi eosin female and an Fi eosin male, since

by this means both yellow and white could be eliminated from the experiment.
In F2 the cream-color reappeared in numbers rather fewer than the expected

quarter (table 71).

From the cream males and females of culture 136, a pure stock of the double-

recessive eosin cream was made up.

CHROMOSOME OF CREAM-III.

In order to find out in which chromosome the gene of this cream lies,

a second cream female (found February 28, in the same culture as the first)

Table 72.—Fi and F2 from outcross of cream (iii) 5 to eosin hlacJc J*.

March 18, 1914. w-w'^ 9
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recessive cream ebonj^ proved that this cream was in cliromosome-TII, and it

was accordingly called cream-iii,* the Eoman in l)eing the symbol for tlie

third-chromosome,

CREAM-III EBONY CROSSING-OVER.

It was decided to find approximately the locus of cream-iii in the third-

chromosome. To do this it was necessary to obtain the amount of crossing-

over between cream—ill and two other genes whose lo<^'i were already known.

Tlie best method of finding the amount of crossing-over consists in mating
a multiple heterozygote to the corresponding multiple recessive. The double

recessive cream-iii ebony was made up by mating to each other the eosin ebony
and the cream-iii flies of Fg (culture 361). Nearly all of these matings gave

only eosin flies in F3, but one pair gave half of the flies eosin and the other

half eosin ebony. These eosin ebony flies must have been heterozygous for the

cream gene, since their father was homozygous cream. When these F3 eosin

ebony flies were bred together, a quarter of their offspring (F4) were cream-

III ebony. One of the resulting cream-iii ebony males was out-crossed to

an eosin female, and their eosin daughters were back-crossed to other cream-iii

ebony males from the general stock, which had been made up meanwhile and

carried on (table 74).

Table 74.—P^, cream-iu ehony J* x eosin $; B. C, w« 5 X criii e J^.

Oct. 6, 1914.
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iiig-over variation. The other three cultures (578, 579, 581), liowever, gave
a niucli higlier amount of crossing-over, and for this two explanations seemed

possihle : either the creani-iii ehony stock was not pure for creani-iii as sup-

posed, in which case this high value would be comparable with the regular
values obtained in experiments free from cream-iii, or the eosin stock used

as Pi (in the mating of cream-iii ebony male by eosin female) itself carried

cream-iii (in heterozygous form, since she gave a ratio of 1:1), in which
case the high cross-over value is comparable witli the cross-over value obtained

from mothers homozygous for cream-iii. AVliile crossing-over in females

heterozygous for Cm is very much lower than in females free from Cm, yet
in females homozygous for Cm it is highest of all (Muller, 191G). It was
not possible to decide without testing whether the high values were due to homo-

zygous Cm on the one hand or to homozygous not-f -iii on the other.

cm FROM EOSIN STOCK.

This question was not tested until December 1915. Meanwhile the number
of stocks of primary mutants had increased to such an extent that it had become

necessary to eliminate as many as possible of those stocks which seemed less

Table 75.—Repeiiiion of cream-iu ehomjx eosin J)acl--cross tests.

Jan. 8, 1916.
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that is, the eosin stock which had furnished the other parent for our original

experiment had itself been carrying the linkage variation Cm. In this case

every cream-iii ebony fly from the high value culture should be homozygous
for Cm, and should give, when out-crossed to eosin flies free from Cm, all

Table 76.—Continuation of B. C. matings from low-value cultures (2773).

Feb. 1, 1916.
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LINKAGE RELATIONS OF CREAM-III TO DICH^TE.

In making the tests of the last experiment (tahle 76), the out-crosses of

cream-iii were made to eosin Dicha?te, in order to establish by a three-point

linkage experiment the location of cream-iii in the tliird-chromosome. The

preceding experiments (tables 74, 75 and 76) had given 404 recombinations

in a total of 2,887 flies, or 14 per cent, in cases where the mothers were hetero-

zygous for Cm. In other experiments (by Sturtevant and by Muller) in

which ebony has been run with various third-chromosoine genes in hetero-

ZA'gous Cm condition, the amount of recombinations for sepia and ebony has

been 25, for pink and ebony 2±, and of ebony with rough 0.0 -j-. That is,

there is some crossing-over in the region to the left of ebony, but almost none

to the right (ebony rough 0.0+ ). It seemed most probable from the large

recombination per cent, 14, that cream-m lies to the left (i. e., toward sepia)

and at a position between sepia and pink. A comparison of the high per
cent for cream-m ebony (41.0) with the known homozygous Cm per cents

for sepia ebony (48±), and for pink ebony (46 ±) led to this same conclu-

sion, though less definitely. The mutant Dichaete was well adapted for this

test, because of its dominance, its known position in the suspected region,
and from its easy classification in the same flies with cream-m, it being a wing
and bristle character. The linkage relations and double cross-over classes

(table 77) showed that cream is situated to the left of Dichfete. The cream-

III Dichgete recombination per cent (4.2) is smaller than the sepia Dichgefte

recombination per cent (14.8) found in other heterozygous Cm experiments,
so that cream-m is known to be between sepia and Dichfete. The amount
of recombination for sepia and Dicha?te when no Cm is present is 14.1, so

that the probable standard position of creami-iii is about 4.0 to the left of

Dichaete, or at 36.5.

CREAM-III, A DISPROPORTIONATE MODIFIER.

The occurrence of the linkage variation and its testing had diverted atten-

tion from tests of the effect of the cream-m gene in the absence of eosin as

a base. Accordingly, the preceding experiment was repeated, but in such a

fashion that half the flies should be not-eosin. A cream-m ebony female from

Table 78.—Pi, cream-ui ehony ^xDiclmte ^; B. C, F^ D^X cnii e J".

Aug. 22,

1916.
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the high value stock was out-crossed to a simple Dichaete male. Several of the

Dicliaete daughters were back-crossed singly to cream-iii ebony males. The

result (table ?8, left side) showed that the gene responsible for the dilution

of eosin to the cream-color gave, by itself, a color somewhat similar to purple,

that is, a
''

magenta." But when separations were attempted it was found that

this color was not sufficiently distinct from the wild-type to make classification

accurate. In the eosin half of the flies, on the other hand, the separation was

easy and entirely accurate. That is, while the so-called
" cream-iii "

gene by
itself gave a certain effect, it gave so much more marked an effect in the

presence of eosin that it was decided to retain the name "
cream-iii "

instead

of renaming the mutant "
magenta." The separations in the not-eosin half

of table correspond roughly to those of the eosin half, but the large size of

the ebony not-magenta class is certainly due to the impossibility of dis-

tinguishing the
"
magenta

"
cliaracter, even though it was undoubtedly present

in most of the 26
"
ebony

"
flies of table 78.

If this character were accurately classifiable (as "magenta") without first

laboriously combining eosin with aU the flies used in the matings of each

experiment, it would be more useful, even if less interesting from our present

viewpoint. However, an experiment planned through eight generations had

to be abandoned because it was found impractical to distinguish between the

cream-iii and the not-cream-iii w^here eosin was not present as a sensitizer.

But this abortive experiment revealed that the ebony was a disturbing factor—
that the distinction was sharper in the not-ebony flies than in ebony flies. A
new possibility arose, namely, that the mutation might be used (as

"
magenta ")

by excluding ebony from all the experiments. While this has not been ade-

quately tested, it seems possible that, with experience, one may be able to use

this eye-color without a preliminary eosinization of all the stocks, though it

is not to be denied that in the presence of eosin the ease and speed of classi-

fication is greater.

DISPROPORTIONATE MODIFICATION.

The term "
disproportionate modifier

"
might be used to describe the effect

of cream-iii upon eosin and of purple upon vermilion (see Carnegie Publica-

tion Xo. 278, p. 170). Most of our mutations are what may be called
"
general

modifiers," since their effects seem to be independent of one another, and the

combined effects are cumulative and roughly proportional to the degree of

each single modifier.
" General modifiers

"
may be represented by the

familiar parallelogram, in which the initial condition (wild-type) is one

corner, the effect of each gene acting independently is represented by the

length and direction of the two adjacent sides, and the combined effect (double
mutant type) is the opposite corner (fig. 13«). In the case of completely

specific modifiers, such as cream-ii, the length of the side between wild-type
and (not-eosin) cream-ii is zero, so that the parallelogram becomes reduced

to a triangle (fig. 13&). In such cases as cream-ni there is an intermediate

condition (fig. 13c) in which the side between eosin and the double type is

disproportionately greater than the distance between the wild-type and the

8imj)le modifier. There is another type of disproportionate modification, ex-
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emplified by eosiu sepia, which might be called
"
reversed." Sepia is cou-

siderably darker than the wild-type, becoming a purplish black in old flies.

It might be expected that sepia would cause a proportional darkening of eosin,

so that eosin sepia would be as much darker than eosin as sepia is darker than
the wild-type. This is not the case ; the eosin sepia double form is lighter than

eosin, about as represented in figure l^d. There are several other types of

disproportionate modification. Thus, for example, ruby (sex-linked) may be

described as a
"
non-modifier

"
of pink. The effects of these two genes are

in the same direction and of like amount; but they fail to have a cumulative

effect, the double form being practically indistinguishable from either sino-le

a, General modifier b, Specific modifier c, Disproportionate rnodifier

Wild-type Wild-type, cream -I ! Wild-type

Eosin / /
'"

Eosin / 1 / Eosin

Cream-Ill

Eosin pink

Eosincream-ll
^ Eosin cream-|||

d, Reversed modifier e, Non-modifier

Wild-type^^Sepia Wild-type

Ruby \\Pink
Ruby pink V\

Eosin

Eosin sepia

Fig. 13.—Types of modification, (a) proportionate modification, (b)

specific modification, (c) disproportionate modification, (e) reversed modi-
fier. (/) non-modifier.

type, instead of being as much lighter as each is lighter than the wild type

(fig. 13e),

DESCRIPTION OF CREAM-III.

A pure stock of the sex-linked eye-color eosin shows a marked secondary

sexual difference. The eye-color of the eosin female, as seen in pure-breeding

cultures, is a rather deep pink, only slightly yellowish, while the eye-color of

the eosin male is a pinkish yellow, much lighter in tone than the color of

the female. All double-mutant forms involving eosin, for example, eosin

vermilion and eosin pink, are likewise bicolored (Morgan and Bridges, 1913).

This difference is seen in the cream-iii stock, where the color of the male

is paler than that of the female and less pink in tone. The male is cream or

straw or yellow-ivory in color.

In figure 14 is given a graphic representation of the difference in grade

between cream-iii males and females, as well as a comparison with the other

creams and with eosin.

The color of the not-eosin cream-iii is a maroon or garnet, like the color

of the mutant purple (see Carnegie Publication No. 2?8, p. 170), but departs

less widely from the red of the wild-type.

9
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THE MODIFICATION OF CREAM-III BY EBONY.

The presence of ebony makes the eye-color of cream-iii slightly paler and

pinker (less yellow) as compared with not-ebony creams (compare figs. 5 and 8,

plate 1). In not-eosin cream-iii the presence of ebony decreases the ease

of separation (compare figs. 4 and 7, plate 1). This effect upon not-eosin

cream-iii is apparently in the reverse direction from the effect upon eosin

FEMALES MALES

Eosin

Pinkish

Cream-ll (het

w-w' dark

Cream-c
Cream-b
w-w*

Cream -a

Cream

Cream-ll

Dark

Eosin

Cream-ll (het)
Pinkish
Cream-c
Cream-b
Cream-a

Cream-ill

Cream-ll

Whiting

Fig. 14.—Grades of cream-iii, male and female, compared with other creams
and with white.

cream-iii; in the first case the modification is less of a departure from the

wild-type^ and in the second a greater.

EVALUATION OF CREAM-III.

Aside from its value in studying the effects of interaction of genes, cream-iii

has little usefulness. The difference between cream-ni and wild-type in the

absence of eosin is so slight that separations would in any case be slow. The
locus (4 units to the left of Dichaete) is a valuable one and this region is not

covered by any other mutant.

GIANT (gt).

(Plate 3, Figure 4.)

ORIGIN OF GIANT.

In order to determine whether the gene for the recently discovered mutant

spineless was in the third chromosome, Bridges crossed spineless to the known
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third-chromosome recessive sepia, and raised an Fo culture (table 79). Tlie F2

spineless flies were slow to luitcli, and when they appeared they were seen

to be much larger than normal (September 28, 1914). Careful watcli was

kept of the culture, and it was noted that the
"
giant

"
flies continued to

appear, and were, in fact, cleanly separable from the normal flies. None of

Table T9.—Pi, spineless giant ivJtite-ocelU ^x sepia J*;

Sept. 24, 1914
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mai.I':-sti<;rility of giant.

Si\ Ixick-eross en 1 1 hits wci'f siiirtod by luiiting the F, wihl-typc femalos

In lilt' spiiiolcsH <;iaiil wliitc-oct'lli males. All ol" thoso pair t'ulturcs failed

lo prodnce olVspriii^', all lioiiuli the liies were transferred to fresh culture-

hottles and ^iveji a second trial. Also, three more mass-cultures of giant by

giant., for stock, W('r(> nnproductivo. The tlies of these later cultures were then

separated and llic fcnialfs were mated to not-giant brothers and the males to

)U)t;-giant sisters. All of the male giants were com[)letely sterile, although most

of tlie f(Mnales were fertil(>. The output of tlie fcMuale giants was not large,

and suhscipu'id M'ork showed that the })roduct ivity of giant females is very
low. AlxHit .'?() giaid males were tested at this time, aiul all proved sterile.

Many more wci-c Icsjcd lalci- willi like result.

'IMiis case oU'ered a rcniarkahlc inverse of the case of dwarf, that had been

found only a. few weeks pri>viously (.see p. 101), in wliich the niaU^s are com-

pU>tely fertile aiul [)rodnctiYe, while the ftMuales are comj)letely sterile. The
case of morula (se(> (^arnegi(> Cublit-ation Mo. 278, p. 230) was another of

nnist>\nal sterility in which the femali> was sterile. Later, several such cases

of female-sterility, and another of niale-slerility, viz, cleft, were found; and

thest' mutants, together with rudimentary, were given to Miss Clara J. Lynch,
who made e\t(Mi^ive tests oi' i\\c sterilit v in tlu' ditVerent cases (see IaucIi, 11)19).

THE SriNKLKSS ClANT WHITE-OCELLI F. RESULTS.

r»ecaus(> of the sterility o\' giant males it was not jiossible to carry out

female bai'k-crovss tests o{ the usual type Accordingly two Fj cultures were

raistnl \'ov a preliminary test of the })osition of the giant gene with reference

to thos(> of spineless and wliite-oi'elli (table SI). The ratios anumg tlie tlies

Taui.k 81.—Pi, spincleifs (jiant trhUe-ocelU ^Xunld (^:

Doo. 2.

I'M t.

870....

l.tM2....

Total. .
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is normally 17.7 percent of reooinhiiiMtiiui for spineless and white-ocelli. The
calculated position for giant is at (I I, or 5.5 units to the right ol' spitieless. On
account of the small mimhcr of flics, this position is not. very well (IctciMiiiiicd.

THE DIGKNIC NATURIO OF GIANT.

Among the F- Hies from the cross of sj)ineless giant uhiti'-oeeili to \vil<l

there were 25 that were spineless not-giant white-ocelli. These could not Int

duo to douhle crossing-over, since their nuuiher was ahoiit half tliat of the

original comhiinition class, and there is kiu)wn io he less than I per cent

of douJ)le-recondjination for the s{)ineless white-ocelli section. Neither is

it possihle that these were really giant tlies that, could not he distinguished
from the not-giant type; while there is some lluctuation m I he giant char-

acter, it is not enough to account for more than a very few such tlies ;it )nosl.

The most prohahle explaiuition appears to he that tins expression of the giant
character is dependent u{)on two mutant genes, one in the; third chromosome
ahout 6 units to the right of spineless, and another in sonu' otiuu* chromosome,
probahly the second.

More light was thrown on this situation by the results of some male hack-

cross tests, as follows: A s{)ineless giant white-ocelli female was crossed to a

wild male, ami Fi wild-type males wer(i crossed individually to spitudess giant
white-ocelli females. Most of these cultures failed, and for this reason tlu!

cross was repeated for several different geru'rations, with the rather nu'ager
results of tahle 82. (Jreat care was taken in the classilication of the giant

Table 82.—Pj, spineless (/ianl while-ocelli ^xwild (f ; />'. (J.,

Fi+ (^XSS (I I irn P.

Oct. G. 1915.
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THE SECOND GENE A DOMINANT THAT IS LETHAL WHEN
HOMOZYGOUS.

It was noted that the ss wo class of table 81 was about half as large as the

ssgtwo class (25:49). Tliis same 1:2 ratio was again observed for these

classes as they appeared in the results of the male back-crosses of table 82

(totals 59:120). Evidently two-thirds of the offspring receive the second

gene, while one-third fail to receive it. Such 1 : 2 ratios are a familiar product
in Drosophila, and indicate that a dominant that is lethal when homozygous is

present in both parents in the cross. Dichaete may be used as a type of such

genes. The character Dichaete is always the result of the presence of a domi-

nant gene in one of the two third-chromosomes. Out-crosses of Dichaete give
1 : 1 ratios of Dichaete to not-Dicha^te, in keeping with the heterozygous nature

of Dichsete. When two Dichaete flies are mated togetlicr, the result is two
Dicha?te : one not-Dichaete. One class, the homozygous Dichaete, is missing
from the typical 3 : 1 ratio. That it really is the complete absence of this

homozygous class that is responsible for the 2 : 1 ratio has been proven by the

simultaneous use of other mutant characters, which are known not to be lethal

but which can be made to appear in corresponding aberrant ratios according
to the way that they are combined with Dichaete in the cross.

Just as two-thirds of the flies that are spineless and white-ocelli receive

also the dominant second gene, so also among the wild-type flies of the male

back-crosses of table 82 there should be about one-third of the flies that do

not carr}' the second gene. Accordingly, one-third of the back-cross cultures

should be from males free from the dominimt gene. These should produce
1 : 1 instead of 2 : 1 ratios of ss gt wo : ss v/o. Examination of the nine cultures

of table 82 show two (49G9 and 535G) that are probably such 1 : 1 ratios.

Tiiere is an even more decisive test that can be applied : All of the ss gt wo
flies should carry the second gene, and all of the ss wo • flies should be free

from it. If such flies are mated together the result should be 1 : 1 ratios.

One sucli cross was made in the early work on giant. Three ss gt wo females

from an Fa culture were crossed to ss wo brothers, primarily for the purpose
of providing a stock of the triple recessive. This culture (No. 688, referred to

already on p. 121) produced 88 giant to 108 not-giant, which is a fairly satis-

factory 1 : 1 ratio, considering the mortality of giants and the probable error

for this number of flies.

One other test is available. One-third of the Fa cultures from the cross

of spineless giant white-ocelli to wild should fail to produce any giants what-

ever, although the grandmother was giant. Two such cultures were found

(1369 and 1370), but unfortunately the counts were discontinued when it

became apparent that no giants Avere present. Both spineless and white-ocelli

appeared in these cultures in the normal relations.

An attempt was made, by use of the second-chromosome dominant Star,
to prove definitely that the dominant second gene is in the second chromosome,
and also to determine its locus within the chromosome. None of the many
cultures produced a decisive result, and before the attempt could be repeated,
the stock of giant was lost by reason of its infertility and low productivity.
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GIANT A CASE OF RECIPROCAL SPECIFIC MODIFICATION.

Giant flies are, then, the product of a recessive gene situated about G units

to the right of spineless in the tliird clironiosome, and of a dominant gene
that is lethal when homozygous and that is situated in another autosome,

probably the second. Since the spineless white-ocelli flies that occurred in
the crosses, and also the other not-giant flies (two-thirds of which are hetero-

zygous for the dominant second gene) showed no effect of these genes, we must
suppose that each of these genes is a specific modifier of the other. The case
is thus similar to that of vortex, worked out bv Bridges and Mohr (Genetics,
1919, p. 283), and of Ski (see p. 149).

PORT.

In March 1914, Morgan found an eye-color mutant ])resent in considerable

numbers in one of his stock cultures. The color of the eye was similar to

maroon, but was an even slighter departure from the wild-type. The char-
acter was called

"
port," from the similarity of the color to that of port wine.

The separation of
"
port

" from the wild-type was slow and difficult, although

Table 83.—Pi, port ^ X vermilion ?; F., F^ + ^xF^v (^.

Sept. 24, 1914.
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cultures (tables 84 and 85). The results indicated that the "port" stock

contained flies of different constitution; the F2 cultures from one male gave
no "

port
"

at all (Nop. 5524, 5525) ; the F2 cultures from two other males gave
about a sixth of the flies "port" (Nos. 5522, 5523, 5553) ;

while the F2 cul-

tures from the remaining male contained about one-third "port" flies (Nos.

5548, 5549).

Table 84.—Pi, port f cT X vermilion $; F2, F^+2xF,v (^.

Oct. 14, 1916.
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CHROMOSOME OF SAFRANIN.

A black plexus safranin male was out-crossed to a female of the third-

chromosome recessive spineless, and an F2 culture was raised from a pair of

the wild-type Fi flies (culture 1431, February 24, 1916; -M38, saf 60, ss 59,

saf ssO). In F2 none of the spineless flies were safranin, while the safranin

character was distributed apparently at random among the black and plexus

flies, from which facts it follows that the locus of safranin is in the third

chromosome.

Safranin was crossed to maroon and to pink, and only wild-type flies were

produced in Fi.

Safranin females were out-crossed individually to wild males, and F2 and

F3 cultures were raised to free the stock from black plexus. A stock was

obtained that seemed to be free from these second-chromosome mutants, and

this was turned in to the stock-room. Shortly afterwards this stock was lost,

so that nothing further is known of the genetic behavior of safranin.

Later a similar eye-color was found in a black stock, and the gene of this

new safranin (safranin-b) was found to be in the second chromosome.

DICH^TE (D).

(Figure 15.)

ORIGIN OF DICILETE.

A sex-linked mutation called
"

cleft
" venation had been found, and the

linkage experiments showed that its locus occupied a new extreme right-end

Fig. 15.—Dichsete wing and bristles.

position in the X chromosome. The locus of cleft is at 5.5 units beyond fused,

which was the right-most locus previously known. Cleft males are absolutely

sterile, and in consequence no cleft female has ever been produced. Moreover,
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no back-cross experiments to determine the locus of cleft can be carried out.

The position of cleft was found, however, by mating females heterozygous for

cleft to males having the two well-established characters sable (locus 43.0) and
forked (locus 56.5). Fi females were tested by sable forked males. The sons

of those Fi females heterozygous for cleft gave three-point linkage data.

Among the offspring of one such pair-mating, Bridges found a single female
wliose wings were extended at a wide angle and elevated (culture 1817, July 3,

1915). Besides the divergent wing character there was present also a bristle

character. Only the two posterior dorso-central bristles remained, the two
anterior bristles being entirely absent. These features were so sharply defined

that it seemed probable that they were the result of mutation.

DOMINANCE OF DICH^TE.

Since only a single individual showing the mutant character had occurred

among the many offspring of the pair-mating, it seemed probable that the

mutant character was not a recessive. The appearance of a recessive requires
that both parents be heterozygous for it, in which case a quarter of the off-

spring show the recessive character. A sex-linked recessive could appear as

a single individual if the mutation had occurred in the germ-cells of the

mother. Such an individual would be a male. The "
Dicliaete

"
individual

was a female. This indicated a dominant mutation.

CHROMOSOME OF DICH^TE.

The wings of the Dichste female were so similar to those of
"
bent," a

fourth-chromosome character, that the first test made was to cross Dichgete

to the other fourth-chromosome recessive
"
eyeless." Half of the Fi flies were

Table 86.—P^, Dichcete $ X eyeless J*.

July 15. 1915.
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Diclifete, which confirmed the view that the character was a dominant (tahle

86), for which the mother had been heterozygous. Some Fi Dichtcte males

were then back-crossed to eyeless females. All four possible classes appeared
in the offspring, whicli j)roved that the gene for Dichgete is not in the fourth

chromosome. The back-cross results also furnish data upon tlie independence
of the Dicha^te-ljearing chromosome and the fourth chromosome ;

43.5 per cent

of the flies were recombinations, where 50 per cent was expected. This devia-

tion, w-hich is the largest met with in such crosses, is about 2.5 x VNpq,
but under the circumstances is not regarded as significant.

Similar back-crosses were started to test the relation of Dichsete to the

second and to the third chromosome. A Dichsete male was crossed to a black

vestigial female (culture 2038, + 162, D 166) and the Fi Dichaete males were
back-crossed to black vestigial females. The back-cross coimts were discon-

tinued, since male back-cross tests of Dicha?te by peach sooty began to hatch
at the same time, and these proved conclusively that the locus of Dicha?te is

in the third chromosome (Fi culture, August 3, 1915, -f 295, D2U; for male

back-crosses, see table 87).

DICH^TE X PEACH SOOTY.

From the same Fi mating (Dichfete X peach sooty) that had furished proof
that the locus of Dichaete was in the third chromosome, female back-cross

tests were made by mating the Fi Dichaete females to peach sooty males (table

87). The results constituted a three-point back-cross in which two of the

loci (peach and sooty) were already accurately mapped. In form the experi-
ment was perfectly adapted to determine the locus of the one unknown, Dichaete.

In the back-cross cultures the smallest pair of jjarallel classes were Dichaete

Table 87.—Pi, Diclio'te^x peach sooty ^; B. C, F^ D c^x/?">' ?.

Aug. 1.5, 1915. D

2
, 067

2,068
2,069

Total

167
13.5

103

405

167
123
116

406

B. C, Fi D9 X pPe^ c^.

Aug. 15, 1915. D pP e' D pP e" -f- D e' pP D pP

2,070
2,071
2,072
2,073
2,074
2,075
2,140

Total .

136

112

141

125
86
179
45

158
110

149

1.34

90
193
38

824 878

3

4

5

5

3

/

6

6
o

8

28 31

34
24
40
39
21
41

15

24
23
30
28
19

48
15

214 187

1

1

2

1

6

11

o

3

1

2

3

4
•7

18
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THE LETHAL NATURE OF HOMOZYGOUS DICH^TE.

Tlie first cross of Dichaete to Dichiete (culture 2027, table 86) produced 277

Dichfete to 105 not-Dich<Tte. From this culture several others were raised in

the next generation in order to secure a stock free from the fourth-chromosome

recessive eyeless. In these the ratio of Dichaete to not-Dichaste was approxi-

mately 2 : 1, rather than 3 : 1 as suggested by the first culture. Moreover,
none of the cultures showed any evidence of breeding true to Dicha?te. These

facts were taken to mean that Dicliaete is lethal when homozygous, as was
known to be the case with Star and two or three other dominants.

A more conclusive test was carried out by using the recessive pink in combi-

nation with Dichaete. Pink is known to show normal viability, yet when
a fly that was both Dichate and pink was out-crossed to wild aiid an Fa culture

raised from a pair of the Fi Dichste flies, only two flies were pink in a total

of 117 (culture 3432; D=77, +=38, Dp=:2, p = 0). There is normally
about 6 per cent of recombination for Dicha?te and pink, and these two Dichaste

pink flies are such recombinations. On the assumptions that homozygous
Dichfete is lethal and that there is no crossing-over in the male, the Fa zygotes
should be in the ratio D = 2oc-f-lrc: -f- =loc4-lrc: D p = loc: p = 0. (Each

original combination class of eggs is designated oc and each recombination class

re; the gametic series in the eggs is thus: Dp= oc, +=oc, J)= rc, p=rc.
With a Dichaete pink recombination per cent of 6, re= 3 and oc= 47). The
amount of recombination that actually occurred in the above cross can be

calculated from the Dichaste pink class (rc= 2) and the wild-type class

(oc+ rc= 38) to have been 5.3.

Subsequent work with Dichffite has never given results that suggest that

homozygous Dichaete lives. Many experiments have been such that they gave
incidental evidence on the lethal nature of homozygous Dichaete.

EXTENDED, AN ALLELOMORPH OF DICH^^TE.

One allelomorph of Dichaete viz, Extended, is known (see p. 165 for a full

account of Extended). This is a dominant, but overlaps the wild-type to

such an extent that it is not useful. It is lethal when homozygous, and the

Dichaete-Extended compound is also lethal. There are no recorded reoccur-

rences of the Dichaete mutation.

AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTS OF SELECTION OF DICH.ETE BRISTLES.

In connection with the description of the Dichaete character, mention has

already been made of the variation in the number of bristles of the Dichaete

flies, and of the selection experiments carried out by Sturtevant. These ex-

periments and findings (for a full account see Carnegie Publication No. 264)

may be briefly summarized as follows :

*' Plus '^ and " minus "
lines, differing

on the average by about 1.5 bristles, were established by selection. It was

found that continued close inbreeding decreased the effectiveness of later

selection, and apparently also decreased the variability in bristle-number.

AVlien plus and minus lines were crossed, Fi was intermediate and Fo showed

a greatly increased variability. Linkage tests demonstrated that there were

modifiers for bristle-number present
—at least one in the second chromosome

and one in the third (see p. 132) . These modifiers are sufficient to account for

the observed results of selection and crossing.
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EVALUATION OF DICHJ5TE.

Dichffite is the most valuable third-chromosome mutant thus far known. It

is invariably dominant. There is very little fluctuation in the degree of

development of the wing character which is the feature most used in the

separations. Bristle characters are present, which are subject to variation but

which never overlap the wild-type. The separations are complete, and in

point of ease and speed of classification DichaBte is unsurpassed. When homo-

zygous, Dichaete is invariably lethal; when heterozygous, Dichaete is not in-

ferior to the wild-type in viability. The fertility and productivity of the

mutant are normal.

The locus of Dichgete is in the third-chromosome about 7.6 units to the left

of that of pink, which is the primary base of reference of Dichaete. Dichaete

is about 14.4 units to the right of sepia, which is the secondary base of Dichaete

and which was for long the zero of the third chromosome. The new zero, or

left-most known mutant, is roughoid. Dichaete is about 40.4 map-units
to the right of roughoid.

The locus of Dichaete lies in the left limb of the third-chromosome, not far

to the left of the mid-point and in a region that is peculiarly susceptible to

variation in crossing-over. Thus, Dichaete is valuable in studying the influence

of age, of temperature, and of genetic factors upon crossing-over and coin-

cidence. The volume of linkage data involving Dichaete is very large, as can

be seen from the summary of table 2. The importance of Dichaete is so much

greater than that of any other third-chromosome mutant that it is now used

as the real base of reference of the third-chromosome. In this regard it is

comparable to black in the second chromosome.

Dichsete has been used in testing the chromosome group of most mutants

that have been found since the discovery of Dichste. When a new mutant
is found that is not supposed to be sex-linked, it is immediately mated to a

Star Dichgete fly from a special stock that is maintained for this purpose.
Star is a second-chromosome dominant and Dich^te is a third-chromosome

dominant. From such matings Fi Star Dichaete males heterozygous for the

mutant are back-crossed to females homozygous for the mutant, if such are at

hand. If no mutant-type females are at hand, the Fi Star Dichaete males are

mated to their not-Star not-Dichffite sisters which are heterozygous for the

mutant gene. The Fa flies that show the mutant character are then the equiva-
lent of the products of a male-test back-cross Because there is no crossing-

over in the male these mutant-type F2 flies, in case the gene for the mutant is

in the second-chromosome, will all fail to be Star, but will be equally Dichaete

and not-Dichaete. But if the mutant is in the third chromosome, then

conversely, none of the mutant-type flies will be Dichaete, while half will be

Star and half not-Star. By means of this single cross it can be determined

to which of the four chromosomes the mutant belongs. The distribution

pecuUar to sex-linkage will show whether or not the mutant is in the first

chromosome. If then a mutant is not sex-linked and shows linkage neither

to Star nor to Dichaete, the gene is known to be in the fourth chromosome.

The procedure in determining the chromosome of dominant mutants is the

same, except that Fi Star Dichfete mutant-type males are out-crossed to

wild females. An earlier method of determining the linkage group to
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which a new mutant belongs was to mate the mutant to a fly earring a second-

chromosome and a third-chromosome recessive, usually black and pink. Fi

wild-type males and females were mated together, and the diagnosis Atas made
on the basis of the 9:3:3:1 and 2:1:1:0 ratios that resulted. Thus, the

presence of a black mutant-type class is correlated with the absence of a pink

mutant-type class and means that the gene for the mutant is a member of the

third group. With the older method, the next step was to synthesize the

double recessive pink mutant-type, and this often proved very laborious. With
the present method, a Dichste mutant back-cross can be made by simply mating
together the Dichgete females and mutant-type males from the cultures that

show that the given gene is in the third-chromosome. Another and serious

difficulty with the old method is the presence of the other recessive. Thus,
if the double recessive pink mutant-type is made from the Fa of the cross to

black pink, black will be present as an impurity in the stock secured, and
will prevent the use of the stock with ebony. The black can be eliminated

by selection, which at best is a time-consuming operation. To avoid this

complication, the first step taken with a new mutant was usually not the

determination of its chromosome, but was the establishment of a stock of the

mutant from which flies were used in making the black pink F2 test, and other

flies were used in starting the synthesis of the needed multiple recessives. All

these precautions meant delay and labor; with the Star Dichsete method the

Star is a dominant and can be thrown out at pleasure with no loss of time

or uncertainty of result. The Star Dicheete stock is used more frequently in

experiments than any other of the 250 or more stocks that we maintain.

Just as Dichaete is the first mutant to be used in determining the chromo-

some of a new mutant, it is generally the first to be used in determining the

locus of the gene within the chromosome. A Dichaete mutant back-cross

can be immediately started from the culture that showed that the mutant is

in the third chromosome. This preliminary experiment gives sufficient indica-

tion of the locus of the mutant for more definite experiments to be planned.
But there is a better method than to make a simple Dichaete back-cross.

There is another third-chromosome dominant that is second only to Dichaete

in usefulness, viz.. Hairless, whose locus is in the right limb of the third-

chromosome and some 29 units from Dichaete. As soon as it is apparent
that a new mutant is in the third-chromosome it is out-crossed to a fly carrying
both Dichaete and Hairless in the same third-chromosome homologue. The Fi
Dichaste Hairless females are then back-crossed by males of the mutant type.
The results of such three-point back-crosses leave no doubt as to the position
of the new mutant with reference to the two kno"wn loci. It is then often

desirable or necessary to make a more refined study of the relation between

the locus of the mutant and the loci of whatever other mutants are in the

same region as the mutant.

TILT (tt).

(Figure 16, page 135.)

ORIGIN OF TILT.

In looking over the stock of black pink bent. Bridges found (August 29,

1915) several flies whose wings were held out at a wider angle from the body
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than usual for that stock. The wings were tilted up at the ends, much as in
the case of the second-chromosome mutant jaunty. Also, there was a long
break in the third longitudinal vein in the region opposite the posterior cross-

vein. Such a break had never been obseiTed in the third longitudinal before,

Fig. 16.—Tilt wings. Note break in third-longitudinal vein.

and, in addition, the presence of the tilt and the abnormal wing-angle made
it probable that a new mutation had arisen in the black pink bent stock.

CHROMOSOME OF TILT.

Tlie tilt flies were at the same time homozygous for the three recessive

mutants black (Il-chromosome), pink (III), and bent (IV), and this fact

made it exceptionally easy to determine in which chromosome the gene for tilt

lies. A tilt male was out-crossed to a wild-female. In Fi there were produced

only wild-type flies, which showed that tilt is recessive. Two Fi pairs were

mated. Back-crosses could have been made, since other tilt flies were on hand,
but it was feared that the presence of another wing character, viz, bent, would

interfere somewhat with the accuracy of the classifications of tilt, and on

account of the small size of the fourth chromosome there was relatively little

probability of the new mutant being in the fourth chromosome with bent. A
back-cross would have given no flies free from bent, and it was forseen that it

would be desirable to eliminate bent and also either black or pink, depending

10
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on whether the gene for tilt were in the third or the second chromosome. In

F2 the tilt character reappeared as approximately a fourth of the flies, nearly
all of the tilt flies being at the same time pink. This linkage of tilt with pink
showed that the gene for tilt is in the third-chromosome. Along with the

linkage of tilt and pink was a random distribution of tilt and sex, and black,

and bent.

TILT PINK BACK-CROSS.

From the F2 flies a tilt pink male that was not black or bent was out-crossed

to a wild female. Other similar males and females were crossed to each other

Table 89.—Pj, tilt pink ^xwild ?; B. C, F^+'^xtt p d"'.

Oct. 20, 1915. tt p
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two thoraxes with wings and bristles complete. Behind the normal thorax,

in the cleft between the thorax and abdomen, was inserted a second thorax, in

which the parts of the normal thorax were recognizable, though smaller, much

sliortened, and otherwise distorted. Some of these
''
bithorax "

flies were mated

togetlier, and all the progeny were found to be bithoracic, constituting a pure-

breeding stock of the recessive mutant.

DESCRIPTION OF BITHORAX.

The mutant bithorax is characterized by a more or less complete change of

the normal metathorax into a segment like the normal mesothorax. The

extent of this change is variable, and often unequal on the two sides of the

same individual. The factors (probably part at least environmental) that

Fig. 17.—Bithorax. (a) bithorax glass, the extra wings especially clear

as to venation, (b) normal balancer, (c, d, e, f, g) various bithorax

balancers that are only slightly wing-like.

influence the extent of the change have not been investigated. In very rare

cases the gene fails to produce any observable effect. Since in extreme fluctuants

the bithorax character may show only on one side, both sides of all flies that

appear at first glance to be not-bithorax must be examined if the classification

is to be accurate. Nearly always a bithorax fly can be recognized at once by

the presence, on one or both sides, of what looks like a black lump between

the metathorax and the abdomen, just under and behind the base of the wing.

More careful examination shows this
"
lump

"
to be a hairy structure that

seems to grow over more or less of the dorsal surface of the metathorax. This

dorsal hairy structure usually bears bristles, and shows a constriction that

evidently corresponds to that between the normal mesonotum and scutellum.
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Bristles corresponding to all the normal mesonotal bristles have been identified

at one time or another. Bristles corresponding to the sternopleurals have
also been found on the metapleura; but no sutures have been seen on the

metapleura.
The balancers of bithorax are nearly always conspicuously modified. They

are usually directed downwards instead of up and backwards as in the wild-

type fly. They are also usually swollen, darkened, and hairy. The larger
ones Avhen inflated suggest the well-known "

balloon "
wings. Sometimes they

are not inflated, but flattened and wing-like. In these cases veins can be

made out. The larger balancers are apparently always covered with minute

hairs, like those on the surface of the wings. What is normally the outer

anterior surface of the balancer usually bears, in bithorax, a row of black

hairs evidently corresponding to the heavy black hairs along the costal vein

of the normal wing. Study of these hairs in various types of bithorax balancers

leads to the conclusion that the constrictions separating the normal balancers

into three parts correspond to the two costal breaks in the normal wing (one
at the humeral cross-vein, the other just before the tip of the first longitudinal

vein). In the best-developed specimens, the extra wings are about half as large
as normal wings, and the venation is clearly like that of the normal wing.
The third leg of a wild-type Drosophila melanogaster differs from the second

leg in two respects : The tibia of the second leg has an apical and a preapical

bristle; there is only a preapical on the third. The basal tarsal joint of the

third leg bears at its base, on the under side, a few bristle-like hairs that

are distinctly longer than the corresponding hairs on the basal tarsal joint

of the second leg. The third leg of bithorax flies frequently shows an apical

tibial bristle, but it is more curved than the apical tibial bristle of the normal

second leg. It bears a striking resemblance to the
" hind tibial spur

"
of the

genus Hippelates. The hairs of the basal tarsal joint of the third leg have not

been found to be shorter in bithorax flies than in wild-type ones.

BITHORAX X STAR.

From the pure stock of bithorax, males were out-crossed to the second-cliromo-

some dominant Star. ISTone of the flies from this cross showed the bithorax

character, which was thus definitely proved to be recessive. An Fi Star male

was back-crossed to a bithorax female. Of the 200 flies produced by this

male back-cross test (table 91) 108, or 54 per cent, were either Star bithorax

Table 91.—Pi, bithorax cf X Star $; B. C, F^S ^x Ix $.

Oct. 30, 1915.
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BITHORAX X SEPLE

From a cross of bithorax to
*'

seple
"

(sesse'ro), Fi wild-type males and
females were bred togetber. In Fg none of the bithorax flies showed any of

the characters that entered the cross from the seple parent. This proved that

the gene of the new mutant is in the third-chromosome.

THE APPROXIMATE LOCATION OF BITHORAX AS FOUND BY TESTS OF
SEPLE CROSS-OVERS.

In the Fo from the cross of bithorax to seple there occurred flies that showed

one or another cross-over combinations of seple, such as sepia, sooty rough,
or spineless sooty rough. ]\Iales that represented crossing-over in various

sections were out-crossed to bithorax females. The sepia males that were

tested were found to have a sepia bithorax chromosome
;
that is, the gene for

bithorax is situated to the right of the cross-over region between sepia and

spineless. Likewise the sooty rough cross-overs carried bithorax, which showed

that the bithorax locus is to the left of the cross-over region, between spineless

and sooty. None of the flies with any combination including spineless itself

Avere found to carry bithorax. The limits for the locus of the bithorax gene
were thus proved to be within a few units to the right or to the left of the

spineless locus.

Stocks of sepia bithorax and of bithorax sooty rough were obtained from the

descendants of the above tests. These two stocks were crossed together, and,

by furthing crossing-over, a stock of sepia bithorax sooty rough flies was secured.

This stock was called
"
seble."

SEPIA BITHORAX X HAIRLESS.

At this time the third-chromosome dominant Hairless had been found and

its locus determined as approximately a unit to the left of ebony. It was

recognized that Hairless would become one of the most useful third-chromosome

mutants, and would be suitable for determining the locus of new mutants such

as bithorax. A sepia bithorax female was crossed to a Hairless male, and Ft

Hairless females were back-crossed by sepia bithorax males (table 92). There

Table 92.—Pi, sepia hitJiorax $ x IIairless J*; B. C, F-^II^X se hx ,^.

Sept. 22, 1916.
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SEBLE X DICH^TE HAIRLESS: CROSS-OVER VARIATION PRESENT.

This position of the bithorax gene was regarded as favorable, since the mutant
bithorax could be used as an alternate to spineless. The positions of these

two loci were approximately the same, the exact distance between being de-

terminable by further experiments; and the character bithorax was of such

a nature that it could be used with any known type of character without inter-

ference with the accuracy of classification, while the bristles of the spineless
mutant were so small that it would be difficult to use spineless with other

mutants that also affect size of bristles.

A Dichaete Hairless double-dominant stock was made up; and a Dicha^te

Hairless male was crossed to a sepia bithorax sooty rough male. The Pi
Dichffite Hairless females were back-crossed by se bx e'' ro males. About 1,000
back-cross flies were raised (table 93) of which 85 or 8.3 per cent represented

Table 93.—P^, sepia hithorax sooty rough ^xDiclicete Hairless ^; B. C,

F^D H^xse l)x e' ro <^.
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the left of spineless. More recent work leads to the conclusion that the effect is

upon the left limb of the third-chromosome, but not upon the right, offering a

parallel to the regional action of CiiL and CllR upon the second-chromosome

and of Cm upon the third. These cross-over variations are discussed more at

length in special sections (Chip on p. 183, Cm on p. 89). That the variation

was introduced through the Dichste Hairless rather than the
"
seble

"
stock is

indicated by the normal values obtained in a seble back-cross carried out in

connection with divergent (table 94) .

Table 94.—Pt, sepia hWiorax sooty rough x divergent ; B. C,

Fi-|-?xse Ix e" ro ^.
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A three-point ss bx H back-cross is, of course, much more accurate in measur-

ing the interval between ss and bx than the parallel tests, but with loci as close

together as these it is very difficult indeed to obtain the necessary double reces-

sive ss bx without a special method. The special method consists in first deter-

mining between which two established loci the new locus is situated, and then

testing cross-overs between these primary loci, a certain proportion of these

cross-overs being cross-overs between a given primary locus and the new locus.

A fly coming from such a cross-over would have a chromosome carrying the

Table 95.—Pi sepia hithorax sooty rough (^ X spineless {white-ocelli) 5;
B. C, Fi-f$xse bx e' ro ^.

Mar. 15, 1920.
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and pP ss bx in the other, and homozygous pP ss bx flies would be produced by

crossing tliem together. Since finding a pP ss bx chromosome is the only point
to be considered the tests could be advantageously carried out by mating about

3 pP ss males to about 5 bx females per culture. Several such mass tests were

carried out; but none of tliem produced bx flies. Either not enough tests were

started, or the locus of bitliorax is closer to that of spineless than supposed.

LOCATION OF BITHORAX BY USE OF GLASS.

The weakness of the situation was that sooty was so far away from the

region in which the cross-over Avas desired that only about 1 in 11 of the flies

representing crossing-over were expected to be of the right sort. No other

satisfactory mutants were present in the sections, by use of which the proportion
of waste cross-overs could be cut down appreciably. Somewhat later, the

mutant "
glass

*' was found, and was located at about 5 units to the right of

spineless. A spineless glass male was crossed to a bithorax female, and the

Fi females were back-crossed to spineless glass males. About 1 in 5 of the

spineless not-glass flies produced were expected to be ss bx in one chromosome.

But as a matter of fact only about 1 in 30 was such a cross-over. The occurrence

of this one cross-over proved that the locus of bithorax is really to the right

of that of spineless; and also gave a means of getting a spineless bithorax

glass triple recessive.

SPINELESS BITHORAX GLASS BACK-CROSSES.

Three types of three-point back-crosses involving spineless bithorax and

glass were carried out (tables 97, 98, 99) . In all three experiments the bithorax

Table 97.—Pi, spineless glass xhithorax; B. C, F^+ ^xss hx gl J*.

March 27, 1921.
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Table 99.—Pi, spineless xhithorax glass; B. C, F^ + ^Xss hx gl J'.

May 15, 1921.
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compared with the different structures of the wing and mesothorax. Genetically

considered, bithorax is an alternate to the more useful locus spineless: and

will probably be used mostly in combination with characters like Minute that

can not be used successfully with spineless. The character overlaps the wild-

type to a very slight degree, but this is enough to prevent its further use in

experiments in which small percentages are being tested.

SMUDGE (sm).

(Figure 18.)

ORIGIN OF SMUDGE.

A stock of the dominant third-chromosome mutant Dichgete was observed

by Bridges to have as an impurity a
" moruloid "

eye character (November 5,

1915) . The facets of the eyes of these flies were disposed somewhat irregularly,

as in the case of morula or Star, but the disturbance was not very marked.

Fig. 18.—Smudge eyes, (a and b) top and side view of smudge eye.

(c) facets and hairs of the smudge area, (d) facets and hairs of the not-

sraudge area of the smudge eye.

With a magnification of 38 diameters (the routine examinations are made with

a magnification of about 15 diameters) it was seen that quite a few of the

flies that had not seemed moruloid were really so. The facets in small areas

were found to be rounded instead of hexagonal.

The new mutant character did not seem very workable because of the labor

and uncertainty involved in its separations. It was therefore decided to

discard the mutant, and also to eliminate it from the Dichgete stock, so that

it would not become spread more widely by crosses in which Dicha?te would be

used. Pair-matings were made between Dichaete flies that did not show the

moruloid. From those pairs that did not produce moruloid among the off-

spring, further matings were made, and this process was repeated until the

stock was free from the impurity.

One of the first of the selected pairs produced moruloids, and also flies that

had a black smudge on the upper part of the compound eye (2466, November

18,1915).
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DESCRIPTION OF SMUDGE.

The smudge varied from a few black granules here and there on the upper

part of the eye to a patch half the area of the eye. Under low-power the eye

looked as though smudged with soot or pencil lead. Under high-power
the black granules were seen to be individual ommatidia that were somewhat

enlarged and much darkened. There was also a cone-sliaped eruption of the

surface of the black ommatidia. In tlie smudge area the facets tended to be

irregularly distributed and to be rounded. The hairs set at the corners between

the facets were sometimes found to be blacker, shorter and rather thicker.

Because of the disturl)ance to the rows of ommatidia, these hairs were often

in irregular groups. The eye-color was often darker than normal. Wlien

smudge males and females were bred together a stock was obtained in which

roughly 80 per cent of the individuals were seen to have the smudge to some

degree, while the remainder were mostly moruloid.

CHROMOSOME OF SMUDGE.

To test whether the locus of smudge is in the second chromosome, smudge
males were crossed to vestigial females, and five Fo pair-cultures were raised

Table 101.—Pi, smudge ^ X vestigial $; F.,, Fi + 2xFi + ^.

Feb. 1, 1916.
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flies present (a slight excess of smudge had appeared in the smudge by vestigial

F2), and these were distributed with respect to Dichgete and Hairless in such

a way that the position of smudge was very problematical. The counts were

finally abandoned and the character smudge was put aside as of little value.

Later, in looking over these results, a possible solution of the difficulty pre-
sented itself. It was recalled that all flies had been classified as smudge if

they showed the granules or if they showed the irregular arrangement of facets

and general darkening of color. It then seemed probable that there were

present two distinct mutant types
—the moruloid character originally observed,

and the true smudge that was noticed in the next generation and was supposed
to be another and more extreme effect of the same mutant gene. Possibly these

characters were interrelated, for example, in such a fashion that one appeared

only in flies homozygous for the gene of the other. A second smudge X DichEete

Hairless back-cross was undertaken, and in making the separations oaly those

flies were classified as smudge in which the black-granular ommatidia were

Table 102.—Pi, smudge J* X Dichcete Hairless ? *; B. C.,F^D H^X sm. S-

Nov. 4, 1920.
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since the principle involved is already established by other cases thoroughly

analyzed.

SKI-III (si).

(Figure 19.)

The mutant Ski has been proved to depend upon the simultaneous action

of a dominant second-chromosome gene and a recessive third-chromosome

gene. In this account we are concerned primarily with the third-chromosome

Fig. 19.—Ski wings (simplex).

gene; but a short general account of the discovery of the character and also

of its digenic nature is abstracted from a forthcoming paper by Clausen and

Collins.

ORIGIN OF SKI.

The mutant-type Ski was found by Clausen and Collins to be present in a

small proportion of the flies in two sister Fo mass-cultures that were descended

from a cross of white to wild (December 1, 1915). The Ski flies were

bred together, and a stock was produced which threw a high proportion of Ski

flies. The stock did not breed true for the character even after considerable

selection. Matings within the stock showed that the wild-type flies mated

together never gave Ski
; that Ski X Ski gave 3 Ski : 1 wild-type, or more

rarely, all Ski ; and that Ski X wild-type gave 1 Ski : 1 wild-type, or some-

times, all Ski.

Several attempts were made to determine the locus of Ski, but these gave
discordant results. Clausen and Collins made test matings which showed

that the inheritance of Ski was remarkably similar to that of vortex, which

had just been worked out by Bridges and Mohr (Genetics, 1919). That is. Ski

is dependent on the simultaneous presence of two genes, neither of which

gives any somatic effect by itself. One of these genes (Ski-iii) is located

in the third chromosome at about 5 units to the right of Dicha?te; and the
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otlier (Ski-ii) is located in the second-ckromosome about 13 units to the

left of black. The Ski tiies were found to be of two types ; all were homozygous
for ski-in, but they could be either heterozygous or homozygous for Ski-n.

They established, by rigorous methods, stocks homozygous for both genes, which

stocks bred true to the Ski character. The pure-breeding or
"
duplex

"
Ski

was found to be similar to but somatically distinct from the
"
simplex

"
Ski.

DESCRIPTIOX OF SIMPLEX AXD DUPLEX SKI.

The character Ski, simplex, is almost identical with jaunty; that is, the

wings are turned up at the tips, usually only the posterior half of the wing.
In duplex Ski the curvature usually involves the whole wing, and is more
extreme, the tip often being directed forward. In duplex Ski there is a strong

infolding or crimp in the costal vein, which is only slightly developed in

simplex Ski, and which is not present in jaunty or curled at all. There is con-

siderable overlap between simplex and duplex Ski, but none between Ski and
the wild-type. In this respect Ski is much more sharply defined than the simi-

larly inherited vortex, which fluctuates markedly, is sensitive to modification,

and is sex-hmited in expression.
Clausen and Collins showed that the ratio of wild-type to Ski produced in

various niatings had the following unusual range of values: 4- :Ski=T: 1,

13:3, 3:1, 5:3, 1:1 or 1:3. In one mating of Ski X wild-type (duplex
Ski X ski-iii) the Fi are all Ski: and F-^ is 3 Ski: 1 wild-t\-pe, which repre-
sents the usual 1:3:1 ratio of a simple domiruinf. Another mating of Ski X
wild-type (duplex Ski x Ski-n), the Fi is wild-type: and F* is 3 wild-type: 1

Ski, corresponding to the 1:3:1 ratio of a simple recessive.

Two wild-type stocks (Ski ii and Ski in) mated together give only wild-type
Fi: and yet in F2 Ski appears in 3 of the 16 classes. Curious linkage dis-

crepancies were also found, making the character appear sometimes as a simple
Ill-chromosome recessive and again as a simple Il-chromosome dominant.

COMPLEMEXT-\IlY BACK-CROSSES OF DICKETE. SKI-HI. AXD SPINELESS.

Since the viability of Ski had been observed to be inferior to that of the

wild-type imder the conditions of the experiments, the four complementary

Table 103.—B. C. datainvolring Dich(Fte_. .<fH-iii, and spineless.

Feb. 28, 1920.
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of llio flirmnopomf'S arc varied, fTOHS-ovcr variatioriH fire alw iKHiiralizcd or

rcvr'filf'H. TIk; r(\sults )iavo, tliorcfon;, niucli greiiUtr reliability and f^cncrality.
In inakiiif];' tlie l)a('k-croK.s trats it was riecossary that on*; or tb<! otli<;r of tli';

parents he lioniozy^^'oiis for Ski
-ii, wliilc tli<' in;d<' must he lioino/.ygous for

ski III. Tims, one back-cross wa.s of the type ','-
-—4 ^^ J X

Si SI HH

jL. J:—^^—^C?, while anotlir-r was of thr- type -"^- --^—«^_± O x+ -f- SI 8S
^ ' -^ '

4. + 4- KS
"^

Si 4- si S8
cf. In both cases all the back-cross flics that receive tlx; si gejie

.Si -f si ss

from the mother are siin})lex Ski.

The locus of ski-iii is betw(!en those of Diehaite and spineless. There was

5.7 per cent of recond)ination for Dicha3t<! and ski-iii, and 11.4 pes cent for

ski-ii ;ini| spineless. In both of these sections thfjre is double c;rossing-ovcr,

so that the map-distan(;e corres[)onding to tli(;s<! recondjination per ce-nts are

a})proxiinately 5.9 and 11.4.

The crosses of Ski to Star Dicha-te, witli subsecpjent niatin*^ (if F, S I) fetnales

by simplex Ski males (table 104) jjroduced for the Dicha;te ski Jii interval

Tai!m; IOI.—/'„ ,SHxStar IHrhade; /'', ,S' D^Xmnphx ,Ski ^ (Aufj. 'If/).

Si
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Fig. 20.—Third-chromosome wing mutants, (o) bithorax, showing bal-

ancers turned into extra wings; (6) typical Beaded of stock; (c) curled

wing, front view; (d) curled wing, side view.
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were apparently tlie same as tlie vermilion dilutes of the Fo cultures. A pair
of these vermilion forked dilutes gave a stock apparently pure.

DILUTE X DICHJ]:TE, MALE BACK-CROSS.

From the vermilion forked dilute stock a male was out-crossed to Dichfete,

and an Fi Dicha?te male was back-crossed to a vermilion forked dilute female

(table 105). In the back-cross progeny there were only half as many males as

Table 105.—Pi, dilute ^xDiclmte ?; B. C, F^ D ^xdil. ?.

Jan. 21, 1916.
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Because of the large fluctiiation in the curliness it was found difficult to

classify curled in the presence of Dichsete. More dependable characteristics

of the mutant are the erect scutellar bristles and the waxy texture of the wings.

BLACK SPECK CURLED X WILD; CURLED NOT IN SECOND
CHROMOSOME.

Since the curled mutation had been found in the black speck stock, a triple

recessive was on hand by means of which a back-cross test could be made that

would tell whether or not the gene for curled is in the second-chromosome

with black and speck. A black speck curled male was out-crossed to a wild

female, and three of the Fi wild-type females were back-crossed to black speck

curled males (table 106).

Table 106.—Pi, black speck curled J* x wild $; B. C, Pi+ $ X Z> sp cu cT-

July 7, 1916.
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DICH^TE CURLED X HAIRLESS.

In order to determine on whieli side of Dichaete curled is situated, it was

necessary to know the linkage relations of curled with some other mapped locus

besides Dichaete. The dominant " Hairless" had Just been found and located

approximately at ebony. This mutant was crossed to Dichaete curled from

the preceding experiment, and the Fi Dichsete Hairless females were crossed

to curled males. The back-cross progeny showed that the locus of curled is

between those of Dichaete and spineless; i. e., to the right of Dichaete.

SEPL\ CURLED SPINELESS SOOTY ROUGH X DICH.ETE HAIRLESS.

The position of curled at approximately 4.3 to the right of Dichaete made

curled valuable as an alternate to pink. That is, the behavior of the region

between Dichaete and spineless could be followed by use of curled if it was

desired to use some other eye-color that would conflict with the classification of

pink. Thus, Gowen used curled in combination with sepia (J. E. Z., 1919,

p. 242). He ran a sepia curled spineless sooty rough x Dichaete Hairless back-

cross in order to observe the correlation between the crossing-over in different

regions of the third chromosome. The Dich^te curled recombination per cent

inGowen's back-cross was 2.8; but there was a cross-over variation present, so

that this value is too small for calculating the normal position of curled. The

Dichffite spineless value was 7.4 instead of 16.2, which is the standard D ss

value. If the Dicha?te curled value was changed in the same ratio, the

locus of curled would be at 5.6 ± to the right of Dichaete, or at 46±.

The region in which curled is thus located is one in which many mutant loci

(pink. Deformed, maroon, dwarf, ski-iii, warped, mahogany, compressed,

scarlet, and varnished) are situated close to one another. The serial order of

several of these is still unknown, and to locate curled witli respect to them

would require considerable work. This region seems peculiarly susceptible

to cross-over variation, so that it is not sufficient to locate curled with reference

to a point even as close as Dicha?te. It is proposed to use pink or perhaps the

dominant Deformed, as the base of reference of curled and the rest of this

group.
TWO-BRISTLE (2b).

ORIGIN OF TWO-BRISTLE.

In determining whether the duplication that affected sable also affected the

neighboring locus miniature, a sable-duplication sable garnet male was crossed

to an eosine miniature female, and several Fo cultures were raised. In one of

these (8311, February 22, 1916) Bridges found a single male that had two

bristles onlv of the normal four dorso-centrals. Tlie mutation was similar to

Dichaete in this respect, but the wings were normal.

DOMINANCE OF TWO-BRISTLE.

This " Two-bristle
" male was out-crossed to yellow achaete females. Achate

is a sex-linked bristle modification of the same type as Two-bristle. The sons

were all achaete, and about half of the daughters lacked one or more bristles

from the thorax or the scutellum or both. It was judged that Two-bristles was

not an allelomorph of achaete, since somewhat more than half of the daughters
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were entirely wild-type (3625: + $ 4-2, SbJ^i), yacc^ST). The alternative is

that Two-bristle is a donxinant. Some further crosses, in the process of elimi-

nating acha^te, proved tliis view to be correct.

TWO-BRISTLE X STAR, MALE BACK-CROSS.

In order to test whether the gene for Two-bristle was in the second-chromo-

some, a Two-bristle male was ont-crossed to Star (4286, April 21, 1916; S 14.

2b 6, S 2b 6, -1-6), and some of the Fi Star Two-bristle males were out-crossed

to wild females (table 108). The Two-bristle character appeared as often

T.VBLE 108.—Pi, Two-hristh ^ X Star ?; B. C, F^8 2l (^X wild $.

May 5, 191G.
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left of spineless rested upon a single individual, more cultures of the same
nature were raised. No other recombinations of Two-bristle and spineless
were observed in the total of 1,176 flies (table 109).

Table 109.—5. C, F, 2h $
(-

se ss ro

2h
X sc so e' ro J*.

July 4, 1916.

se
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and spineless is about 0.2 unit. These two loci, Two-bristle and spineless, are

practically to be treated as one base, the data involving Two-bristle being com-

bined witli those for spineless with a simple correction of 0.2 unit.

The mutant Two-bristle was not used further, and the stock was lost nut

long after the determination of the location. In carrying on the stock it

became apparent that homozygous Two-bristle is lethal, as is the case with

most other dominants in DrosopJiila.

BLACK-LEG.

In determining the chromosome of the sex-limited character "bobbed,"

Bridges raised several r2 cultures from the cross of bobbed to black pink
bent. Bobbed was shown to be sex-linked as well as limited in expression

entirely to the female. In one of the F2 cultures (3344, February 23, 1916)
it was observed that many of the flies were pale in body-color,

"
pallid," with

wings that were thin-textured and yellowish and either arched or slightly

crumpled, and with hind-legs that were bowed and possessed unusually dark

coloration of the tibial joint.

These "
black-legs

" were almost entirely pink-eyed, from which it fol-

lowed that the locus of the recessive mutant is in the third chromosome not far

from that of pink.
The black-leg females were generally sterile and very unproductive, and

some trouble was met with in the use of males also.

A pink black-leg back-cross gave 21 pink black-leg and 38 wild-type flies

with no recombinations (4413, April 27, 1916). However, in keeping stock

of black-legs a few recombinations were observed.

The classification of the character was not sharp, and the handling of the

stock was so difficult that the mutant was discarded without further tests. It

is still present in the black pink bent stock, as some crosses in 1921 showed.

EXTRA-SCUTELLAES-III.

In Indiana University Study No. 36 (March 1918), Fernandus Payne re-

ports the results of selection for an increased number of bristles on the

scutellum.

Early in 1916, a female with one extra bristle was mated to a wild-type

brother, and there were produced 226 wild-type flies and 2 females that had

an extra bristle. These two females produced about 4 per cent of extra-bristle

offspring, including a few with two extras. In the next generation the per-

centage of extra-bristle flies rose to 11.5, a few flies having three extras. The
selection was carried on for 38 generations, using as parents each generation
flies that were among tlie extremes available. After the twenty-ninth genera-
tion the results were uniforndy the same—all the flies had extra bristles, the

mode being at 5 extras, and the extreme being 11 extras.

This level was attained through a series of rises separated by periods of

uniformity. The beginning of each rise represents mutation, or the attainment

of a particular aggregate of genes through assortment or crossing-over. The
rise continues until all the parents used are of the new constitution. The

succeeding period of uniformity lasts until a new change in constitution is

initiated. An examination of the data shows four distinct levels for the
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mode, each preceded by a sharp rise. The breaks occurred at the fourth, the

eighth, the fifteenth, and the twenty-ninth generations. The percentages of

flies with extra bristles showed simihir breaks at these generations, especially

marked at the eighth and fifteenth. Tlie appearance of the original 5-bristled

female represents another break; and the rapid rise during the early genera-

tions of selection probably represent two or three breaks merged together.

The course of the curve represents four to six or more selected constitutions

and an unknown number of discarded constitutions.

GENETICAL ANALYSIS OF THE RESULT.

Out-crosses of flies from the high line showed that at least one of the genes
involved was an autosomal dominant and at least one was sex-linked.

An extra-bristle female was out-crossed to eosin rul)y forked, and an Fi

extra-bristle female again out-crossed to eosin i-uby forked male. The results

showed that there was a dominant gene located in the X chromosome near

eosin, probably at about a third of the distance from eosin to ruby.

An extra-bristled female was out-crossed to a black pink bent male, and Fj

extra-bristled flies inbred for F,. The distribution of extra bristles among
the black flies was the same as among the not-blacks, which showed that there

was no second-chromosome mutant involved, unless it were a dominant at one

or the other end of the chromosome. The percentage of extras among the

bents was even slightly higher than among the not-bents, showing that the

fourth-chromosome of the selected line was not more positive than the fourth-

chromosome carrying bent. But only 16 per cent of the pink flies showed

extra-bristles, while 67 per cent of the not-pink flies showed extras. This

demonstrates that at least one gene for extra bristles was carried by the third-

chromosome of the selected line.

Other crosses with third-cliromosome mutants confirmed the presence of a

third-chromosome modifier. Other crosses with second-chromosome mutants,

and with the fourth-chromosome mutant eyeless, showed that there was prob-

ably no second- and no fourth-chromosome modifiers at work.

The localization of the third-chromosome modifier within the third chromo-

some was attempted, by raising F.. from tlie cross of extras to seple. The

attempt was only partly successful, because of the presence of a dominant cross-

over modifier (CiiiP, see p. 183) in the third chromosome of the extra-bristle

stock. jSTone of the 8 ss e' ro flies had extra-bristles, while two of the 7 se flies

had extra-bristles. Since crossing-over between sepia and spineless transferred

the modification to sepia, the locus of the modifier is to the right of sepia,

probably to the right of the mid-point of the chromosome, i. e., pink.

SCUTE-INHIBITOR-III.

In the sixth generation of Payne's selection for increased number of scutellar

bristles (see p. 158) appeared a single male having only 1 bristle on the scutel-

lum instead of the normal 4 (Fernandus Payne, Genetics, 5 : 501-542, Xovember

1920). Breeding tests showed that the character is a sex-linked recessive

situated to the left of eosin. The position and description of
" reduced ''

tallies

with that of
"
scute," with which it is probably identical. Payne started selec-
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tion within the scute strain for a more intensified, and for a less intensified

reduction of the scutellar bristles. Both selections were successful.

SCUTE SELECTED TOWARD THE WILD-TYPE.

The selection for a less marked departure from the wild-type resulted in a

strain in which about half tlie flies were wild-type as far as scutellar bristles

were concerned, though they could still be distinguished from wild-type by the

absence of ocellar and post-vertical bristles. Tlie mean of this line differed

from the wild-type by only about half a bristle.

Linkage tests showed that there was present in tlie X-chromosome of this

slight stock a modifier gene near miniature that tended to inhibit the reduction

of bristles. A cross to bhick pink bent, with back-cross test of the Fi wild-type
female by black pink bent males showed that there was no dominant inhibitor

of reduction in the fourth-chromosome, but that there was one in the third-

and another in the second-chromosome. This test could detect only dominant

modifiers. The presence of a dominant third-chromosome gene tending to

reverse the action of the scute gene was confirmed by similar back-crosses with

sjjineless and sooty. A comparison of the results of the back-crosses with pink,
M-ith spineless, and with sooty showed that the locus of the modifier was closest

to spineless and farthest from pink (ss with scutellar-bristles = 6 per cent;

e^ with = 18 per cent; pink with = 35 per cent). This position was confirmed

by finding that the dominant was still farther removed from sepia (40 per
cent of se with scutellar) and farthest of all from rough (ro with = 48 per

cent). The agreement of these findings with a position very close to spineless

probably means that there was only one dominant in the third ch.romosome.

Since scute arose in the line selected for increased number of scutellar

bristles, it seems likely that this dominant is the same as that found in the

analysis reported on page 158. This a priori probability was strengthened by

finding that when the scute flies that had an abnormally large number of

bristles (3.5 on the average) were out-crossed to wald the Fi flies also had

an abnormally large number of bristles. That is, the modifier that raises the

number of bristles of scute also raises the number of bristles of the uot-scute,

as the previously mentioned modifier was known to do. The locus of the

present modifier agrees with that in the previous experiment, for the cross of

extra-bristles to seple liad shown that the locus of the modifier was to the

right of sepia and probably to the right of the mid-point of the chromosome

(i. e., pink). From the identity of origin, and similarity in effects, in domi-

nance, and in location Payne concluded that the scute-inhibitor in his selection

for higher bristled scute was the same gene as that present in his selection for

extra bristles.

SCUTE SELECTED AWAY FROM THE WILD-TYPE.

The selection for a more marked reduction of scutellar bristles resulted in

a line in which about 98 per cent of the flies had no scutellar bristles at all.

Tests of this line showed that it lacked the sex-linked modifier near miniature

tliat was present in the scute line selected in the opposite direction and also

lacked the second-chromosome dominant and the tliird-ehromosome dominant

inhibitors of scute. The selection liad eliminated three modifiers (at least)
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that bad tended to make the number of bristles on the scutellum larger. That
the selection possihly incorporated a dominant tending to reduce scutellar

bristles is suggested by the results of the back-cross with black pink bent. In

the offspring from the second out-cross to black pink bent (hack-cross offspring)

only 93 per cent of the scute flies had no scutellars, while in the original stock

98 per cent lacked scutellars. Among the black flies the percentage without

scutellars was 97, among the bent 95, and among the pink 91. That is, a

dominant third-chromosome intensifier of scute may have been present in the

stock selected for fewer scutellar bristles. The difference is not great enougli
to furnish more than an indication of such an intensifier.

HAIRLESS (H).

(Figure 21.)

ORIGIN OF HAIRLESS.

In the Fo of a cross of pink spineless to a new recessive mutant "
telescope,"

that proved to be in the second chromosome, Bridges found a single pink

Fig. 21.—Hairless.

spineless male from which several bristles and also large areas of the hairs

(microchfetffi) on the dorsal surface of the thorax were absent (culture 3503,

March 4, 1916).
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DOMINANCE OF HAIRLESS ; DESCRIPTION OF HAIRLESS.

The pink spineless
" Hairless " male was out-crossed to the third-clironio-

sonie dominant Dichaete, and the gene was found to be dominant (table 111).

The Hairless character did not appear as such in the Fi flies ; but instead, these

flies showed a character very similar to Two-bristle, which had been found

just previously. The Fi Hairless flies lacked the two post-vertical bristles that

ordinarily project backwards from the head in the region of the ocelli. They
also lacked one or both of the anterior dorso-centrals, and probably a majority
of the bristles that project backward from the posterior edge of each schlerite

of the abdomen. There remained to mark the site of each of these absent

bristles the basal ring in which the bristle is normally mounted. Apparently
the bristles have weak attachments and break off during emergence from the

pupa case. In the cases of Two-bristle, Dichaete and the other mutants in

which bristles are absent, this basal ring also is absent; in those mutants the

bristle is never formed. Kecently (November 1920) a fourth-chromosome re-

cessive
" shaven " has been found, in which both bristles and hairs are absent

in varying degrees from the entire fly, but especially from the abdomen
;
but

the basal rings are present, and certain grades of shaven bear a startling

resemblance to Hairless.

There is one further characteristic of Hairless that is very useful in classi-

fication, and which is not possessed by shaven, viz., a break in the fourth and

fifth longitudinal veins. In consequence they fail to reach the margin of the

wing. There is considerable fluctuation in the number of bristles that are

absent, the most useful index being the post-verticals. No individuals have

been seen in which the character was not apparent in the abdominal bristles,

although one very rarely need resort to examination of these bristles, which are

inconveniently small and are covered by the wings. Eecently Sturtevant has

made a careful examination of the bristles of Hairless, chiefly with respect to

the thorax and scutcllum.

PINK SPINELESS HAIRLESS X DICH.ETE, MALE BACK-CROSS.

An Fi Dichaete Hairless male from table 111 was back-crossed to a pink spine-

less female, and there were produced 63 D and 62 p ss H flies with no recom-

Table 111.—Pi, pink spineless Hairless ^xDickcete $.

March 9, 1916.
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DICH^TE X HAIRLESS, FEMALE BACK-CROSS.

Two Fi Dichtete Hairless females were out-crossed to wild males, with the

production of 26.4 j^er cent of recombination (table 112).

Table 112.—i?. C, F^ Dichcete Hairless $ (SSoO) X wild ^.

April 6, 1916.
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recorded in connection with other mutant*, two small experiments having
no other connection (tables 114 and 115).

Table 114.—S. C, F^ Dklicete Hairless $ {tahle
—

) xwild (^.

March 8, 1918.
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spriug of culture 4291 had a liglit pink eye-color (April 21, 1916). Tins

eye-color was lighter than true
"
pink

" and not so yellowish as
"
peach

"
;

it

was crossed to pink and found to give an intermediate compound. At the

same time it was crossed to Dichaete, and a male back-cross gave proof of its

third-chromosome location. The mutation, the third allelomorph of pink,
was lost almost immediately.

LETHAI^IIIE (1264, A. H. S.).

In selecting for a higher number of bristles, Sturtevant found that one

culture of Dichsete by Dichaete produced 60 Dichaete and no not-Dicha?te off-

spring, instead of the usual 2 Dichtete to 1 not-Diclitete ratio (1246, A. H. S.,

May, 1916). This line was continued for about 18 generations through con-

tinued Dichaete by Dichaete mating, and it produced in total 2,735 Dichastes

and 4 not-Dichstes. The production of the 4 not-Dichaetes suggested that

the Dichaetes were really all heterozygous, but that the stock was balanced in

a manner already kno^vn for Truncate and for Beaded. That is, in the not-

Dichsete chromosome a recessive lethal was present in a locus close to that of

Dichaete, and both the homozygous lethal and the homozygous Dichaete flies

died, leaving only the double heterozygous types to be counted. The four

not-Dichaete flies were due to crossing-over between Dichfete and the lethal,

so that an egg carry-ing neither Dichaete nor the lethal was produced. That

the Dichfetes of this nearly pure-breeding strain were actually heteroz^'gous

was shown by out-crossing them
;
half the offspring were Dichaete and half not.

That a lethal was present in the not-Dichaete chromosome was proved by

outcrossing the Dichaete and then breeding from the not-Dichaste Fi flies.

These were sho\\Ti to carry a lethal. This lethal (line) is still on hand, being
used to balance the stock of the Extended mutant in the same way in which

the Dichaete line was balanced.

LOCUS OF THE LETHAL.

By studying the constitution of the 4 not-Dicha?te flies, it was found that

the locus of the lethal is to the right of that of Dichjete. The Dichfete strain

was carrying other third-chromosome mutants as well as Dichaete, and the

test for relative order was to find which of these mutants had been sained

by the crossing-over that removed the lethal.

The distance between Dichaete and the lethal is easily determined, since the

not-Dichaetes are a simple class by recombination (re= 4), and the Dichaetes

are a complex class, mainly original combinations {2oc+ lrc= 2735) . From
these two equations the recombination per cent is 0.3, which is also the distance

in units.

EXTENDED (DE).

(Figure 22b.)

In the course of a selection experiment, Dichaete flies were mated together
in pairs (Sturtevant, 1918). On June 11, 1916, it was noticed that one of

these pairs (culture 1379) was giving nmnerous flies intermediate in appear-
ance between Dichaete and wild-type. They had the bristles of the wild-type.
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Fig. 22.—Dichaete (a), and its allelomorph Extended (b).
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but the wings were more or less extended like those of Dicliaete. These " Ex-

tended
"

flies were shown to carry an allelomor^Dh of Diehste that is dominant

lethal, and lethal with Dichate (i. e., the compounds die). The character

Extended overlaps normal sufficiently to make it unsatisfactory for studies of

linkage, but is distinct enough so that its allelomorphism to Dichfete could be

estahlished. The counts obtained by Sturtevant (1918, pp. 31, 32) give sepia

Extended = ^^ ^ ^"'^ = 12.4. Extended spineless =
^^

^ ^^^ = 7.6.
lOo 14-i

One culture, in which all three loci (seD^ss) were followed, showed the

sequence to be sepia, Extended, spineless. The Extended locus was thus showm

to be not far from that of Dichaete. That the gene was lethal was shown

by the failure of the attempts to get homozygous Extendeds. That Dichgete

Extended compounds die was shown by mating Dichaete to Extended. The Fi

result was, Diclia?te 99, Extended 69, wild-type 102. The ratio expected if the

compounds die is 1:1:1. and this is approximated if we remember that some

Extendeds were undoubtedly classified as wild-type. The deficit of Dichaste

(one-third the total instead of one-half) and the facts that Fi Dicha^tes failed

to produce Extendeds and Fi Extendeds failed to produce Dichtetes, constitute

a demonstration that Dichffite-Extended flies die.

Sturtevant (1918, pp. 32, 33) has shown that the Extended mutation arose

in a Dichsete fly that Tiad been selected for extra bristles. It is not possible

to determine whether the mutation arose in the Dichaete gene of that fly or in

the normal allelomorph. Sturtevant has presented arguments against sup-

posing tlie gene to have arisen by
" contamination "

of the two allelomorphs,

and against supposing that the plus selection had ajiything to do with the

'production of the mutant. It is evident from his account that the discovery

of the mutant was due to the selection that was carried out ; but that point does

not bear on the question as to the cause of the initial germinal change.

LETHAL-IIIF (liiif).

In the same line in wliich a previous lethal (line) had been found (see

p. 165), viz., a line maintained by continually inbreeding Dichsete flies having

the highest bristle-nimiber, a second lethal {\iu.i) appeared (1546, A. H. S.,

June 30, 1916). The not-Dicha?te chromosome was carrying sepia, spineless,

sooty, and rough ("seple")- There were produced 154 Dichsete (of various

classes) and one not-Dichsete that was spineless, sooty, rough. A crossing-

over had evidently removed the lethal (and sepia) from seple without inserting

the Dichajte gene. The locus of the lethal is therefore to the left of that of

Dichffite. The distance between the lethal and Dichaete is 1.3 units (oc= l;

2oc+lrc=154). The fact that this second lethal is situated to the left of

Dichaete makes it certain that it is a new lethal. The non-allelomorphic

nature of the lethals was proved by crossing the two lines, both of which were

practically pure-breeding for the Dichsete character. The cross gave the ordi-

nary 2D : 1 not-Dichsete results, from which it is apparent that flies hetero-

zygous for both lethals live. The stock of this second lethal was discarded

at once.

12
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VORTEX-III (Yoiii).

(Figure 23.)

ORIGIN OF VORTEX.

In a vnld stock, that had been caught in California, Bridges found (August 7,

1916) some flies with a pair of whorls of bristles on the thorax. At the center

of each vortex was a pit, or sometimes an elevation like a volcanic cone and

crater. There was considerable variation in the development of this
"
vortex "

a / \ b X C

Fig. 23.—Vortex, (a) extreme vortex ; (b) average vortex ; (c) slight vortex.

character, but a stock was secured in which all the individuals showed the

character to some degree. In the late hatches of a stock culture, the grade of

the vortex character became gradually less extreme, and some of the males

became indistinguishable somaticall}' from wild-type.

VORTEX X STAR DICH^TE.

A vortex female was crossed to a Star Dichsete male, and Fi Star Dichaete

males were mated to vortex females. A full account of this and subsequent

crosses is to be found in a paper by Bridges and Mohr in Genetics, ]\Iay 1919,

pp. 283-306. For the present account it is sufficient to summarize the results

by stating that the character vortex was found to depend upon a second-

chromosome recessive and a third-chromosome recessive, neither of which pro-

duces any somatic effect by itself.

The vortex character never appears unless the fly is homozygous for vortex-ii,

and at least heterozygous for vortex-iii. Only a small proportion of the

homozygous vortex-ii, heterozygous vortex-iii flies, and these only when

females (ahout 15 per cent of such females) showed the vortex character. Flies

homozygous for vortex-iii, and heterozygous for vortex ii were invariably

wild-type.
THE LOCUS OF VORTEX-III.

Female back-crosses of Star Dichaete to vortex showed no crossing-over be-

tween Dichffite and vortex-iii. A second linkage experiment of vortex-iii X
Dichaete Hairless wa.s carried out, and here too there were no recombinations

for Dichaete and vortex-iii. Vortex-iii is not allelomorphic to Dichate, but

is situated very close to Dichaete.

AN INTENSIFIER OF THE DOMINANCE OF VORTEX III.

In some of the early work, cultures were found in which a higher propor-

tion (50;^ or more) of the females that were homozygous for vortex-ii and
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heterozygous for vortex-iii sliowvd tlie vortex character. This same condition

reappeared, and was found to be due to a dominant intensifier of vortex situated

probably in the second-chromosome. In homozygous condition this intensifier

even made a small proportion of the heterozygous-iii males show the vortex

character,

VORTEX-III NOT A CROSSING-OVER SUPPRESSOR.

The vortex-iii X Dicha?te back-crosses had given no flies representing cross-

ing-over between these two loci in a total of 739 flies. This was taken to

mean that these two loci are very close together ;
but another interpretation was

possible, viz, that vortex-iii itself acted as a suppressor of crossing-over for

the region between the two loci, or that such a suppressor, of independent

origin by mutation, was present with vortex-iii. To test this question, vortex

Table 116.—Pi, voriexXroughoid hairy scarlet peach spineless sooty; B. C,
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CLUBOID X STAR DICILETE.

A cluboid male from the stock was out-crossed to Star Dichsete, and an Fi

Star Dicha?te male was back-crossed to a cluboid female (table 117). None of

tlie Dichaete offspring of the back-cross were cluboid, while about half of the

Table 117.—Pi, cluboid x Star Dichcete; B. C, F^ S D ^xchd. ?.

Nov. 15, 1916.
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seple again. In the back-cross progeny, Bridges found that half of the seple
flies possessed a new mutant character (5597, October 21, 1916). This char-

acter involved the nearly complete obliteration of the furrow that normally
divides the scutellum from the thorax; the anterior part of the scutellum is

raised so as to be practically continuous with the thorax. This elevated

anterior part may contain an air-bubble, from which it may be inferred tliat

the alteration is primarily of the superficial layers. Occasionally there is

a black spot, like a dried exudation, at a particular point on one or both sides

of the scutellum.

DICH^TE X ASCUTE ROUGH.

Approximately a quarter of the flies of the culture in wliich
"
ascute " was

originally observed were ascute, and these flies were nearly all of the not-Dichaete

class. Evidently the gene for ascute is in the third chromosome. The Pj
seple fly had been heteroz3'gous for the ascute gene, and so had the seple male
used in back-crossing. In making the counts attention was paid to only three

characters, Dichate, ascute and rough, since it was thought that Dichsete and

rough would give a satisfactory preliminary determination of the ascute locus

(table 118). Only one of the 43 ascute flies was at the same time Dichaste, so

Table 118.—Pi, seple x DiclioBte; B. C, F^D^x seple J*.

Oct. 21, 1916.
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" ASCUTE SEPLE " X DICHiETE.

Three cultures were raised in which all the mutants of an "
ascute seple

" x
Dichaete female back-cross were followed (table 130). These furnished 15

Dichaete ascute recombinations, corresponding to 3.3 units of distance between

Table 120.—Pi,
"
ascute seple

" x Diclude; B. C, F^D^x" ascute seple
"

J*.
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which was named scarlet (November 18, 1916). Stock was secured, and tests

showed that scarlet was a simple autosomal recessive. (For a full account of

scarlet see Biol. Bull. 36, 199-206, 1918.)

DESCRIPTION OF SCARLET.

In eye-color the scarlet mutation is a bright red or vermilion color that

resembles sex-linked
"
vermilion

"
very closely, becoming darker with age as

does
" vermiHon." But scarlet darkens sooner, and approaches the wild-type

more closely in the final stage of darkening. Aside from this shght difference,

the two are inseparable in appearance. The double recessive vennilion scarlet

is likewise vermilion in color and indistinguishable from both single recessives.

The ocellar color of scarlet is white, and this point enables one to classify even

very old scarlets with accuracy, and to use scarlet in combination with sepia.

SCARLET X SOOTY; SCARLET X DICH.ETE.

It was found that scarlet gave independent assortment with blood (a

white allelomorph, chromosome-I ) ,
with vestigial (chromosome-II), and with

eyeless (chromosome-IV) ; but with sooty (chromosome-III) scarlet gave a

typical 2:1:1:0 linkage ratio. A double recessive, scarlet sooty, was ohtained

from further breeding in this line; and a scarlet sooty back-cross test was

carried out, that gave 1,318 recombinations in a total of 4,059 flies, or 32.4

per cent. At the same time, a Dichjfite X scarlet back-cross was made, which

gave 68 recombinations in a total of 1,801 flies, or 3.8 per cent. Dich^ete and

Booty were supposed to give about 20 per cent of recombination, and it seemed

probable that the locus of scarlet was 3 units to the left of that of Dichaete,

for the scarlet sooty value of 32 was considerably greater than the 17 expected

if scarlet were to the right of Dichaete.

SCARLET BY REMUTATION.

The mutant scarlet was found independently as a remutation by D. E. Lance-

field (March 18, 1918) in the Fa from a cross of eosiu miniature to reverted-

Bar (for full accoimt see Bioh Bull. 35, 207-210, October 1918). In this F.

there were present, besides the expected eosin, a bright-red color similar to

the sex-linked recessive vermilion, and a pink color that was combined with a

wing modification. The "
pink-wing

" mutant proved to be a second-chromo-

some recessive, which has now been located at about 8 imits to the right of

black. The " vermilion
" was proved, by a male back-cross with Star Dichaete,

to be a third-chromosome recessive.

SCARLET X DICH^TE; SCARLET X HAIRLESS.

Lancefield found that a back-cross of
" vermilion

"
to Dichgete gave 15

recombinations in a total of 549 flies, or 2.7 per cent. Likewise, a back-cross

with Hairless gave 140 recombinations in a total of 592 flies, or 25.4 per cent.

At that time it was thought that Dichfete and Hairless gave about 19 per cent

of recombination ; but that value was based largely on the data of Gowen, which

have now been shown to differ significantly from the remainder of the data

on these loci. Consequently the locus of
" vermilion " was supposed to be to

the left of Dichaete by about 3 units.
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The characteristics of scarlet, and its locus, determined by Mrs. Richards,

agreed so closely with those for
" vermilion "

that this latter stock was sent to

her for comparison. Mrs. Richards crossed the two stocks and fonnd that the

Fi flies were all like^nse scarlet, and that, as far as could be detected, no

difference existed between the two mutants. There is no possibility from the

pedigrees that these two mutants could have had a common origin. Scarlet,

like maroon, vermilion, and many others, is a recurrent mutation.

RELOCATION OF SCARLET.

In 1921, in making some alternated stocks with which to test the effect of

age upon crossing-over in the third-cliromosorae, Bridges found that the locus

of scarlet lies about 3 units to the right rather than to the left of Dichsete.

Table 121.—Pi, Dichade x scarlet; B. C, F^D^Xstc^.

Aug. 7, 1920.
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EVALUATION OF SCARLET.

This position for scarlet is about midway between Dichsete and pink; and

since this section is only about 7.6 units long, this locus would be considered

a relatively useless position. But it has been found that the region in the

neighborhood of pink behaves very differently from the remainder of the

Table 133.—Pi, roughoid Ji scarlet X peach ss ehony^; B. C,
Fi +2xru st p e* J'.
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Star grade than usual (5,869, ISTovember 18, 1916). These intensified Stars

were mainly not-Dichsetes. They were bred together in pairs and in mass-

culture, and an apparently pure stock was obtained, that is, stock in which all

the Star flies are more extreme than standard, though the curves of normal
Star and intensified-Star overlap by as much as 20 per cent of the area of

each. Examination of the intensified-Star with high magnification showed
that the rounding and crowding of the ommatidia are similar to that of Star

but more extreme, while the hairs normally set in the angles between the facets

are still more irregularly distributed. The eye as a whole is somewhat smaller

than normal Star, and is relatively more narrowed from front to back, especially
in the ventral part. There are slight differences in other parts of tlie body:
the abdomen is less tapered posteriorally, and in the males may even be some-
what bulbous. The body-color tends to be somewhat more pronounced, though
this effect may be only through contrast with the lighter background.

Tlie not-Star flies of the stock cultures are completely indistinguishable
from wild flies.

INTENSIFIED-STAR X DIVERGENT.

It was thought that the intensified-Star was an allelomorph of ordinary

Stai', and that it would be more useful than regular Star because of the greater
ease of separations. Intensified-Star was used in a cross to a third-chromosome

recessive, divergent-wings (see p. 182), and in Fi (7773, October 12, 1917) there

were produced 99 wild-type flies and 122 Stars which were little if any more
extreme than normal Stars. The Star divergents in Fo (table 124), from

Table 124.—Pi, intensified-Star X divergent $; F., F^S (^xF^S^-

Oct. 26, 1917.
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of the second-chromosome. The fact that divergent interferes with the Star

character made divergent useless in this connection. Accordingly the third-

chromosome dominant Dichaete was used in a cross to intensified-Star, and Fi

Star Dichste males vrere crossed to the wild-type females of the intensified-

Star stock. Since these wild-type females were homozygous for the intensifier,

the Star flies from this back-cross should all be intensified if the modifier

is in the second-chromosome, while if the intensifier is in the third-chromosome

Table 125.—Pi, intensified-Star xDicliCEte; B. C, Fi S D (^x+2
of int.-S stock.

Nov. 28, 1917.
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INTENSIFIED-STAR HAIRY SOOTY X DICH^TE.

This position for Star-intensifier was in the long gap between the recently
found roughoid and sepia. Since this unoccupied left-end region was so

long it seemed desirable to locate more exactly even this cumbersome and not

very readily classifiable intensifier of Star. Star-intensifier and roughoid
would interfere "wdth each other in classification, so the nearest useful base was

sepia, or hairy, which had Just been located at half a unit to the right of

sepia. Intensified-Star was crossed to sepia hairy sooty and Fx Star females

back-crossed to sepia hairy sooty males (table 127). This procedure furnished,

Table 127.—Pi, intensified-Starx sepia hairy sooty; B. C,

Dec. 9, 1920.
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Star from Star is not very satisfactory, and it is very possible that an error

has arisen from this fact. The per cent of recombination for intensifier and
Dichajte was 28.3, comparable with tlie 23.3 of the previous experiment. But
the intensifier hairy recombination per cent was nearly as great, namely, 27.5,

and this would indicate a position for intensifier near, or even to the left of,

roughoid. The exact position of the intensifier, therefore, remains unsettled;
its mean jDOsition, on the basis of the two experiments, is approximately 10.

BENIGN.

(Figure 25.)

Dr. Mary B. Stark reported (Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci. 5, 573-580) the occur-

rence of a tumor that does not cause the death of the flies. The tumors were

found (November 1916) in the stock of lethal-7, which causes the development
of a tumor in the flies that die. The new tumor was distinguished from the

lethal-7 tumor because it appeared in females as well as in males, and

in adults as well as in larvte. The tumors appear as black bodies lying
free in any segment of the larva, ])ut most frequently in the rearmost (" 12

and 13"). These larvae develop normally into flies in which the tumors are

still present as large black bodies. After several generations of inbreeding of

tumor-bearing flies, a stock was obtained in which the tumors could be seen

in all of tlie individuals. This stock was freed of the lethal-7 tumor by select-

ing (white-eyed) flies that from the linkage relations were known to be free

from the sex-linked lethal.

BENIGN X STAR DICH.ETE.

Tumor females were outcrossed to Star Dichfete males, and Fi S D males

were mated to Fi wild-type females. Only a few of the resulting ofi^spring had

tumors, but none of these flies were Dicha?te, so that a gene for tumor was

shown to be in the third-chromosome. The small proportion of tumor flies

suggested that the appearance of the tumor was dependent upon other genes
besides those in the third-chromosome.

BENIGN X DICH.ETE HAIRLESS.

To locate the gene for benign within the third-chromosome, tumor flies were

crossed to Dicha?te Hairless, and Fi Dichff'te Hairless females were back-crossed

to tumor males (table 129). Only 40 of the 850 back-cross flies had tumors;

Table 129.—Pj, benign xDichcete Hairless; B. C, F^ D H ^xhe (^

(M.B.Starl-).

July 10, 1918.
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Later unpublished work of Miss Stark shows that the locus of be-iii is about

15 units to the left of Dichaete, or at 25 ± A complementary gene is located

^.1^^;<(ii'''

Fig. 25.—Benign tumor, a, b, c and d, non-lethal tumor present in head, in

thorax, or in abdomen; e and f, sections of benign tumors.

about 10 units to tlie loft of black; and tliere is probably a IV-chromosome

modifier also. The inheritance is exceptionally hard to follow, and these

locations are only tentative.
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PINK* (p*).

ORIGIN OF PINK^

The mutation "rose" was found by Mildred Iloge liicliards (January 7,

1917) in the ¥> from the cross of scarlet to eyeless, and was then shown to he

present in the eyeless stock (see Biol. Bull. 1918, 35
; 199-206).

" Eose " was

shown to be independent of eyeless (IV), of salmon (I), and of vestigial (II),

and to give a 3 : 1 : 1 : linkage ratio with sooty. A "
rose

"
by sooty back-cross

gave 343 recombinations in 1,624 flies, or 21.1 per cent. Crosses of "rose"

to pink gave an intermediate Fi, which in Fo gave no wild-type. That is,
"
rose

"
is an allelomorph of pink, which is lighter than pink, being practically

identical with the allelomorph peach in young flies, but not darkening so much
with age. The mutant was renamed pink* as tlie fourth distinguishable

mutant of the pink locus. Pink* conforms to the general rule of non-modi-

fication of the effects of other pinks. For example, pink* salmon (salmon is

a light-pink allelomorph of garnet, locus 44.4 in I) is indistinguishable from

salmon, which is itself practically identical in color with pink*.

EBONY^ (e^).

In testing the efi'ect of Cm (from eosin stock, see p. 90) on crossing-over

in the third-chromosome, Sturtevant mated a female carrying Cm and a

lethal in one Ill-chromosome and ss e^ ro in the other to a se ss e'' ro male.

This culture produced 55 wild-type flies, 56 sse'ro, and 6 flies that resembled

sooty but were somewhat darker (culture 2685, A. H. S., February 8, 1917).

These dark flies were tested and were found to carry se ss e^ ro in one chromo-

some, and in the other Cm, the lethal, and a new allelomor])h of ebony, viz.,

ebony^, that was darker than sooty but lighter than ebony. Evidently the

wild-type allelomorph of ebony that was present in the Cm lethal chromo-

some mutated to e^. This mutation must have occurred in the oogonial stage

of the mother, for 6 flies carrying the gene were produced. It is also probable

that the mutation occurred in only one of the two third-chromosomes of the

mother, namely, the Cm lethal one, since none of the 56 ss e^ ro flies produced

by culture 2685 appeared to be e^-e^.

Homozygous ebony^ was not obtainable because of the presence in tlie same

chromosome of Cm and a lethal, but comparisons of the compounds of ebony^

showed that the gene produced a somatic efl^ect intermediate between sooty

and ebony. The color series from darkest to lightest was found to be ee, ee^ ee%

e^e^, e^e'', +e, +e^, -f e"*, + +. Nowhere in this color series do adjacent classes

fail to overlap each other, though the distinction between eV and +e is the

greatest. Experiments using these allelomorphs should, of course, be so

planned that only separable classes would occur.

Ebony^ was discarded, for the presence of the lethal made the labor of main-

taining the stock too great, and the locus was satisfactorily represented by

sooty and by ebony*.
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DIVERGENT (dv).

(Figure 26.)

ORIGIN OF DIVERGENT.

In determining the locus of a second-chromosome recessive, telegraph, by
means of a back-cross ^vith Star (intensified-Star), Bridges found that a wing

Fig. 26.— (a) Divergent wings; (b) dwarf-b.

mutant resembling spread was present (7351, June 13, 1917). A stock of
"
divergent

" was obtained, which bred with difficulty, since the females were

often sterile and usually showed low productivity. There was a heavy mortality,

especially in mass-cultures.

DIVERGENT X HAIRLESS.

A divergent male was crossed to a Hairless female, and three Fa pairs were

mated (table 130). The results showed that divergent is in the third-chromo-

Table 130.—Pi, divergent (^x Hairless $; F., F^H (^xF^HO,

Aug. 6, 1917.
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is 39.4, and for table 131 is 35.6, but the classes were so variable in their relation

to one another that very little reliance is to be placed on these data. It is

probable from a comparison of the mean divergent Hairless recombination

Table 131.-5. C, E $ from table ISO x divergent (^.
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EBONY* (e*).

(Plate 2, Figure 4.)

ORIGIN OF EBONY*.

In September 1917, A, F. Huettncr brought from Mitchell. South Dakota,

a fresh wild stock of DrosopJiila melanogaster. In this stock Sturtevant found

several very dark flies (September 27, 1917) that appeared much like ebony,

and from which a pure-breeding stock was derived. It is clear that the muta-

tion had occurred in a wild fly in nature, for the mutant was represented by
several flies in the fresh stock.

EBONY^ X STAR DICILETE.

A *' dark " male was out-crossed to Star Dichsete, and an. Fi Dichsete male

was back-crossed to a "dark" female. The result (4119, A. H. S.) was a

total of 52 Dichffite and " dark "
flies with no recombinations, from which

it is known that the gene for
" dark "

is in the third-chromosome.

A female back-cross gave 66 recombinations in a total of 169 (4116, A. H. S),

showing that the locus of
" dark "

is about 39 units from Dichaete."O

EBONY*, ALLELOMORPH OF EBONY.

Dichaete and sooty usually gave this same per cent of recombinations, and

since
" dark " resembled ebony closely, a cross of

" dark "
by cream-iii ebony

was made. The cross produced ebony flies in Fi, from which it is known that
" dark "

is either ebony, by a new mutation, or else an allelomorph of ebony.

Examination of
" dark " showed that it is probably not identical in character

with ebony, but has a somewhat Lighter colored abdomen. Ebony* also gives

a slightly darker heterozygote than does ebony. The mutant ebony* is very

easily classifiable, and has been used rather largely instead of sooty in the

later work. The viability of ebony* is rather poor.

All the ebony stocks carried Cm, but ebony* was free from Cm, as the

large amount of recombination of Dichsete and ebony* showed,

PALE-TEANSLOCATION.

(Plate 1, Figure 14.)

In preparing some stocks of sex-linked characters for working with a lethal

tumor (lethal-7). Bridges found that in one culture (7940, October 16, 1917)

there were present the expected eosin flies, and in addition flies with a light

yellow or cream eye-color (plate 1, fig. 14). In ont-crosses of "Pale" males

to eosin females about a third (35.5 per cent) of the oflispring, both sons and

daughters, were Pale. That is. Pale was found to be not-sex-linked, and to

behave as a dominant, except tliat the frequency was lower than expected for

a dominant. When Pale was bred to Pale, about two-thirds (66 per cent) of

the offspring were Pale, which suggested that homozygous Pale is lethal, as

is the case with Star, Dichaete, and most of the other dominants of Drosophila.

PALE A SPECIFIC DILUTOR OF EOSIN.

A Pale female was out-crossed to a wild male, and it was found that none

of the Fi females were different from wild-type, altliough a third of the sons
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were Pale and two-thirds eosin; that is, Pale is a specific modifier of eosin,
similar to Cream-ii (Bridges, 1919). The Fi females were crossed to Pale

brothers, and again none of the not-eosin females or males were diluted.

Among the eosin flies a third were Pale in some cultures and two-thirds in

the others. These latter cultures came from females that were "
not-eosin

Pales."

PALE X STAR DICH^TE, MALE BACK-CROSS.

A Pale male was out-crossed to an eosin Star Dichaete female, and Fi Pale

Star Dichsete males were out-crossed to eosin females. There were produced
onl}' three classes, viz, 596 P, 629 S D, and 512 S. None of the Pale flies were
Star or Dichaete, which proved that Pale depends upon the simultaneous

presence of two producers, one located in the second, the other in the third

chromosome. We may call these interdependent producers Pale-ii and Pale-iii

(symbols, Pii and Piii).

PII A DOMINANT LETHAL, EXCEPT IN PRESENCE OF PIII.

In the above back-cross, a third of the flies were Pale, but two-thirds were
Star and only one-third were Dichaete, Both Star and Dichaete are of normal

viability. These ratios called for special explanation. The Fi male should

produce four classes of gametes in 1:1:1:1 ratio, viz, Pii Piii, S D, S Piii,
S Pii D, No class corresponding to the Pii D ganiete was realized. It was not
that this class was phenotypically the same as some other class, for none of

the other three classes were increased above their proper 1:1:1 ratio. It was
rather that the Dichaete class perished, through the action of Pii. But when
Pii was present together with Piii, there was no lethal efl'ect. Piii, without

Pii, was present in the Star class, showing that Piii produces no dilution, and is

not lethal, although of somewhat reduced viability.

LOCUS OF PII.

Nine female back-cross cultures of (eosin) Star x Pale gave totals of 470 P,
383 S P, 720w*' S, 7Q3w'', of which the S P and w* classes are recombinations

and the P and w^ S original combinations, giving 49.1 per cent of recombina-

tion. Some of the recombination S P females were out-crossed again to

eosin males, giving totals of 214 S P, 189 P, 403 w% 3330 w« S, corresponding
to 45.5 per cent of recombination. That is, the locus of Pii is far to the right
of Star.

A back-crass of Pale X eosin arc morula gave four recombinations for

Pale and arc in a total of 4,254 flies, corresponding to 0.1 per cent of recom-

bination; and the relation of Pale to morula showed that the position of

Pale-ii is to the right of that of arc.

LOCUS OF PIII.

Eosin Dichaete Hairless females were crossed to Pale males and Fi D H ?
females out-crossed to eosin males, giving 676 P, 151 DP, 11 D H P, 2 H P;
620 DH, 605 + ,

132 D, 150 H, Among the Pale flies the smallest class, or
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double-recombination class, was II P, which shows that the order of loci is

D H P. There was 1.5 per cent of recombination for H and Piii.

Since Hairless and ebony normally give about 1.3 per cent of recombination,

the next locus used in determining the position of Pale-iii was ebony in a five-

point back-cross (DPxsse^ro), giving 893 D P, 157 P, 55 ss P, 55 ss e^ P,

1 D P ro, 3 D ss P, 1 D ss e« P, 3 P ro; 615 D, 810 ss e" ro, 136 D ss e^ ro, 133-I-,

36 D e' ro, 30 ss, 3 D ro, 8 ss e% 3 D ss, 3 e' ss, 3 ro. The data show that the

locus of Phi is between those of ebony and of rough ;
but that the amount of

recombination in that region has been reduced from about 30.4 (standard)

to 0.8.

PIII A " DUPLICATION " OF THE PLEXUS-SPECK SECTION OF
CHROMOSOME-II.

If Pale is out-crossed to eosin speck, half of the not-Pale offspring should

carry Piii without Pii. Matings of the Fi not-Pale females by speck males

give two types of cultures, the nonnal type, in which the ratio of speck to not-

speck is the standard 1:1 of a back-cross, and cultures in which the ratio is

1 speck : 3 not-speck. In these latter cultures half of the speck flies are pre-

vented from showing the speck character by the presence of Piii. Experi-

ments similar in principle to the above have shown that Piii has this
"
cover-

ing
"

effect upon plexus, hromi, speck, morula, balloon, purpleoid, blistered,

and lethal-iia, that is, upon all mutants whose loci are to the right of that

of arc. In the case of lethal-iia, half the flies that would have died are saved,

and are recognizable through the use of recessives linked to the lethal. Plexus

differs from the others in that it is not entirely converted into wild-type, but

shows as a weak plexus that is clearly distinguishable from standard plexus.

This situation is met by the assumption that Piil is in reahty a fragment of

the second-chromosome, covering the section from arc to the end of the chromo-

some, that has been transferred bodily to the third-chromosome. The trans-

location occurred in a fly all of whose genes in this section were wild-type, so

that a fly homozygous for speck and carrying Piii is really triploid for the

speck locus ;
and the two recessive speck genes are recessive to their wild-type

allelomorph carried by the third-chromosome. In the case of plexus, the

two plexus genes are partially dominant over the one wild-type allelomorph.

Analogous cases of
"
duplication

"
of sections of the X-chromosome had been

studied previously by Bridges, and these gave the clue to the present peculiari-

ties of inheritance.

PII A SUPPRESSOR OF CROSSING-OVER IN SECTION TO RIGHT OF ARC.

In females heterozygous for Pii and for recessives within the affected region,

back-cross tests show that there is no crossing-over throughout this section.

This fact is in conformity with the analysis of the nature of Pii, viz., that Pii is

the deficiency of the above section. In a fly heterozygous for Pii there would

be one normal Il-chromosome, carrying the recessives being tested, and another

chromosome shorter than normal by this whole section. Synapsis and crossing-

over would be impossible, unless Piii could be involved.
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LETHAL EFFECTS OF PII AND PIIL

Tests have sliown that flies differing from normal by being heterozygous for

Piii are only about 80 per cent as viable as normal flies. Flies homozygous
for Piii are entirely unable to live. Flies heterozygous for Pii are unable to live

unless Phi is also present in heterozygous form, in which case their viability

is normal, or unless Piii is homozygous, in which case the viability is again
about 80 per cent of normal. Flies homozygous for both Pii and Piii are

lethal. This last fact, together with the Pale color of the heterozygous Pii,

Piii eosin flies, may be interpreted to mean that Pii-deficiency is slightly

greater than Piii-duplication, in which case Pli, like deficiencies in general,

would be lethal when homozygous, and would show character changes when

heterozygous. The way in which these character changes may be brought about

through changes in the balance of genes is treated by Bridges elsewhere (Am.
Nat., Jan.-Feb., 1923).

THE ORIGIN OF THE TRANSLOCATION.

The locus of Piii was found to be in the right limb of chromosome-lii,

between ebony and rough. That this locus was not at the end (that is, not

to the right of rough and others) or at the middle (near pink) gave a clue as

to the possible mode of origin of this translocation. If the two third-chromo-

somes synapse with their free ends lying together (bouquet stage) it might

happen that the right-hand end of one of the second-chromosomes should

sometimes lie between the right-hand ends of tlie two third-chromosomes.

Continuation of the synapsis of the pair of second and of the pair of third-

chromosomes would result in two pachytene strands which are interlocked by
half their thickness at a single point near the right end of each. We may sup-

pose that in the forcible separation of these interlocked chromosomes the

second-chromosome was torn in two and the end carried away by the third-

chromosome.

SEMI-FOEKED.

In February 1918, Lancefield (Am. Nat.. 52, 462-464) found in a culture

in which all the females should be heterozygous for the sex-linked recessive

forked-bristles, that about a quarter of the females showed a character inter-

mediate between standard forked and the wild-type. The "
semi-forked "

char-

acter was found to be due to an independently inherited autosomal recessive,

which intensified the action of the forked gene so that flies heteroz3'gous for

forked and homozygous for the intensifier became modified to
"
semi-forked."

Flies heterozygous for forked and simply heterozygous for the intensifier were

not modified. Flies homozygous for the intensifier but not carrying forked

were Raid-type. That is, the mutant is a recessive specific modifier of forked,

similar in action to the specific intensifiers of eosin (the creams, see p. 118).

A semi-forked female was out-crossed to a Star Dicha?te male, and the

Fi S D males were back-crossed to semi-forked females. Among the progeny
of the cross none of the Dichaete flies were semi-forked, while all of the not-

Dichgete flies were such. The gene of the intensifier is thus in the tliird-

chromosome, but its locus within that chromosome has not been determined.
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GLASS (gl).

(Plate 1, Figure 15; Plate 3, Figure 2; Figure 27.)

ORIGIN OF GLASS.

In tlie stock of sable-duplication garnet. Muller found some flies with color-

less eyes having a smooth surface, which he called "glass" (February 1918).
A pure-breeding stock was secured without difficulty ; and this stock was freed

Fig. 27.—Glass eye. (a) top view; (b) enlarged view of ocelli; (c) en-

larged view of central region of eye.

from sable-duplication and garnet by out-crossing and extracting. It then

became apparent that the glass eye itself carried some color, the colorless con-

dition of the eyes first observed being due to the interaction of garnet and

glass.

DESCRIPTION OF GLASS.

The character glass is an eye variation in which the facets of the eye have

lost their separate character, and form a continuous smooth, glassy surface.

The area of the eye is only about half that of the wild-type ;
the reduction being

mainly in the antero-posterior direction and most pronounced at the bottom

and top of the eye, so that the eye is a narrow lozenge, or diamond-shaped.
The color of the eye is also greatly reduced and altered. In the superficial layer

the pigment is practically absent, or reduced to a diffuse straw-colored tinge.

The deeper parts are pigmented more heavily, so that in surface view the

eye has a colored center suiTounded by a broad colorless rim. The eye is

markedly sex-limited in its manifestation, the color in the female being
reduced much more than in the male. In the female the centrally located

deeper-lying pigment is often reduced to little more than a tinge, like that

in the periphery. In the male the pigment is not reduced so much, the color

being usually a vermilion or orange. The color in the periphery seems largely

in solution, while the color in the center is granular, but irregularly distributed

as though eroded and etched into, and in the female nearly dissolved away.

THE OCELLI OF GLASS.

In making the drawing for the character glass. Miss Wallace noticed that

the ocelli are also modified (fig. 27b), their surface being covered with very tiny

mushroom-like elevations.
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REDISCOVERY OF GLASS.

In the spring of 1919, 0. L. Molir also discovered glass in the sable-duplica-

tion ararnet stock ; and he worked out the chromosome and locus without knowl-

edge of the work of Muller. Mohr kindly provides us with the following

summaries of his linkage data (table 133) :

Table 132.—Female B. C. data involving glass, provided hi/ Dr. 0. L. Mohr.

D X gl

July 13, 1919.
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and roughoid. It is normal in viability and productivity. Its locus is in the

section between spineless and Hairless, in which there is only negligible double

crossing-over. The principal use of glass is in experiments made to furnish

more accurate data for the location of bithorax, and other mutants in that

region, and in testing special conditions, such as deficiencies, etc.

EOTATED-ABDOMEN.*

(Figure 28.)

The mutant rotated-abdomen appeared (July 28, 1918) among the offspring

of a pair of flies which were a part of an experiment dealing with the trans-

location of a piece of the second-chromosome from its normal position at the

end of the second-chromosome to a new position as a part of the third-chromo-

some. In this experiment the translocation gave rise to a dominant char-

FiG. 28.—Rotated abdomen, (a) dorsal view of female; (6) ventral view

of male; (c) ventral view of female.

acter
" Pale "

located at the right end of the second-chromosome. A Star

Pale Dichsete male (from a cross of a female carrying Pale to a Dichsete Star

male) was crossed to a yellow (sex-linked recessive) female showing none of

these dominants, but taken from a stock related to Pale. Rather less than a

quarter of the offspring of this pair had abdomens that were twisted at the

* An account of rotated-abdomen was furnished to Sumner and Huestis who pub-
lished it in connection with their study of bilateral asymmetry. (Genetics 6: 445-485.)
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end. The rotation was in all cases to the left, and was through from 60° to

90°, with no apparent overlap with the normal iinrotated condition. The rota-

tion was equally frequent among males and females. Neither of the parents

of the culture had shown this character, which was evidently a simple recessive.

The rotated character was distributed at random with respect to sex, yellow,

Star, and Pale, but not one of the Dichaete flies was rotate ; that is, the gene

for rotate is not sex-linked, not in the second-chromosome, but is in the third-

chromosome. This conclusion was certain because the cross was of the male

back-cross type, which gives decisive evidence from the fact of no crossing-over

in the male.

The viability of the mutant was not good, as evidenced by the low per-

centage. This low percentage was known to be due to a viability change and

not to an overlapping of the normal, since no doubtful intermediate specimens

were ever found, and also since the ratio among the normals was such as to

correspond to a third-chromosome lethal. Both sexes of rotated flies proved

sterile, probably because of difficulty in mating. Aside from the rotation no

structural change was observed. The race was continued for some time by

breeding together heterozygous brothers and sisters, but was flnally lost.

The unusual feature of rotated-abdomen was its asymmetrical nature, the

abdomen being invariably twisted toward the left. Only one other such char-

acter has been found—a twisting of the male genitalia, also to the left, and

often so extensive as to reverse the direction of the penis. The origin of

asymmetrical structures as Mendelian characters is a fact, although the steps

by which such asymmetry is brought about are unknown.

MAHOGANY (my).

(Plate 1, Figure 13.)

ORIGIN OF MAHOGANY.

In working out the effects of a second-chromosome lethal that is probably

a deflciency (lethal-iia). Bridges found that approximately a quarter of the

flies of one culture (8951, November 13, 1918) showed a bro"WTiish-red some-

what translucent eye-color that was called mahogany. A pure stock of black

curved mahogany was secured.

MAHOGANY X STAR DICILETE.

A male back-cross of mahogany with Star Dichaete showed that the locus

of maliogany is in the third-chromosome. From the back-cross progeny a

Star mahogany male was out-crossed to a wild female ;
and an F2 culture was

raised from Fi Star flies. This procedure furnished a stock of mahogany

(in F3) which was free from the second-chromosome recessives black and

curved and from the dominant Star.
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MAHOGANY X DICH^TE HAIRLESS.

A female back-cross of mahogany by the double dominant Dichaete Hair-

less (table 133) showed that the locus of mahogany is between D and H and

Table 133.—Pi, mahogany x Dichcete Hairless; B. C.,F^D W^x my J*.

1

Jan. 13, 1919.
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COMPRESSED (cp).

(Figure 29.)

ORIGIN OF COMPRESSED.

The stock of the new recessive mutant aristita had become reduced to a few

flies that seemed sterile i7iter se. In an effort to save the stock these flies were

out-crossed to flies that carried Dichsete and Hairless in one third-chromosome

and spineless and white-ocelli in the other. One such mating produced a very

few offspring; and since all the other aristita flies had died meanwhile, these

were the only means of recovering the stock. The above third-chromosome

mutants had been used in the cross to aristita on the basis of a previous indica-

tion that aristita was not in the second-chromosome and was therefore probably
in the third. But it was now realized that this supposed indication had been

untrustworthy, and accordingly a definite test of the point was proposed.

Some of the Fi flies, heterozygous for aristita and for spineless and white-

ocelli, were out-crossed to Star Dichjete, and quite a number of Fi Star

Dichfete pairs were mated. One such pair gave aristita, and in such relations

that it was evident that the locus of aristita is in the second-chromosome close

to that of Star (culture 8966). In a sister culture Bridges found 4 flies

with a curiously flattened head and vei7 small round eyes (8967, November 27,

1918; 86 D, 6 + ,
3 cp). This character was called compreSvSed.

DESCRIPTION OF COMPRESSED.

The ventral part of the head of the
"
compressed

"
flies appears crushed in,

so that the head in side view is very flat from top to bottom. The cheeks are

more ventral than lateral, and each bears a tuft of small bristles formed by the

crowding together of the bristles that normally occupy a much lai'ger area.

The eyes are very small, and are crowded to the posterior dorsal part of the

area they usually occupy. They are round and smooth, unlike the eyes of

kidney or Deformed (which are smiliar in location and size and in the bristle

tuft on the cheek). The aristae are crumpled and shortened. The humeral

areas are elevated into plateaus, with the humeral bristles distorted. The

wings may be extended or drooped.

DICH.ETE X COMPRESSED.

In the culture in which the compressed character was first observed (8967)
there were 86 Dichsete, 6 not-Dichaete, and 3 compressed. The distribution

of the characters spineless and white-ocelli was not followed. The fact that

nearly all the flies, instead of only 67 per cent, were Dichaste, showed that there

was present in the opposite chromosome something which was killing off homo-

zygous not-Dichastes. This could be a recessive lethal
;
or it could be the com-

pressed, if compressed were itself a surviving semi-lethal. The compressed
flies were themselves not-Dichaete, which would agree with tliis position for its

gene. On the assumption that compressed is a semi-lethal in the not-Dichaete

chromosome, the nmnber above indicates 13.0 per cent of recombination for

Dichaete and compressed. (D =2o -f-r=86; -\- = r = Q; cp = o=:4,
Dcp = r = 0; equivalent to 6 recombinations in a total of 46). Of course,

the reliability of this determination is poor, and the numbers are small.
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Two of the compressed flies were males, and these were crossed to their

Dichaete sisters. One mating failed, but the other (9037, table 134) gave a

Table 134.—Pi, compressed ^xDichcete 5; B. C, F^ D 2xcp (^.

Dec. 9, 1918. D
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pressed more accurately. Counts were made including spineless and white-

ocelli in 4 cultures of Fg from compressed (spineless white-ocelli) by Hairless

(table 136). From the classes it is apparent that the locus of compressed is

Table 136.—Pi, compressed spineless wMte-ocelUx Hairless;

F.,FiH2xFiH(^.

Feb. 13,

1919
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in the other for testing females that were cp ss wo in one and D A in the

other (table 138). The Dichsete compressed recombination per cent was 8.1

and the compressed spineless per cent was 7.7.

COMPRESSED DILAPIDATOR.

In the above cross a curious relation that had been partly seen in previous

crosses came sharply to light, namely, that there Avas in the cp ss wo chromo-

some another mutant gene which by itself produced little effect, but which made

compressed flies still more inviable. The double-mutant type was pale in

color, with thin, ragged wings and atrophied wing muscles, so that the thorax

contained a large sinus with bubbles. The locus of this
"
dilapidator

" was

shown by the cross-over relations to be between those of spineless and white-

ocelli and to the right (probably) of Delta. Hence, the cross-over flies com-

pressed spineless not-white-ocelli were relatively robust.

COMPRESSED SPINELESS DILAPIDATOR WHITE-OCELLI X DICH^TE.

The action of the dilapidator was still clearer in the next experiment, which

was the same as the above, except for the omission of Delta (table 139). The

Table 139.
D

cp ss wo $x
FI

cp ss wo ^ (H flies omitted) .

May 22,

1919.
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on the basis of all the data gives 8.1 units to the right of Dichste, or 10.0 units

to the left of spineless.

DELTA (A).

(Figure 29).

ORIGIN OF DELTA.

In order to test out a new dominant mutant " Lobe "
that had arisen, it

had been crossed to Dichaete, and Fi Lobe Dichgete female had then been mated

to a Star black male. Among the offspring of the latter mating, Bridges found

Fig. 29.—Delta.

a single male whose wings showed a broadening out of each longitudinal vein

where it Joined the marginal vein (8958, November 30, 1918).

DOMINANCE OF DELTA.

The occurrence of a new mutant character in a single fly among the progeny
of a pair mating indicates that the mutant is sex-linked or a dominant. The

latter proved true
;
for the Delta male, when out-crossed to Hairless, gave in Fi

half the offspring Delta and the other half not-Delta (9107) .

CHROMOSOME OF DELTA.

The Delta male had had a
" Star "

eye, and all the Delta Fi flies were also

"
Star," apparently showing that Delta is in the second chromosome. The

mutation to Delta had apparently occurred in the Star black chromosome of

the father of culture 8958. Several of the Fi
" Star" Delta (not-Hairless)

females were out-crossed to black males in order to find the locus of Delta
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witliin the secoud-chroniosonu' by incaiis of ii thrw-point back-cross (table

110). In the back-cross progeny all of the 44-i DeltavS were "Star," which

Tabli: J 10.—i'l,
"
Star

"
Delia black X wild; B. C, F^

" S" ^^xh ^.

Dec. 28, 1918.
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ebony and spineless and to see whether its linkage relations were nonnal

(no cross-over modifier present) a rather complex back-cross was made, namely,
Dichaete Delta by sepia spineless sooty rough (table 143). The spineless Delta

recombination value was 9.8, and the Delta sooty 4.2, both in conformity with

expectation. The sepia Dichaete and Dichsete spineless were both low, but

still probably normal.

DELTA X HAIRLESS SOOTY.

A Delta by Hairless sooty back-cross gave 2.9 and 1.6 as Delta Hairless

and Hairless sooty recombination per cents (table 144).

Table 144.—Pi, Hairless sooiy <^X Delta $; B. C, Pi A H $xe' J*.

Dec. 18, 1920.
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which are the ones that are the most delta-like in Delta are the weakest and
shortest in Hairless. When Delta was crossed to Hairless it was found that

the Delta Hairless douhle heterozygote was nearly wild-type in appearance—
in color, eyes, hairs, bristles, and venation. The Hairless flies could still be

distinguished by the absence of the post-verticals from behind the ocelli, and

by the presence of a few empty bristle-bases on the abdomen. In making
such classifications it was more convenient to separate out all the Hairless

flies first and then to classify for Delta. The Delta Hairless flies were dis-

tinguished from the Hairless by the fact that the longitudinal veins—especially
the fifth—always reached the margin and sometimes were faintly Delta. There
are other minor points of distinction, which help in case of doubt, so that it

is believed that Delta and Hairless may be used in the same experiment Avith

complete certainty.

GENIC BALANCE.

It is possible and even probable that both Delta and Hairless are deficiencies.

If so, the differences in the characters, and the fact of their neutralization helps

materially in realizing that each nonnal character is the result of a balance

between many genes; the deficiency for the section involved in Hairless removed

genes whose net action may be called an intensification, so that the Hairless

characters are relatively less pronounced than normal. But the neighboring

section, involved in the Delta-deficiency, normally contained genes whose net

action, is a weakening of certain characters. The removal of those weakeners

by deficiency produces a corresponding complex of intensified characters called

the mutant type Delta. The wild-type fly is in balance; the Delta Hairless

fly is in approximately that same balance, since the loss of
"
positive

"
genes

(Hairless) is neutralized by the loss of "negative" genes (Delta).

SPINELESS SOOTY X DELTA.

Some additional e\ddence on the location of Delta has been secured by Carl E.

Kams, who carried out a spineless sooty X Delta back-cross (table 145).

Table 145.—S/nneless sooty X Delta, Bacl--rross (Carl E. Earns).

May 1, 1922.
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HAIRY (h).

(Figure 30.)

ORIGIN OF HAIRY.

In locating the sex-linked recessive "singed" by a back-cross wilh the

inflated forked Bar stock, Dr. 0. L. Mohr found that many of the back-cross

Fig. 30.—Hairy.

flies possessed hairs on the scutellum where normally no hairs are present

(C 906, December 11, 1918). From these flies a
"
hairy

"
stock was obtained

that bred true.

DESCRIPTION OF HAIRY.

Besides the hairs on the scutellum, other extra hairs were found to be present

along the veins of the wings, on the sides of the thorax, and on the top of the

head. These hairs are small, of the same size as the microcha>te, but are

distinct, so that the mutant character is classifiable with certainty and with

fair speed. Hairy was immediately recognized as exceptionally promising
because it would not be masked by other mutants, or interfere with the classi-

fication of any of them.

HAIRY X STAR DICILETE.

Since hairy was obviously an autosomal recessive, it was crossed by Mohr
to Star Dichsete ; and Fi Star Dichsete males were back-crossed to hairy females.
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The distribution of the characters proved that hairy is located in the third-

chromosome. Female back-crosses of Star Dichaete by hairy were then made
with the results given in total in table 146. There was 14.9 per cent of

recombination for hairy and Dichaete.

Table 146.—Summary of hairy X Star Dichcete 5 B. C. (0. L. Molir).

March 25, 1919.
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might therefore be situated to the left of sepia, a very favorable location, if

correct.

PARALLEL BACK-CROSSES—HAIRY DICH^TE AND SEPIA DICH.ETE.

The next points to be determined were the order and the recombination

percentage of the loci sepia and hairy. Tlie indications were that hairy
was to the left of sepia; but the hairy Dichjete recombination value had been

observed to be variable, and the experiments with sepia Dichrete had shown

that this was a region subject to considerable variation. Therefore, only
values obtained from the same experiment could be safely compared in finding

the relative order of genes in this region by reference to a common base. The
method of the

"
parallel

"
back-cross is used in such cases ; that is, sister

flies are used for the determinations, and since the two lots of sisters have

the same constitutions, the results are comparable. In the present case a hairy
Dichaete male was crossed to a female carrying sepia (sessesro). Dichaete

daughters were tested by back-crossing to hairy males; other Dichaete daughters
were tested by back-crossing to sepia (se ss es ro) males. One lot of offspring

(table 149) gave a hairy Dichaete recombination percentage of 13.4, Avhile

Table 149.—Pi, hairy Dichcete X
"
seple

"
{se ss e' ro) ; B. C, F^ D 2 /' d".

April 11, 1919.
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SEPIA HAIRY X DICH.ETE.

If the locus of hairy is to tlie right of that of sepia, then some of the se D
flies of table 150, that represent crossing-over between sepia and Dichaete,

resulted from crossing-over in the left-most part of that section, and should

contain a chromosome that carries the sepia part of the other parental chromo-

some. To know whether a particular sepia Dichaete fly has received the

hairy gene, they were out-crossed to hairy. Of the 15 flies tested, one gave

hairy offspring; and their hairy Dichsete offspring were known to carry sepia

Table 151.—Fj, sepia hairy xDiclKefe; B. C, F^ D $x.se h (^.

July 23, 1919.
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per cent of 16.5. A hairy x Dichaete back-cross gave a normal value of 13.9

(table 153).

Table 153.—Pi, hairy x Dichate ; B. C, F^D^xh c^.

Aug. 7, 1920
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in later counts most of the flies were Minutes. The first Minutes to appear
were as extreme as the later ones, so that it was not probable that the first

hatched files that appeared to be normals were genetically Minutes. The real

situation is that Minute-bristle is a dominant character and that the mutant
flies are much delayed in emergence.

DESCRIPTION OF MINUTE.

The most obvious characteristic of Minute is that all the bristles of the fly,

especially those on the thorax, the scutellum, and the head, are much more
slender and considerably shorter than normal. These bristles have the same

positions and directions as those in the wild fly. None are missing. In

most Minute flies the minuteness of the bristles is the only departure from

normal that is readily seen. But there is a tendency for the flies to be paler
in general color, to show a darker trident pattern, to be smaller in size and to

have blunter and dull-colored wings, characters present in other Minutes found

later and also in Diminished flies. In the early cultures of Minute there were

present three other characteristics that were very marked, namely, an "
arcing

"

of the wing, a reduction in the size of the arista, and a fusion of the basal

joints of the two fore-legs. It seems probable that these features were due to

special modifiers, since they are no longer observed. However, similar reduc-

tion of the arista is a normal but variable feature of certain other Minutes

and of Diminished.

MINUTE X "PEPLE."

The third-chromosome recessive hairy was present with Minute in the

stock cultures, and the distribution of hairy and Minute showed that Minute

was probably in the third-chromosome, but far removed from hairy. Up to

this time no exact work had been done with Minute, and indeed it was regarded
as a rather poor character. But when Minute was out-crossed to

"
peple

"

(pPsse'ro), the character came out clearly, and in numbers approximately

equal to those of the wild-type (table 154). Both male and female back-crosses

Table 154.—Pi, liairy Minute X
"
peple

"
; B. C, F^M <^x

"
peple

"
%

Fi; July 10, 1919
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were carried out. The male back-crosses (table 154) proved definitely that

Minute is in the third-chromosome. The female back-crosses showed that the

locus of Minute is somewhat to the right of that of rough ;
but the counts were

discontinued, since spineless Minutes were not certainly distinguishable from

simple spineless. In both back-crosses the number of Minutes was not behind

that of the other characters, althougli the Minutes were again characteristically

late in emerging.

MINUTE X "
SEPLE," AND X " SEBLE."

Since the character Minute can not be accurately classified in flies that are

at the same time spineless, a mating was carried out which used all the characters

except spineless of the multiple
"
seple

^'

(sesse'ro). Minute was crossed

to seble (sebxe'ro, and the Fi Minute females were crossed to seple. In the

back-cross progeny (table 155) neither spineless nor bithorax appeared, but

Table 155.
se \hx-\ ro

M 5 X se [ss] e* ro J*.
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and so on for alternative generations. This procedure was used to see whether

or not the same recombination percentages would occur with the two stocks

seple and seble. Wlien the x' test was applied it was found that the results

from the two stocks were nearly identical, as they had appeared to be upon
simple inspection (table 156). The locus of Minute was found to be 9.5 units

to the right of rough.

SEPIA MINUTE X DICH.ETE SOOTY ROUGH.

The character Minute had appeared in a fly that was also hairy, and work
with hair}' had shown that the hairy stock was giving somewhat different

recombination percentages from those hitherto recognised as standard. The
locus of the supposed modifier responsible for this change lies somewhere to the

left of hairy. To eliminate the modifier, the left end of the Minute chromo-

some was replaced by a new end from the sepia white-ocelli stock ; and a

sepia Minute by a Dichrete sooty rough back-cross test was made (table 157).

Table 15^
se M
D ro

2x" seple
"

c^.

C.18.

19.

M

D

ro

se

D
es

ro

M

se
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homozygous. In order to secure more valid proof of the death of Minutes

when homozygous, an F2 was run in which the Minute entered with a closely

linked recessive. Thus, a sepia sooty rough Minute male was crossed to a

wild female, and about 15 pairs of the Fi Minute by Minute were mated.

This large number of pairs was started because a majority of the Minute

females of previous tests had failed to produce offspring. Only 5 of these 15

gave offspring (table 158). The ratio of Minute to not-Minute in Fu was

Table 158.—Pi, sepia sooty rough Minute ^Xwild 5;

Dec. 26, 1919.
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to rouglioid males (table 159). The percentage of recombination is 45.8,

which was farther below 50 than was expected.

Table 159.—Pi, rouglioid ? X Minute <$ ; B. C, F^ M $ X ru r^.

Apr. 5, 1920.
|

ru M ru M +
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since the Minute character is readily separable from the wild-type, and is a

dominant, it is a valuable addition to the Ill-chromosome characters.

ROUGHOID (ru).

(Figure 32.)

An account of the mutant rouglioid has been given by L. C. Strong in the

Biological Bulletin for Januiiry 1920. The follcwnng is a summary of that

work and of some later experiments :

Fig. 32.—Roughoid eye. (a and b) top and side views; (c) enlarged view
of facets and iiairs; id) enlarged view of black erupted facets.

The mutant "roughoid" was found by Sturtevant (February 14, 1919) to

be present in considerable numbers among the F2 offspring of a pair of wild

flies collected at Columbia, South Carolina. Hence one of the wild flies must
have carried the mutant gene.
The character of the eye is intermediate in roughness between Star and

rough. It differs from other
"
roughs

"
in that it has a number of large black

ommatidia scattered over the surface of the eye, though more frequent in the

central part. These black ommatidia are still black when the roughoid eye is

scarlet or scarlet pink. In ease of classification, viability, etc., roughoid is

excellent.

The linkage experiments on the basis of which roughoid was located in the

third-chromosome approximately 26 units to the left of sepia, which was the

left-most of the then kno'wn third-chromosome loci, were carried out by Strong
and are summarized in table 160.

Table 160.-
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The reconibination values for se D in three of tlie experiments of Strong
were 15.4, 18.4, and 16.7 respectively, which are the higliest known for this

section. It seems possible that the roughoid stock contained a linkage modifier

that increased crossing-over in that section; or perhaps that some of the

earlier low values were due to a linkage modifier that was preventing part of

the crossing-over of that section.

In making up multiple stocks to test the effect of age upon crossing-over

in the third-chromosome, Bridges made two sets of counts of recombinations

in the roughoid sepia region (tables 161 and 163). The recombination per

Table 161.—Pi, roughoid sepia x scarlet; B. C, Fi + 5 X ru se ^.

J.ily 26, 1920.
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with the simple compressed the modified compressed were pale in color,

smaller in size, with weak legs, and thin ragged wings, and with markedly

higher mortality. The "
dilapidator" by itself produced little or no effect

upon mortality or somatic characters.

LETHAL-IIIG (Inig).

In working with the mutation ^Minute, Bridges made some crosses of hairy

Minute to wild, and raised several Fa pairs. Two of the cultures from not-

Minute Fi pairs gave only a small percentage of hairy where 25 per cent was

expected (March 20, 1919, cultures 9573, 9574, table 163). This was indica-

Table 163.—Pa, Minute X hairy; Fz, ^i+ ? X Fi + d"

(Pi liairy het. for hug).

March 20, 1919.
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of this mutant,
"
port-b/' was that, while it constituted approximately 25 per

cent of the non-eosin flies, no difference in eye-color corresponding to the

expected double-mutant type, eosin
"
port b," was detected in the eosin half of

the progeny.

It seemed probable that
"
port-b

" was sex-linked, and that it was so close

to eosin that no double form occurred. But in that case
"
port-b

"
should

have been present only in the males if it had entered from the grandfather,

while in fact the color Avas equally distributed to the two sexes. Or, if it

had entered from the grandmother the eosin
"
port-b

" should then have been

the large rather than the non-existing class. There were other considerations

of such a kind that on the Avhole the evidence was conclusive that
"
port-b

" was

not a sex-linked mutant, either dominant or recessive.

The other alternative was that the double mutant, eosin port-b, occurs, but

is indistinguishable somatically from simple eosin. This would be a case of

specific non-modification quite the opposite of the
" creams "

reported by

Bridges (J. E. Z., July, 1919) which were due to genes that gave no detectable

effect except in the presence of eosin.

The presence of the second-chromosome recessives plexus and speck indicated

the relations of the non-modifier to that chromosome.
'' Port-b

" was dis-

tributed at random with respect to these mutants, which proves that the

gene is not second-chromosomal. If port-b were second-chromosomal, the

distribution of port-b and speck should have been in the form 2 : 1 : 1 : 0, or the

port-b speck class should have been larger than the simple port-b class, neither

of which conditions obtained.

This same mutant was found to be present in other crosses with Ski, under

conditions that showed that it was a member of the third-chromosome, but

without giving evidence as to its location within that chromosome. A stock

of tlie mutant, put aside for special tests of this and other points, was lost

without the tests having been carried out.

A similar and more striking case of a non-modifier of eosin is furnished by

''broAvai," a second-chromosome eye-color that is as light in tone as eosin

(female-type eosin), but which gives no cumulative effect with eosin, the

double-mutant type being somatically indistinguishable from simple eosin.

WARPED (wp).

(Figure 33.)

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF WARPED-WING.

In an Fo culture from a cross involving Minute and sepia white-ocelli,

Bridges found that most of the sepia white-ocelli flies had wings that were

held out from the sides at an angle of about 45°, and which were warped into

a compound curve (10,764, November 15, 1919). The curvature of the

"
warped

"
wings is first upward, then do\\Tiward, and again upward at the

tip. The wings are also thin and somewhat crumpled, with a slightly waxy
surface and a smoky color. They are narrower in shape and slightly smaller

than the wild-type. The general body-color of warped flies is dark, with

15
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the trident-pattem practically absent or submerged. The eyes are small and

strongly convex. Other slight differences in aristae, bristles, hairs, etc., exist;

Fig. 33.—Warped wing.

bnt in classification the most useful characteristics are those of wing position
and texture.

SEPIA WARPED WHITE-OCELLI X HAIRLESS.

A rough analysis of the distribution of warped in the original culture showed

that the mutant is recessive, in the third-chromosome, and probably situated

between sepia and white-ocelli. The possession of the triple recessive made it

easy to determine at once the position of warped. The somatic peculiarities

of the warped wing made the simultaneous use of Dichgete open to question.
Hairless was used instead in a back-cross with sepia warped white-ocelli

(table 165).

Table 165.—Pi, sepia warped white-oceJUx Hairless ; B. C,

F^H^Xsewp wo (^.

Dec. 13, 1919.

se

wp

wo
H

11,00.5...

11,006...

11,020...

11,021...

11,126...

11,127...

11,128...

Total

37 49
114 108
50
63

46

66
96
59

97 118
84 81

491 577

se

H
wp

wo

se

wp
H

wo

se
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The locus of warped proved to be between those of sepia and Hairless,

giving 23.9 per cent of recombination with the former and 19.7 with the

latter. These data placed warped roughly in the group of mutants clustered

about pink, probably in the region to the right in that group.

SEPIA WARPED X DEFORMED.

The relative positions of the loci in the group about pink is difficult to

determine because of the labor involved in securing suitable combinations

•where the amount of crossing-over is slight, and also on account of the rela-

tively large variability in crossing-over observed for that region. These loci

will in time be related to pink as a base of reference. In this connection the

dominant Deformed, situated 0.5 unit to the left of pink, is useful for making
a tentative location of the genes of this group. Deformed was used in a

back-cross with sepia warped (table 166) ; but with very unsatisfactory results,

Table 166.—Pi, sepia warped xDefor7ncd; B. C, Ft Df ^xse wp ^.

Feb. 27, 1921.
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cultures of Dichaste by cardinal, female back-cross, gave 40.5 per cent of re-

combination for Dichffite and cardinal (36/89). Four cultures of the back-

Table 167.—Pi, cardinal xDidicete Hairless; B. C, F^D H^xcd (^

{II. H. Johnson).

April 29, 1920.
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white-ocelli. The sooty white-ocelli back-crosses failed for lack of proper
males to use in the back-cross, and only 2 of the sooty cardinal cultures (table

169) were kept as a sample. The cardinal classification was checked by the

ocellar color.

CLAEET (ca).

(Plate 1, Figure 9.)

ORIGIN OF CLARET.

In working with a strain of high non-disjunction that was producing
triplo-X individuals, Bridges found that a pink-like eye-color was present

unexpectedly (10965, December 12, 1919). This eye-color showed no Hnkage
to the sex-linked characters eosin and forked that were present in the culture

and was adjudged autosomal. A pure-breeding stock was secured and the

sex-linked characters eliminated from it by selection,

CLARET X STAR DICILETE; CLARET X DICH.ETE HAIRLESS.

A claret X Star Dichaete male back-cross was started, and at the same time

a claret by Dichste Hairless and a claret by Star Lobe. The purpose of the

Star Dichaete back-cross was to find which of the two latter experiments to

discard. Claret was found to be in the third-chromosome, hence the claret X
Dichaete Hairless back-cross only was continued (table 170). The results were

Table 170.—Pi, DicJmte Hairless x claret; B. C, F^ D H ^xca (^.

Jan. 5, 1920.
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Hairless back-cross, should be very close to the locus of claret. A Hairless

claret female from the above back-cross was out-crossed to Minute ; and several

back-cross cultures were raised (table 171). The locus of claret was found

to be very slightly to the left of that of Minute ;
the percentage of recombina-

tion being 0.3. The locus of claret is 100.7.

EVALUATION OF CLARET.

Claret is an eye-color very easy to classify, since it is a clear translucent pink,

about the color of the sex-linked mutants ruby and garnet. Its viability seems

excellent, and it is an acceptable alternate to Minute in all experiments in

which it is not necessary to use the mutant pink.

CIIIM (CEOSS-OVER YAEIATIOX FROM MINUTE EXPERIMENT).
ORIGIN OF CIIIM.

To discover whether or not the dominant mutant " Minute "
is lethal when

homozygous, Bridges employed the method of raising F2 cultures from crosses

in which a recessive is present in the same chromosome with, and close to,

the gene for the character to be tested. Thus, a sepia sooty rough Minute male

was out-crossed to a wild female (from the New Hampshire stock of wild).

Fo was raised from 5 pairs of Fj Minute flies (December 26, 1919, table 158,

p. 210). Only 4 flies that were sooty or rough appeared, while the expectation

on a non-lethal basis is that a third of the Minutes would be also sooty. This

fact and the 2 M : 1 not-M ratio show that Minute is lethal when homozygous.
There were abnormally few flies that were sooty or rough, even assuming that

Minute is lethal when homozygous. The percentages of recombination calcu-

lated from the above F2 are: see'= 32.1, e'ro=0.0, roM = 1.0, while the

standard values are 34.3, 20.4 and 9.9 per cent respectively. That is, some-

thing was present that entirely suppressed crossing-over between sooty and

rough, nearly suppressed that between rough and Minute, but that did not

affect the crossing-over between sepia and sooty in such a way as to give an

abnormal percentage of recombination. The result was accountable on the

Table 172.—Pi, Ciiim x se/^ia sooty rough Minute, lack-cross.

Jan. 14, 1920.
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present, hence it seemed probable that the source of the modifier was the

wild stock to which the Minute had been out-crossed.

SEPIA SOOTY ROUGH MINUTE X CIIIM, BACK-CROSS.

A more efficient method for finding the linkage relations in the presence of a

linkage modifier is the back-cross. Accordingly, several ]\Iinute females from
the above Fa cultures were out-crossed to sepia bithorax sooty rough males.

The results (table 172) showed 29.8 per cent of recombination for sepia and

sooty, 0.0 for sooty rough, and 0.0 for rough Minute. These results are

the same as those of the F2, except that no crossing-over between rough and

Minute is evident.

SEPIA SOOTY ROUGH X CIIIM, BACK-CROSS.

The Fo, and especially the back-cross results, showed that there was an

inherited linkage modification present; and the pedigrees of the stock showed

that if the locus of this modifier were in the third-chromosome the gene should

be present in the not-Minute chromosome. Therefore several not-Minute

daughters of the above back-cross were out-crossed to sepia spineless sooty

rough males (table 173). There was 25.9 per cent of recombination for sepia

Table 1T3.—CiUMXsejyia sooty rough, hacJc-cross.

Jan. 30, 1920.
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SPINELESS SOOTY ROUGH X CIIIM, BACK-CROSS.

The results so far were parallel to those expected for the original Cm, except
that the effect of Cm ended rather abruptly at a point about 2 units to the

right of pink, and the sepia sooty recombination per cent found for CiiiM
seemed too high. The next point investigated was the crossing-over relation

between Chim and pink. Flies heterozygous for CiiiM and for se ss e^ ro were

out-crossed to pP ss e' ro males (table 175). The progeny contained no re-

Table 175.—CiiiM over se ss e« ro $XJ3^ 5S e* ro J*.

Feb. 14, 1920. ss e' ro +

11,324.

11,325.

11,337.

11,338.

230
150

104
78

263
208
142
98

Total. 562 711

combinations for spineless sooty or for sooty rough. The Avild-type offspring
of that out-cross were females heterozygous for Ciiim and for pP ss e' ro that

were desired to test for the relation of pink to CiiiM (table 176).

Table 176.—Ciumx peach spineless sooty rough, hack-cross.

Feb. 27, 1920.
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cross-over chromosome. The sepia rough male was out-crossed to a spineless
white-ocelli female, with the production of 69 spineless and 67 wild-type off-

spring. The wild-type offspring of the above cross had received the cross-over

chromosome, and the crossing-over relations in them were tested by out-

crossing to se ss e' ro males (table 177). There was 29.2 per cent of recombi-

Table 177.—Pi sepia Ciiim rough X spineless white-ocelli; B. C,
Fi + 2xse ss e' ro (^.

March 17, 1920.
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recombination, a given experiment should be used only once for any section of

chromosome. Thus, in a three-point experiment ss e ro, the data for ss-e and

for e-ro are called
"
primary," those for ss-ro,

"
secondary." The primary

data for ss-e from the different experiments are combined to give the mean

primary recombination per cent for that pair of loci.

The next step is normally to convert the mean primary recombination per
cents into units of map-distance. This requires a study of double-recombina-

tion and of coincidence. In the present case no double-recombination in-

dividuals vrere observed for the loci within the region of reduced crossing-over ;

and the cross-over values may be taken as numerically the same as the recombi-

nation per cents. There is presumably double .crossing-over in the region be-

tween sepia and the left end of the region of reduced crossing-over, that is,

between sepia and a point just to the right of pink. But the amount of this

double crossing-over is not determinable from the data in hand. It can not

Table 1
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of reduced crossing-over, and they can be combined directly to give a standard-

CliiM recombination per cent of 28.1, which applies equally to se-ss and to

se-e. Similarly, the ss-e, e-ro, and ss-ro data can be combined to give standard

per cents of 0.0, 0.05, and 0.05 respectively. The standard per cents for p-ss,

for ss-e, and for ro-M are given directly by the primary percentages.

COMPARISON OF CIIIM WITH CHI.

CiiiM was present in a wild stock (Camp Jackson, South Carolina) brought
into the laboratory late in 1919. Cm is known to have been present in the

inbred Beaded stock shortly after its discovery in 1910, and was therefore

probably present in the wild stock (Woods Hole?, Massachusetts) from which

Beaded arose. Because of this difference in time and locality, it does not seem

probable that these two stocks represent one and the same mutation.

In heterozygous CiiiM there is apparently no crossing-over between spine-
less and ebony, and in heterozygous Cm there is only a very slight amount.

The main difference seems to be that there is more crossing-over between ebony
and rough in CiiiM than in Cm. It seems probable that there is less

variation in the crossing-over and also a smaller total of crossing-over between

pink and the reduced region for CiiiM than for Cm. Both these differences

may well be due to a less definite boundary for the region of reduced crossing-

over in the case of Cm than in that of Ciiiii. If this point of change corre-

sponds to the mid-point of the Ill-chromosome (see p. 29), then the Ciiim

data offers a better index of this point than did Cm.
No information is on hand as to the linkage relations in homozygous Ciiim

for comparison with the normal or increased crossing-over in homozygous Cm.
ISTo tests of the possible allelomorphism of Ciiim and Cm have been under-

taken as yet.

BITHORAX-B (bx-b).

(Figure 34.)

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF BITHORAX-B.

In working with the mutant compressed. Bridges found that a mutant

closely resembling bithorax was present in nearly all the compressed flies of
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certain cultures (11110, December 27, 1919). The mutant had balancers that

were inflated, and that showed hairs, bristles, and venation characteristic

of wings. The balancer-wings differed from those of bithorax in being inflated

into rather balloon-like organs, instead of being flat and elongated. There was

present also the haired and bristled representative of the meso-thorax inserted

between the scutellum and the abdomen
;
but it was not so well-developed nor

so clear as in the case of bithorax.

BITHORAX-B SOOTY ROUGH X HAIRLESS.

The fact that nearly all of the bithorax-b individuals were at the same time

compressed showed that the locus of the mutant is in the third-chromosome.

By a succession of matings, compressed was removed and sooty and rough were

Table 180.—F^, hithorax-h sooiy rough x Hairless; B. C, F^W^x
hx-h e* ro J*.

Jan. 26, '20.
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bithorax-b flies by testing cross-overs from the descendents of the parallel

back-crosses. Since the indications were tliat bithorax-b is to the riglit of

spineless, the spineless Hairless recombinations from table 183 should occa-

sionally have resulted from crossing-overs between spineless and bithorajc-b

and should carry the desired spineless bithorax-b Hairless chromosome. About
20 such flies were tested, but none were the desired type. Instead of repeating

Table 181.—P^, hitliorax-h Hairless X spineless white-ocelli; B.

F,H2x hx-h ^.

C,

April 7, 1920.
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EOOF-C.

(Figure 35.)

In culture 11110, table 158 (p. 310), 20 of the flies entered as wild-type, 2 of

the flies entered as sepia Minute, and 3 of the flies entered as Minute possessed

wings that drooped at the outer margin (January 1, 1920). The distribution

Fig. 35.—Roof-c.

of the character is such as to agree best with the assumption that
"
roof

"
is a

third-chromosome dominant situated to the left of sepia. Unfortunately the

stock was lost before these points could be demonstrated.

DWARF-B (dw-b).

(Figure 266, page 182.)

ORIGIN OF DWARF-B.

In working with cultures of high non-disjunction that were giving extra-X

females (2n-i-X), Bridges observed that in several cultures about a quarter

of the flies of both sexes were very small and rather pale in body-color (11,258,

February 5, 1920). By breeding together
" dwarf-b " females and males a

stock was established that bred true, but with considerable fluctuation in the

size of the individuals.

DWARF-B X DWARF.

The mutant dwarf-b resembled the mutant dwarf very closely ;
but the fact

that females of dwarf-b are fertile while females of dwarf are invariably sterile

showed that they could not be identical. That they were not even allelomorphic

was shown by the production of only wild-type offspring from the cross of

dwarf-b by dwarf (11366).

DWARF-B X HAIRLESS.

A dwarf-b X Star Hairless male back-cross (11569) gave 252 dwarf-b and

235 Hairless offspring with no certain recombinations; which means that

the gene is third-chromosomal. From this culture some female back-crosses
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were made with the not-Star flies (table 183). There was 25.7 per cent

of recombination.

Table 183.—Pi, dwarf-hx (Star) Hairless; B. C, II ^xdw-l <^.

March 10, 1920.
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than would be the case with 5 sister-cultures. The three sets of data were com-

bined, and were expressed in terms of milligrams per fly in the curves of

figure 36. In the first lot of flies to hatch the dwarf-b flies were almost indis-

tinguishable in size from their sibs. Both kinds decreased in size, the dwarf-b

more rapidly, to a minimum at the end of 7 days. There was an unexpected

secondary rise in both curves to a maximum at about 10 days, and a second

Table 185.—Weiglits in miUigrams of dwarf-Vs {above) and Dichcete Hairless sibs

(below) ; days are class centers.
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two sets above, showed no such rise. The average weight of the non-dwarf-b

Dichaete Hairless flies was 1.13 mg., or about 400,000 to the pound. The

average weight of the dwarf-b flies in the later counts was about 0.7 nig., or

about 650,000 to the pound.

mg,
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Fig. 36.—Curves of change in weight with age of culture of dwarf and of

dwarf-b flies, with the wild-t.ype and Dichaete Hairless controls. (Through
errors the curve for the dwarfs is labelled dwarfoid, and the curve for dwarf-b
is labelled dwarf.)

EVALUATION OF DWARF-B.

The separations of dwarf-b from not-dwarf-b proved too unreliable, and

accordingly the stock of dwarf-b was discarded.

MINUTE-DIII (Mdiii).

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF MINUTE-D.

Two mutants had been found that M^ere apparently identical somatically.

One, forked", was known to be an allelomorph of forked, but a less extreme

departure from the wild-type than forked is. The other arose later than

forked- in a culture not related to those in which forked- had occurred. It

was temporarily called forked- a*, the forked denoting its similarity to forked

in general characters, and the x denoting unknown genetical relation to forked.

The two mutants were crossed together, and it was found that the Fi females

were wild-type in appearance. The two mutants were thus known to be not

allelomorphic. Later tests showed that forked-a: is an allelomorph of singed,

and it w^as accordingly renamed singed^. In Fi of the above cross between

forked^ and singed-, Bridges found that a very few of the flies had markedly
small bristles throughout the body. These bristles were of normal proportions

(ratio of thickness to length) and were normal in position and in the directions

in which they pointed. The flies were slightly paler in color and slightly

16
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sinaller in size, but these characters were not dependable in classification. This

character was called a "
]\Iinute/' from its resemblance somatically to the

many
" Minutes "

previously found. This minute was the ninth found, but

was called Minute-5, since it was the fifth found after the Minutes began to

be named in series. The name was changed to Minute-d when letters were

adopted for series of mimics.

MINUTE X STAR HAIRLESS, MALE BACK-CROSS.

A Minute-d male was out-crossed to a Star Hairless female, preparatory to

finding to which chromosome the gene for Minute-d belongs. In Fi the

Minute character was present (culture 11456
; -f- 353, M 38), which fact showed

that it is a dominant, as were the other mutants that had been called Minutes.

Two of the Fi Star Hairless Minute-d males were out-crossed to wild females,
as a male back-cross test (table 186). In the progeny none of the Star flies

Table 186.—Pi, Minute-d (^xStar Hairless $; B. C,
Fi 8 EM <^xwiU%

March 22. 1920.
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were expected to be Minute; and they were, with the exception of 8 doubtful

specimens. None of the not-Star Hairless flies were expected to be Minute,

yet in two cultures nearly lialf of the Hairless flies were Minute, though of a

Table 187a.—Pi, Minufe-dxStar Hairless; B. C, F^ ,S H M 2x+(^.

May 17, 1920.
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flies that were Star were at the same time black. No black was known in

the ancestry of Minute. One of the Fi Star black Hairless Minute males

was back-crossed to black purple curved females, with the result that there

were 109 b pr c : 62 S b ! : 60 S b ! H M, or a 2:1:1 ratio, as expected. The

female back-cross (table 189) showed that the locus of Minute-dii is between

Table 189.—5. C, F^ Star-hlach! Hairless Minule-d $ (11,803)

Aug. 14. 1920.
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ROUGH-.

Muller reports that a more extreme allelomorph of rough (called rough")
arose in some linkage experiments that he was carrying out (March 1920).

This mutant offered no advantages over the previously known mutant, and it

was not retained.

DELTA-B.

ORIGIN AND DESCRIPTION OF DELTA-B.

Among the Fi flies from the cross of Star Hairless Minute-d to sepia white-

ocelli (see p. 234), appeared one Star male that had characteristics resembling
those of the third-chromosome dominant Delta (culture 11874, August 13,

1920). The wings were small and were held out at a wide angle from the

body. The veins were slightly branched and knotted, and were confluent at

the margins. The dorsal hairs were more numerous than normal and the

rows were irregular. The bristles were strong, and there were supernumerary
anterior postalars. The body-color was dark as in Delta, and the eyes were

extreme Star (like intensified Star of p. 175). The third legs were shortened

as in bent. The characters of
" Delta-b " were more extreme than those of

Delta, and there were other definite differences, the most striking of which was

that the venation was of the confluent type rather than of the simple Delta

type.

DELTA-B A DOMINANT IN CHROMOSOME-III.

From the fact that the character Delta-b had occurred as a single fly in the

offspring of a pair culture, it seemed probable that the character was a domi-

nant. In that case its location in the second or the third group could be

determined directly by out-crossing the Star Delta-b male to a sepia white-

ocelli female. The mother of this male had been sepia white-ocelli, so this

mating constituted a male back-cross for the second-chromosome (Star) and

for the third (sewo). In the offspring of the above mating (culture 11929)

there were 4 flies that were Delta-b, and these were at the same time sepia

and white-ocelli. Several other dead Delta-b's were found in the bottle, and

also several dead pupae that were probably Deltas. Besides these Deltas, there

were no flies that were sepia white-ocelli; that is, the gene is a dominant in

the same chromosome with sepia and white-ocelli. Nearly all the flies pos-

sessing the character die. There were 73 not-Deltas that were Stars and

not-Stars.

None of the four Delta-b flies were fertile, hence the mutant could not be

maintained.

DARK (dk).

In order to determine whether mutations similar to those found in the

laboratory cultures were occurring among the wild-flies of Drosophila vielano-

gaster, Dr. R. E. Clausen set traps at various places about Berkeley, and then

raised offspring from the wild flies, to see whether new forms would be present

in the first or second generations. In one case three new forms appeared, viz,

a second-chromosome recessive
"
cinnabar," located about 3 units to the right

of purple, a sex-linked sex-limited recessive similar to or identical with the

mutant "
bobbed," and a

" dark "
eye-color, similar in appearance to saffraniu

or to (not-eosin) cream-iii (September, 1920). This dark eye-color proved
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to be a recessive, and gave in male back-crosses with Star Dichaste the 1 dk :

lSdk:lD:lSD ratio typical of a third-chromosome mutant. The locus

within the third-chromosome has not yet been determined. Clausen reports

that the character can not always be distinguished with certainty from the

wild-type. Perhaps the use of eosin or of vennilion as a "sensitizer" (see

eream-iii, p. 112) might make the mutant workable. In that case, the useful-

ness of the mutant would largely depend on whether its locus were in a region

not already well represented by other satisfactory mutants.

MINUTE-F (Mf).

In working with the eleventh member of the series of allelomorphs and

remutations of cut, Bridges found that about a third of the flies of one culture

had small bristles and other characteristics belonging to the type of mutant

called
" Minute " (Sept. 9, 1920, 11974

;
M 16, +25) . This particular Minute

was No. 18 in the numbered series (about the twenty-fifth found) and hence

was called Minute-18. Later the name was changed to Minute-f, which is

used in the following account. In an out-cross to sepia white-ocelli, Minute-f

appeared in Fi as a dominant. It was delayed in emergence and poorly viable,

as is the case with other Minutes (11993, M 49, -f 94). Several female back-

crosses with sepia white-ocelli failed to produce more than a few flies, indi-

cating, however, that the locus of Minute is in the third-chromosome to the

right of that of white-ocelli. A sepia white-ocelli Minute fly from the back-

cross was out-crossed to wild, and a single back-cross culture raised (table 191).

Table 191.—Pi, sepia white-ocelli Minute-f (^xwild $; B. C,

Fi Mf ^xsewo ^.

Dec. 27, 1920.
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the cultures. The strain was maintained by continually back-crossing Hair-

less Minute-g males by claret females. Sucli male back-crosses gave an approxi-
mate equality of Hairless Minute and claret offspring {e. g., culture 12013,

HM54, ca57).

HAIRLESS MINUTE-G X CLARET, FEMALE BACK-CROSS.

Fen.iale back-crosses were made parallel to the stock cultures to find the

position of the Minute gene. Counts of four generations of such cultures are

given in table 192. The locus of Minute-g is definitely to the right of claret,

Table 192.—Pj Hairless Minute-g x claret; B. C, F^ H Mg ^Xca^^.

Sept. 27, 1920. H Mg ca H ca Mg H ca Mg

11,990. . .

11,986. . .

12,082. . .

12,118. ..

12,119. . .

12,120. . .

12.121. . .

12.122. . .

12,123. . .

12,148.. .

12,149.. .

12,150.. .

12,151...

Total

4

G

104

71

90
27
71

53
67
38
75
24
63

693

3
8

74
69
66
29
59
57
53
37
79

34
61

1

2

53
37
27
21

33
27
18

17

32
10

30

41
22
33
10

33
23
18

21

43
16

30

/

4

8

5

6

1

4

7

6
2

5

o

7

3

3

3

5

1

o

H ca Mg -t-

629 308 299 56 17

and is the locus farthest to the right of those thus far discovered. There was
5.5 per cent of recombination for claret and Minute.

A remarkable feature of the data is the high frequency of the double-recom-

bination classes. The coincidence is 67, as compared -sWth a coincidence of

about 15 for the same section between Hairless and claret, Judged from other

data.

Minute-g ha^: not been worked with except in the above experiment, hence its

relation to Minute-diii has not been investigated, nor was its position well

determined by this single experiment. Classification seemed sharp ; but there

was seen to be an inequality in the parallel classes H and ca M and also H ca M
and + that may be explained as overlap of Minute into wild-type. This is

not certainly the case, and the results are not to be relied upon completely.
The locus is at 106.2, taking the data at their face value.

VARXISHED (vr).

Through the courtesy of Dr. 0. L. ]\Iohr we include the following summary
of his discovery and breeding-work with the third-chromosome recessive "var-

nished." Two mutant males were found, October 22, 1920, in a stock of

the second-chromosome dominant Gull. The eyes are smaller than normal,
with irregular surface of glassy

" varnished "
texture. The wings are often
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slightly curved, and may have a short fifth vein. The females were found to

be sterile, but the males were of normal fertility. A ])ack-cross with Delta

gave 40 vr, 53 A, 11 vr A, 17 + , corresponding to 23.1 per cent of recombination.

Four cultures of the back-cross of varnished to Dichgete Hairless gave the

order of loci, Dichaete varnished Hairless, with 4.2 per cent of recombination

for Dichajte and varnished and 28.9 for varnished and Hairless (table 193).

Table 193.—Pi, varnished xDichcete Hairless; B. C, F^D H ^x vr J*

{O.L.Molir).

Dec. 13, 1920.
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POINTED X POINTED; DOMINANT, LETHAL WHEN HOMOZYGOUS.
Three pairs of Pointed-wing flies were mated, and in Fi there was a total of

108 Pointed-wings to GO that were wild-type (12685; Pw 18, -f-13; 12G86,

Pw59, +33; 12687, Pw31, +14). The wdld-type flies were not genetically
the same as the Pointed, as was shown by the distinctness and by out-crosses

of the classes. The Pointed-wing flies were then heterozygous dominants
; and

that the homozygous Pointed-wing is lethal was indicated by the close approach

Fig. 37.— (a) Pointed-wing; (6) antenna-wing of Pointed.

to a 2:1 ratio rather than a 3 : 1 ratio. Continued inbreeding of Pointed

failed to produce a pure-type stock. The lethal nature of the homozygous
Pointed was ultimately proved by the fact that a balanced pure-type stock

was secured by mating Pointed to Cm liiia and inbreeding the double

heterozygote.

POINTED-WING X DICH.^TE.

Pointed-wing was observed to be distributed at random witli respect to

sex, and with respect to the second-chromosome recessives plexus and speck.

Pointed-wing was therefore assumed to be in the third-chromosome, which

assumption was proved correct by the results of Dichaete X Pointed male back-

crosses (12870, D 68, Pw 72; 12872, D 52, Pw 51). A single D X Pw female
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back-cross gave free recombiuation of Dichaete and Pointed (12892, June 9,

1921, D 11, Pw 8, D Pw3, +12; the per cent of recombiuation was 44.1).

POINTED-WIXG X SOOTY CLARET.

To see wliether or not the locus of Pointed is far to the right of Dichaete,
a Pointed by sooty claret back-cross was carried out (table 19-4). The locus

Table 194.—Pi, Pointed-wing x sooty claret; B. C, Fi Pw ? x e* ca cf.

June 30, 1921. e» ca Pw
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EBONY^ ROUGH X POINTED-WING CLARET.

A stock of ebony* (wo) rough claret was obtained, and a four-point back-

cross from the mating of ebony* rough by Pointed-wing claret was carried

out (table 196). The rough Pointed-wing recombination per cent was 3.2,

Table 196.—Pi, Pointed-wing claret X ehony^ rough; B. C, Fi Pw^X e* ro ca (^.

Aug. 14, 1921.
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were raised (table lO^u). There were "2 flies in Avliioh tlie characters pink and

shrunken had undergone recombination, and these showed that the locus of

shrunken is between tliose of Dichaete and pink. The recombination per cent

Table 197a.—1\, shrunken pink ^xDichate $; F2, F^ D $ xi''i D <^.

July 23, 1921.
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13.9)er cent. An exporimont was plaiiuoJ to tost this sorial onlor as follows:

Froi tablo 198. sovoral Hairless iiialos. about two-thirds of whirh should

Tablk 1;»S.— /\ (/) over Jcthal-nih) ^' \ Hairless '^ :

Mari-li 10. I'.VJL'.
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But one of the cultures (13177) showed the presence of a new lethal betwee

hairy and sooty and very near sooty. This lethal is certainly one introduce

through the se h e' stock used originally. An account of this lethal (liii

appears in a later section.

MINUTE-H (Mh)-.

In late November 1921, Miss Phoebe Reed found a fly that was an interse.

It had ovaries and female genitalia, but its coloration and the shape of ii

abdomen were male-type, and it showed a rudimentary sex-comb on one tarsu

This intersex bred as a female, giving only normal offspring in Fi and in F
But in one of the F2 cultures a male appeared (December 20, 1921), one c

whose wings was smaller than normal, and whose bristles were " Minute "

the half of the thorax corresponding to the small wing.
This mosaic male was out-crossed to a yellow female whose two X-chrom«

somes were joined to one another (resulting in 100 per cent non-disjunction)
and approximately half of the offspring were found to show the Minute-bristJ

character (y $ 59, y M $ 57, -fc^49, Mc^46). The Minute appeared in I

males as well as in Fi females, and was thus known to be an autosomi

dominant.

The Minute-bristle character had not been present in either parent, and wf

only present in part of the first representative of the race. The cells of th

testes were heterozygous for the mutant. The mutation occurred before th

germ-cells arose. There has been a score or more of such mosaics by mutatio

in an early cleavage stage, but few of them have been bred from.

MINUTE-H X STAR DICILETE; MINUTE-H X CURLY HAIRLESS.

To discover to which linkage group the gene for Minute-h belongs, Minut

was crossed to Star Dichaete
;
and an Fi S D M male was out-crossed to a wil

female. None of the Minute offspring were Dichaete, while half were Sta

(D 61, S D 38, M 5, S M 7). Minute is thus sho^vm to be a member of th

third-chromosome group. A similar back-cross of Minute X Curly Hairles

gave the same type of result (H 38, Cy H 40, M 17, Cy M 8) .

STRIPE (sr).

While selecting some flies from the Oregon stock of wild. Bridges foun

that there were present in the stock several individuals, both females an(

males, with a dark stripe down the thorax (Feb. 6, 1922). The character wa

very similar in appearance to the second-chromosome dominant Streak. Th"

pigment of the stripe seemed to lie deeper in the thorax than does that

the trident, which is epidermal. There was the same flattened appearance t'

the thorax as in Streak, and the thorax frequently contained bubbles. Th

character was, on the average, considerably more pronounced than is Streak

Some of the stripe flies were mated together, and all the offspring possesset

stripes.
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STRIPE X STAR DICH/ETE, BACK-CROSS.

A stripe male was out-crossed to Star Dichaete female. None of the off-

spring were stripe. Fi S D females were back-crossed to stripe males (table

201). The characters Star and stripe were assorted at random. There was

Table 201.—Stripe c^xStar Dichcete $; B. C, F^ S D^Xsr (^.

Mar. 3, 1922. D
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spineless. But tlie Dicliffite stripe recombination per cent was 21.9, which is

higher than tlie standard Dichaete spineless recombination of 15.7. If the 11.1

is correspondingly above standard, then the locus of stripe is less than 11 units

to the left of Hairless, or is probably to the right of spineless by 2 or 3 units.

A test of this hypothesis as to the location of stripe was made by crossing

stripe to spineless bithorax, and back-crossing the Fi females by spineless
bithorax (table 203), then crossing these spineless not-bithorax flies to stripe.

Table 203.—Pi, stripe x spineless bithorax; F^ + ^Xss hx (^.

May 23, 1922.
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less were present as a check upon the kind of crossing-over taking place

(table 205). The recombination for ss and H was 11.1, which is the same

Table 205.—Pi, spineless stripex Delta Hairless; B. C,

F^ ^ H^xss sr J*.

Aug. 12, 1922. ss sr AH
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ROUGH CLARKT \ CRUMPLEP.

To fiml wlu'tluT tlio locus of cruinitlctl \vn.>J t(> llic riirlit or to iho loft of

clnrot. a cnimjiltHl lUiilc was rrossod to a nni«;li clarot. foinalo, and F, wiM-type
foiual(>s vtTi' I'ro.^si'ti to roiii;]i i-larot inalt's (table \?0T). Cross-over clart't llios

T.M51.E *^tK. l\. cniniphui (^xcboiuj* irhitc-oceJH rough cJarcf ^;

F,+2xro ca c^.

Miiy .'4.
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